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new jar-proof printed circuit!

wheels of 
progress

Until now. tone and volume of an electric accordion 

have been regulated by "twist” knobs. Newest 

accordions by Excelsior have wheels instead of knobs 

... four wheels on the top side to provide easier, 

quicker changes for monaural, stereo or dual channel 

amplification. Pick-up is finer, more dependable, too. with its

printed circuit . . . another Excelsior first! Don't decide on 

any electric until you try one of these new Excelsiors, student 

or artist model, now available from your local Excelsior 

dealer. For advance information, write

Excelsior Accordions, Inc.

333 Sixth Avenue, New York 14, N.Y.

Preview
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pledged from their members. An ad
ditional S22.000 will come from 
ASCAP, AFM, bookers, and some 
wealthy, altruistic leaders. In other 
words, all interested parties are put
ting their money where their mouths 
used to be. Peace, it's wonderful!

But may we suggest one more im
portant step? Why not organize a 
separate working body actually to

After much heaving and hauling, 
and “After you, John” delays, it now 
looks as if the ballroom boys are 
ready to go with their public rela
tions campaign to increase dancing. 
They will need help; and they will 
get it.

The National Ballroom Operators 
Association (see the Special Report 
on pages 16 and 17) have $25,000

supervise and execute the public re
lations program for the industry? 
Call it something like the Recrea
tional Dancing Institute. Its board 
members could come from among 
the monied donors who obviously 
would have the most direct motiva
tion for improving the ballroom bus
iness. Working in this manner, the 
organization would have a positive 
industry-wide flavor and direction.

No small part of the help to the 
dance business will be the ever-in
creasing assistance ol Herman Kenin, 
president of the American Federa
tion of Musicians. Here is a man, 
who, unlike his predecessor, is not 
afraid to seek constructive advice 
and then act on it. What a pleasure 
it is to hear him talk to the trade 
(heretofore the “enemy”) and not at 
it. His proposal to relax the live pei 
cent management lee would be a 
long overdue relief. As this union 
regulation now stands, an investor 
and/or personal manager may only 
take a five per cent commission on 
the band's take. This limitation has 
scared oil capital to back singers, 
TV packages, radio stations, etc. 
where the risk may be high, hut at 
least the potential return is equated 
to investment.

It is also heartening to hear Kenin 
promise to "help' Ins locals re-evalu
ate their positions on minimum per-

Featherbedding is not only archaic 
but rarely achieves its avowed aim.

As reported here more than six 
months ago. the AFM is also going 
ahead with its 1960 Best Dance Band 
contest with a strong possibility of a 
national advertiser picking up the 
tab. The union has admitted the 
shortcomings of this year’s contest 
and has taken steps to eliminate 
them. I think that even the loot 
draggers among the locals and oper
ators will go along in a well-run con 
test. Alter all, it means money to 
them.

A note of caution here. It should 
be made clear that no ballroom 
should benefit directly from any ol 
these promotions if it has a policy 
of running record hops. It is a dis
grace to see these operators deliber
ately avoid paying for live music 
with the pious plea that they are 
keeping juveniles off the streets. It is 
pure exploitation to con the kids 
with a phony top 99 list and call it 
dance promotion. The kids would be 
better in the streets breathing fresh 
air.

But aside from the record hop 
heads, the dance business should be 
interesting from now on out. We will 
watch it and let vou know. ■

FREE TO DRUMMERS

THE WORLD S FINEST CYMBALS SINCE 1623

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
CYMBAL SET-UPS
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not reallv to lx; blamed be liner notes (?) pitifully inadequate.7 homp1

Stand.

Bill Bankier

to the popularity of

Thomas A. Holland

past

DOWN BEAT

band, and I are also trying 
to get away from the strictly 
don’t think that Cottontail.

"The CONN sound is 
for me,” says talented 
Stan Kenton, popular 
band leader and ar
ranger. Get real "pro" 
sound with a CONN— 
choice cf the artists!

Harry, the 
in this album 
Basic kick. I

this business. Anvwav

to the 
Harry 
which

narrowminded. 
St Louis, Mo.

Mr. Thompson goes to some lengths in 
putting down George Crater.

This has always been a thing with humor.

Also, let’s I 
Scrapbook ite 
fumi' feature. 
Montreal

Crater from your staff for Mr. Thompson’s 
sake . . .

Mas I add that I consider Jon Hendricks’

'1 hey don't tell the buyer a damn thing 
about anything. So I’M going to tell the 
people!

Nine of the tracks are my arrangements 
and compositions. 1 arranged Cottontail; 
Shiny Stockings (Frank Foster’s original); 
M Squad Theme, Too Close for Comfort, 
and Walkin’; my originals are Slats; Hlues

the lighter side of life in this age of cold 
war, rockets, ami segregation.

why Mr. Thompson gets so -.hook up over 
Crater when it would be so easy to Hip the 
page. '

If this letter isn’t printed before Mr. 
Thompson’s subscription expires. I’ll glad-

verse article particularly noteworthy
Aphrata, Pa. Ned Rodgen

George Crater breaks us up, too, and 
reliable reports have it that even ha Gitler 
would miss him. (See Out of My Head, this 
issue.)

cause it is a fact that what is funny to one 
man is mysteriously irritating to another. 
Humor, in fact, is like jazz. It cannot be 
explained. You just have to get it when you 
hear it.

Me, I have at least three all-out crying 
laughs every time 1 read Ciater’s column. 
I can take two pages of him per issue as 
long as he can keep writing it.

F. Thompson’s 
17), 1 for one 
of My Head is 

>. I fail to see

CONN 
CORPORATION 
Elkhart, Indiana

him a copv of same. Come Christmas. I ll 
send a few ol my friends gift subscriptions 
to Down Heat to offset the deficit you’ll no 
doubt encounter as a result of Mr. I homp- 
son’s failure to renew his.

Live and let lire, Mr. Thompson.

starts off with the whole band roaring from 
the beginning, and then as each section 
(trumpets, trombones, and saxes) and each 

featured soloist within each section plays 
their chorus or choruses, they nonchalantly 
ease off the bandstand one In one until n< 
one's left but the rhythm section. It's kind 
of a novelty, a gimmick, but it has gone over 
big with the audiences, even in Las Vegas. 
I was there.

Mr. Crater, from what I have read (and 
I hope to read more) I feel he has a flair 
for making fun in a direction that is en
tertaining and in tune with modern times: 
I’m sure there are more readers who feel 
as I do.

His articles are ones of newness and of 
a different approach that is nonetheless 
common enough for everyone to grasp and 
enjos loo bad Mr. Thompson let this 
trend sweep by. I think if I were he, I’d 
be displeased to lx* stereotv ped . . .

If only one article biased Mr. Thompson’s 
opinion of Down Heat, then Down Heat 
wasn't meant for him from the beginning. 
Snsone who would give up a subscription 

because he didn't like one article is . . .

ahead with the Deebee’s 
. This is another very

Like; Kingsize Hlues, and Get Off thi
Now, take Get Off the Stand for 

ample. What does that title mean 
prospective buyer? Not a thing! 
asked me to write a composition

In reply to William F. Thompson, 1 
find this incredibly banal writer” is far 
from banal. I think it unfortunate (hat Mr. 
Thompson does not find Out of My Head 
entertaining.

Though I have made no inquiries nor

In Defense of George
In response to William 

letter (Down Heat, Sept. 1 
think George Crater s Out 
just that—and "kicks”, too

Too Close for Comfort, and Blues Like art 
so Basie-ish.

Now, M-G-M Records has in its emplos 
a man like Leonard Feather. He’s supposed 
to be their jazz a&r man. Why wasn’t he 
commissioned to do the liner notes?

I’m not a glory-seeker. I’m only human. 
All I ask is: give me the credit that's due.

Gil's Complaint
I am writing this letter to the Chords 

and Discords section of Down Beat, so 
aptly named, for this letter is strictly on the 
“discord" kick.

I've just bought a copy of Harrs James'

M-G-M Records. If I must say so myself, 
it is the greatest album that Hans's ever 
had. Yes—with my arrangements. I'm ab- 
solutels thrilled with the band and Harry 
himself.

But what I'm kicking about is that the

album, Harry James and His New Swing
ing Band, is a great album. Youll dig it 
New York Ernie Wilkiiu

II7i«t we're wondering is how M-G-M 
missed the boat in failing to commission 
Wilkins to write the liner notes.

We are more than pleased to print 
II ilkins’ letter. When enough musicians 
of his distinction become as annoyed as he 
is about meaningless, meandering liner 
notes, perhaps such dreary and uninforma
tive notes will disappear.

(Continued on Page 8)

STAN KENTON
PREFERS THE 
CONN SOUND!

INC.

12804 RAYMER ST No HOLLYWOOD. CALIF
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For the right hand. Modern runs 
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musician needs. Melody, 
words, chord symbols. Hem*

375—ULTRA MODERN HARMONIZA
TIONS ................................... I
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524—ORGAN INTRODUCTIONS For 
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Every possible chord progression 
. sed in popular music. A "must" 
for pianists, guitarists, organists.

32-HARMONIZE AT SIGHT 3 to 6 
part harmony for every note 

24 pages) .... .......................... $158
123-SELF INSTRUCTION IN HAR- 

MONY. A complete home-study 
course. ...................  $156

374 LES5ONS IN SONG WRITING. 
Develop new ideas, proper form, 
correct harmony (25 pages).$1 JO

•97-TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT. An auto
matic transposing manual, every 
possible transposition at your 
fingertips (27 pages) .......... ..$1.50

490—HOW TO IMPROVISE. Com
plete course ............... .....$1.75

524-ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS. .$1.50 
499—HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN

JAZZ CHORUSES. Walter Stu
art's famous iig-saw system, all

349—PLAY POPULAR PIANO BY 
CHORDS. The sensational 
Walter Stuart system of piano 
instruction without bass clef. 

Complete "18 lesson-40 song 
course" teaches pleying from

521—HOW TO DEVELOP A MODERN 
CHORD TECHNIQUE. (Piano) ....$1.50

S22-INNOVATIONS IN MODERN 
HARMONY................................$1.50

S25-LEARN TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE 
SOUNDS. For arrangers, pianists,

FOR GUITAR
900-WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR....
303—CHORD ROUTINES. The most 

used chord sequences as found in 
all popular music. The "Formule" 
of all chord progressions ............

342-GUITAR RUNS. Modern tech
nique for improvisation on ell 

chords.................................... ..

08—EFFECTIVE HAMMOND ORGAN 
COMBINATIONS, chart of special 
sound effects and novel tone 
combinations ---

X—HAMMOND NOVELTY EFFECTS, e 
collection of emusing trick imita
tions for "entertaining" organists 

33—COMPLETE DICTIONARY OP
HAMMOND STOPS, correct inter
pretation of organ sounds ...........

W* POPULAR ORGAN STYLING
How to arrange populer 
sheet music for the organ; 
effective voicing, contrasting 
styles of playing, etc. Ham
mond Organ registration

WALTER STUART f ■ ■

Publications for musicians
e! Free! Free! 
CHORD CHART
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SOI-LESSONS IN AD-LIB PLAYING. 

Correct choice of Ad-Lib notes, 
jazz syncopation, how to com
pose modern rhythm choruses..... $1.00

498—PLAYING BY CHORDS. Ad-Lib 
figures applied to popular chord

902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES. 
Typical Be-bop examples in all 

popular keys .......................
04-MODE RN CHORD SUBSTITU

TIONS, chart of chords that may 
or used in place of any regular 
muior. mmor, and 7th chords,...

372-NEW STYLE AD-118 SOLOS. 
Modern themes with ad-lib taka-

.50

SO

oris. For all treble clef instru
ments (chord symbols included)....$1.25

$2—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELO
DIES. The principles of impro
vising correct harmonic progres
sions for any melodv....  SI W

371-MODERN BLUES STYLES. New 
style blues examples for all 
treble cief instruments ... .. JI

913-100 MODERN NEW SCALES. An 
unlimited source of new ideas
for modern progressive improv
isation, beyond the scope of 
traditional scales .......... ...............

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZS 
SONGS. Instructions <n finding 
more modern substitute chords
oor conventional sheet music 
harmony ......... ......... .............. . .75

494—HOW TO USE WHOLE - TONE 
SCALES in modern jazz impro

visation ........... ..... ............. ...50
502—HOW TO USE THE 12-TONE SYS

TEM IN MODERN JAZZ .......
343—THE 12 TONE SYSTEM. Explana

tion and illustrations of the mod
ern atonal music style .... .50

345-AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1,728 
modern two measure iazz ohrases

47—MODERN BREAKS. Up-to-date 
breaks in all popular keys. (For 

all treble clef instruments). .. JO

518—THE AUTOMATIC MUSIC 
COMPOSER A mathematical 
jig-saw device that can make 
up an unlimited number of 
original songs, melodies and 
chords complete. Practical 
and educational. You must 
see this to believe itl . $1.25

959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE 
A tested practice! method that 
will improve your sight reeding 

40—TWO-PART HARMONIZING BY 
CHORDS. The chord system for 
finding harmony notes for any 

melody in any key............. -
58—BASS IMPROVISING BV CHORDS. 

How to find the correct bass notes

»

from popular sheet music die-

14-HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ. 
Full analysis, theory end many

1J0
B7—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A 

scientific method with exercises 
that develop and improve the 
capacity for memorizing music.... JO

41-HOW TO TRANSPOSE MU* 
SIC, including special exer
cises to practice transposing 
at sicht r ...........  $1.50

47-IMPROVISING end HOT PLAY
ING. Hundreds of improvisation 

pattern shown on all chords .$1.00

If yen raift read mu^ir
74—HOW TO READ MUSIC. Com

plete self-instructor, treble and 
bass clef (23 pages) ............. $1.50

83—ALL KEYBOARD CHORDS IN 
PICTURE DIAGRAMS for musi
cians who can't read music (48 
peg«») ......................................$1.75

YOU CAN SOUND 
LIKE THE TOP JAZZ PERFORMERSI

We arrange modem Jazz choruses on all 
important standards, especially for your 
instrument. Our staff writes for America's

Minimum prices 
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY!
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SIONS. Exciting modern sounds, 
created by the polytonal system 
of playing in two keys simul
taneously ................................
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Full 
empir 
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explanation and ex- 
s of this modern piano 
including a block chord

harmony chart ....................... $1.00

354—MODERN CHORD APPLICA-
TION. How to use fourth
chords^ 9th, 11th and 13th
chords in modern jazz piano
styling ...................  75

48-11th CHORD ARPEGGIOS. 132 
11th chord runs, the modern sub* 

stitute for 7th chords ...........
49—PIANO BASS PATTERNS. ____ _

380—EXPERIMENTAL JAZZ SOLOS.
Fresh, beyond the conventional

377—PROGRESSI VE JAZZ PIANO 
SOLOS. Perfect examples of the 
new contemporary styles ...... .....$

04—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES. This 
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unorthodox modern chord struc-
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GOLDEN
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you set tension 
and it stays set!

49 Keys
2 sets of reeds, middle and low 
On and-off switch
Volume control 
Portable suitcase type 
With detachable legs

well-known manufacturers of professional Imperial Accordions 
and exclusive distributors of imported Lindo Accordions, 

proudly adds two beautiful electric Chord Organs, as illustrated.

nated but space is running out. For *•

against (their) 
restrictions.

2618 W. 59th St , Chicago 29

NEW from Rotjefa drums

Richard Bock
World Pacific Records

Another new Swiv-o-Matic 
design to do what drummers 
need. Most practical and 
efficient strainer ever 
designed. Permanent tension. 
Once set, it won’t slip 
whether snares are on or off. 
Works instantly, surely. No 
more bothersome readjust
ment. New roller-slide 
mechanism works like a 
dream — smooth, accurate, 
with enough travel for 
complete throw-off.
Handsome ... fits all drums.

60 bass—2 rows of bass; 3 rows of chords 
major, minor, seventh

34 keys
2 sets of treble reeds, middle and low

4 sets of bass reeds 
On and off switch 

One switch for volume control on keyboard 
With detachable legs

$1 O EA and worth 
AfaiVV much more!

LHR
What ,i beautiful bouquet you gav< Lam

bert. Hendricks, Ross for their new .dbun 
... I would like to see that credit he 
given to Miss Annie Ross for her uriginai 
piece of material, Jackie. The review gave 
Jon Hendricks credit for all the niateriaL 
1 am sure Jon would be the first to want 
to set the record straight.

should not be punished for the sins of a 
very few. If his ‘‘skirts are clean", then5' 
why should he op|x»sc it? 1 ruth is, he has 
plenty to fear now, because his oppressed, 
members can now get some protection in 
local work. We can also demand to see any 
contracts now in operation which the fed
eration signed without out ratification.

'Ihe cutting of the cabaret tax in half 
is obviously a good thing. Nobody ever

Mr. Renin’s prejudice here is only be- । 
cause, for the first time since its existence, 
the dic tatorial and monopolistic powers of 
the UM have successfully been challenged. ' 
This success only applies to interstate com
merce. where the National 1 al»or Relations j 
Ixiard deems it has jurisdiction

But a union memlxT is at the mercy of 
his union if his particular union is so dis
posed lo impose its power in local work. 
Since the most part of my work is local, ll 
have been restricted, discriminated against," 
and threatened with economic extinction 
if I did not conform lo bylaws, some of 
which are unbelievable if not un-American) 
if not unconstitutional. Hou many union 
members know what their bvlaws are?

please don't use my name. 
(Name withheld)imperial accordion mfg 
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Of Men and Unions
In response to your (article) on Herman 

Kenin and old and new lalioi legidacion, 
it is only lair for you to print the oppos
ing opinions of a rank-and-file mendier fur 
30 years of Mr. Renin's own so-called labor 
organization, the American Federation of 
Musicians . . . Mr. Renin says the Lea 
act has impeded the IFM’s "make-work 
program". To that I say lalxir cannot 
make work by any fealheiIxdding devices. 
This method is losing any validity it might 

ever have had.
Mr. Renin mentions the Taft-Hartley 

bill along with the Lea act as lieing severe 
restrictions on musicians. Now with a 
little study and leflection, just the opposite 
is true. Before I saw the light, I, too, 
talked down I aft Hartlev until I questioned 
the opinions of most lalxir leaders and

with matching butt plate 
See it at your Rogers dealer... 
and listen to your sound on new
ROGERS DRUMS

divided up three wavs, of which the AFW 
gets approximately a third. But this is 
still an imposition on the businessman and 
onlv hinders our drive to increase the use
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Here's a young musician with a hero, who wants 
some day to play and to sound just as good.

In choosing his guitar he learned that following in the 
footsteps of a top artist means playing a top-notch 
instrument.

His local Fender dealer showed him the complete line of 
Fender student guitars and amps . each beautifully 
designed and finished He could hardly tell them from 
more expensive pro models and they had the same 
professional sound.

He was happy too. when his instructor heartily concurred 
in his choice of a Fender Guitar and amp.

urther illumi 
; out. For se 
use my name 
amc withheld)

MORE AND MORE PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENT^ ARE BUYING FENDER THEY KNOW THAT FENDER 
QUALITY ■ COMBINES THE LATEST TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS WITH TRADITIONALLY FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP

SALES. INC.

Santa Ana, California
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Kai Winding’s septet Bill

Bernstein

An unusual recording date took place atwork.
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(Continued on Page 46)

in the early ’40’s, is playing trombone

Henderson, a fine new jazz singer who 
sang Senor Blues with Horace Silver, 
has signed a recording contract with 
Abner Records (formerly Veejay) 
and has recorded Moanin’ for the

Franklin Geltinan, producer of the
Randall’s Island Jazz Festival, is

Dakota Staton; Miles Davis sextet; George Shearing's 
sextet; Lambert, Hendricks, Ross, and two emcees,

quartet as guest artists. The quartet 
and symphony orchestra will do Bru
beck’s Concerto fot a Jazz Group. . . . 
Johnny Messner Jr., son of a former 
dance band leader who made She Had 
to Go and Lose It at the Astor famous

stoici! 
again w 
land.

York 
land.

Muggsy Spanier is headed toward New York City 
and an Oct. 26 date at the Roundtable. It will be 
Spanier’s first regular stand in Manhattan in almost a 
decade. The band personnel foi the four weeks will 
include Red Richards, piano; Ralph Hutchinson, trom 
bone; Joe Barry, clarinet; George Wettling, drums, 
anil possibly Truck Parham, bass. . . .

Edward Albee, a Greenwich Village playright, whose 
play Zoo Story was premiered in Berlin last month, 
has written another play entitled The Death of Bessie 
Smith, which may be produced later 
(In H Giiw kiupa hr. oihitd
I »• i« *i guii.uid Sacha Disti l > . >0(1 
to join his trio for lour conn its in 
November, two in New \nrk .mil two 
in Boston. Distel’s composition Scou- II
bidou is an international hit. . . . ” J

label. He is also scheduled to make an LP soon. . . . 
Chico Hamilton has recorded for Warner Bros, an IT 
that features his singing with five-reed accompaniment. 
Also featured are three tracks of Chico's drum solo

bringing a weeklong jazz concert to 
the Brooklyn Paramount theater on 
Oct. 23. The stars will be the Count 
Basie orchestra with Joe Williams;

ptndmg, 
change: 
ducei! lo 
Sime th 
const itul 
untied tl 
back his 
night th,

Hanover-Signature recently. Jack Kerouac read three 
lines of Haiku (Japanese poetry) followed by musical 
passages from Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, and Trummy Young 
without a rhythm section. The process is repeated 
throughout the LP. . . . Count Basie's lounge is jump
ing these days with Sir Charles Thompson's Hammond 
organ playing accompanied by Rudy Rutherford, 
clarinet: Percy Franc, tenor, and Dave Fenar. drums. 
They play Basie arrangements. Georgie Auld and 
Sam (The Man) Taylor were featured with Alan

Patrolm 
the two 
Detectiv 
in the 
tei five 1 
times.

At th

comic Don Adams and disc jockey Symphony Sid . . . 
Willie Shore, once a co-owner of the Composer and 
more recently a partner in the new Arpeggio, has left 
the latter spot, but the new room still will keep a 
jazz policy.

Leonard Bernstein, director of the New York Phil 
harmonic orchestra, will present his 1959-60 season 
jazz program in November with the Dave Brubeck
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The better the 
strings, the better the 
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music played with Gibson St mgs, 
and you'll know instantly tha! 
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A "ouch of Temperament
As far as the crowd was concerned, 

it was like seeing Gypsy without 
Ethel Merman, and a good many 
wanted their money back. For there
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EAST
Aftermath for Miles

11 the upper echelons of New 
York - police department have come 
to am conclusions in their probe of 
alleged brutality by two police offic
ers against Miles Davis, they haven't 
said. Bui the investigation, made at 
the demand ol Al Manuti, president 
of \inerican Federation of Musi
cians local 802, was evidently still 
tinder way.

In the meantime, the charges 
against lhe tiumpeter were also 
pending, with this significant 
change: «1 charge ol assault was re
duced to one ol third degree assault. 
Since thud degree assault does not 
constitute a felony, the police thus 
untied their own hands lo give Miles 
back his cabaret card, lilted on the 
night that a detective clobbered him 
over the head with a sap outside 
Birdland (see Down Beat, Oct. 1).

Now Miles laces, besides the third- 
degree assault charge, only a disor
derly conduct charge, which was 
postponed to a mid-October hearing. 
Meanwhile, the trumpeter engaged 
attorneys Nathan Mitchell and Wil
liam Chance to handle his end of the 
dispute with the New York Police 
Department. He was backed by a 
good deal oi popular and press opin
ion, including that of the New York 
Amsterdam News, a negro newspa
per, which said he had suffered a 
‘Georgia head whipping.”

Pat Healey oi the Police Legal Aid 
office is the attorney representing 
Patrolman Gerald Kikhiff, one of 
the two police officers (the other was 
Detective Donald Rolker) involved 
in the slugging. Witnesses said De
tective Rolker hit the music ian many 
times.

At the time oi the incident, Miles 
said, ‘ I don't want to work in New 
York any more, especially in Bird
land.”

A couple ol weeks later, his re
stored card in his pocket, he was 
again working in New York—at Bird
land.

on the stage in Pittsburgh was the 
Newport Jazz Festival tour without 
the George Shearing band and 
Thelonious Monk.

The trouble had started the night 
belote. Toward the end of the sec
ond (10:30 p.m.) concert at New 
York's Town hall, Shearing’s witti
cisms to lhe audience—known in the 
trade for their time-worn redun
dancy-seemed to be tunning a little 
long. The concert manager began to 
get nervous: he feared the American

GEORGE SHEARING

Federation of Musicians would slap 
an overtime charge on the perform
ance. So, lacking another recourse, 
he ordered the c urtain closed, result
ing in serious truncation of the 
Shearing comments.

George blew his top. He an
nounced that lie would not finish the 
tour (which still had Pittsburgh, 
Washington and Philadelphia to

No More
Snap, Crackle, Pop?

RCA-Victor has been issuing 
records foi more than two months 
containing an ingredient called 
Miracle Surface 317x, built into 
the mix the records are pressed 
from. It was designed to keep the 
discs from building up the static 
electricity charge that attracts 
dust, which, in turn, makes the 
annoying popping sound heard on 
top-giade equipment.

The important thing is that it 
really works. 

go), and put teeth in his pronounce
ment by putting the members ol his 
new band on notice.

But when the next day came, the 
Shearing temper had cooled, and he 
decided to go on with the tour. But 
it was too late lor the band members 
to catch the tour bus. So Shearing 
chartered a plane for them at his 
own expense.

But there was a further hitch: the 
aircraft had to wait two hours to get 
clearance to take off from busy La 
Guardia Field. And then, when it 
arrived in Pittsburgh, it had to wait 
another two hours, circling the field, 
to get landing clearance.

The band arrived at the Syria 
Mosque in downtown Pittsburgh in 
time to see the crowd leaving—ex
cepting 400, who were lined up to 
get their money back.

But Shearing was not the only one 
who failed to make the date.

It turned out that in the excite
ment ovei the Shearing problem, 
someone had forgotten to keep an 
eye on Monk. And that, as anyone 
who knows Monk can tell you, was 
a very serious oversight.

Monk, as it happens, is a strange 
man who can be gentle or withering, 
as the mood and circumstances strike 
him. Besides this, there is a vague
ness about him that no one has ever 
satisfactorily explained. Whether it 
is the inattention of genius or a 
shrewd pose is something no one but 
Monk’s closest friends can tell you. 
and not all of them seem to be sure.

And so Monk, unwatched, had 
simply disappeared, and in Pitts
burgh, Monk's group, ordinarily a 
quartet, played as a trio.

When Monk did turn up, there 
was a plausible explanation for his 
absence, as there usually is: he had 
decided to stay over in New York 
and fly to Pittsburgh. But, Monk- 
ishly, he missed the plane.

The Newport tour got together 
lor the last two cities of its itinerary, 
with publicist Jay Weston saying 
that though tour officials had 
worried about Monk at first, thev 
had had no trouble, except for the 
Pittsburgh fiasco.

The tour did not have an entirely 
happy ending, however. Weston said 
it was “an artistic success but a finan
cial flop.” It lost money in about 
half the cities it played.
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the Journal of Commerce: 
“jimmy Palmer and his 

welcomed an enthusiastic 
ence on the occasion of the 
opening of the Roosevelt

band 
audi- 
100th 
Grill.

Oh No! Department
The following was the lead item 

in the entertainment column by 
Ethel Colby in a recent issue of

Old Jazzmen Never Die
What has happened lo all the 

sidemen u’ho formed the nuclei of 
the many big bands that once toured 
the country? Have they just faded 
away? The evidence is that most of 
them are still musicians, though 
many may have daytime jobs while 
the> play gigs with local groups at 
night, or play in what are known as 
rehearsal bands.

A nest of these erstwhile name 
band sidemen turned up at Ronnie 
Gardiner’s Jazz Under The Stars con
cert in Westerly, Rhode Island, last 
month—playing in a big band con
ducted by pianist-composer-arranger 
Jack Quigley, who bases his activ
ities in Providence.

A (prick poll of the Quigley band 
revealed that the men had at one 
lime or another played with Jimmy 
and Tommy Dorsey, Charlie Barnet, 
Stan Kenton, Lucky Millinder, Hal 
McIntyre, Sam Donahue, Warren 
Covington, Charlie Spivak, or Buddy 
Morrow.

Personnel included George Horan, 
Francis (Red) Lennox, John Pel
legrino. trumpets: Nick Cavas, Zol- 
man (Porky) Cohen, Dick Wright, 
trombones; Dick Johnson, Guido 
Razza, alto saxophones; Chick Cic
chetti, Tommy Terran, tenors; Grey 
Zeitlin, baritone: Dave Shaw, bass; 
Bob Shurtleft, drums; and Quigley.

Newsworthy and musically impor
tant was the fact this band was the 
hit of the concert, with its six well
paced jazz renditions. Other partic
ipants in the concert included Cole
man Hawkins, Benny Golson, Eddie 
Costa, Jimmy Cleveland, and various 
rhythm men from New York, plus 
the Eddie Turner trio and saxo
phonist Larry Young from the local

The Quigley band opened its por
tion of the program with a swinging 
version of the late Tiny Kahn’s 
T\ T and immediately it was evi
dent that this was no ordinary local 
dance band. This was a well-re
hearsed jazz group with an exciting 
sound, fine intonation, and much
12 • DOWN BEAT

THE JACK QUIGLEY BAND

enthusiasm. There were stimulating 
solos by trumpet and trombone, and 
by alto saxophonist Dick Johnson.

For the remainder of their pro
gram the Quigley band featured 
originals by Jack. There were three 
up-tempo arrangements utilizing the 
brass and reeds contrapuntally, Sub
urban, bill In and Intersection. A 
ballad, The Touch of Erm, named 
for Quigley’s daughter, featured a 
particularlv fine solo by Johnson. 
The band’s last number was a tune, 
originally written for the back
ground of a film, called The Por
trait of a City. It featured many 
tempo changes and baritone saxo
phonist Zeitlin on flute and a bass 
clarinet.

Quigley says that though the band 
has had good exposure, its music 
cannot find in a local vicinity the 
market it needs for progress. The 
band is striving for a fresh sound 
and Quigley would like to do some 
scores for television or films. He is 
also interested in doing an extended 
score for a large jazz orchestra.

The promoter of the Westerly 
concert, Ronnie Gardiner, is a drum- 
met with the Eddie Turner ttio. He 
teaches percussion in the Westerly 
High School. He hopes the affair 
can be annual. Judging from the 
success of this first modest and little- 
publicized event, it should be.

This famous room . . . has been 
the working home for such jazz 
greats as Guy Lombardo and 
Sammy Kaye. It serves a fine 
menu, and a spacious dance floor, 
amid cool, attractive surround
ings”

We’ll just bet it was cool.

Jazz History Film Canceled
U. S. State Department officials 

withdrew their support and co
operation on the jazz history film 
project scheduled for fall shooting 
in this country by Sudwestiunk 
(Southwestern Germany Radio net
work) .

The news reached Joachim E. Ber- 
emit, Germany’s foremost jazz critic, 
as an unexpected shock. Berendt 
was to start filming at Lenox, Mass., 
late in August. No reason has been 
given for the action, and ofluials at 
the U. S. embassy in Bonn, Ger
many, gave him no information.

U. S. authorities had given their 
consent and offered co-operation 
many months ago but changed their 
minds even after Sudwestiunk had 
gone ahead with preliminary prep
arations.

Berendt said he and Sudwestiunk 
will keep fighting lor the project 
with the hope that it can be done 
later.

The film was to be seen first in 
a series of four programs on German 
television, and then it was to have 
worldwide distribution as a lull
length film released through non
commercial channels by the U. S. 
State Department.

Tottering Bandstand
A chapter in the sporadic history 

of live radio jazz came to an end 
recently when, after just over three 
years on the air, Bandstand U.S.A. 
was dropped by New York’s powerful 
WOR. Tommy Reynolds, who still 
gigs now and then as clarinetist
leader, now functions mainly in 
charge of technical operations for 
WOR-TV.

A show entitled Bandstand U.S.A 
will continue on some stations of 
the Mutual network, but it will 
probably be mainly a disc jockev 
operation with announcer Guy Wal
lace in charge. The Jive remotes 
from such New York spots as Bird
land and the Roundtable, which con
tributed so much to the show’s popu-
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Bandstand made its bow in July, 
1956, when it picked up remotes 
from the Newport Jazz Festival. 
Heard for two hours every Saturday 
evening, it was the only live show 
of its kind on any network—but it 
never succeeded in landing a sponsor.

Something to Remember Us By
Radio station WNEW in New 

York City conducted a search for 
the most typically U. S. songs. When 
the final tabulations came in from 
listeners, Bill Persky, director of
WNEW promotion, selected record
ings of the tunes to be placed on an 
LP lor presentation to Russian 
Prime Minister Nikita S. Khrush
chev.

The top five songs in the order 
of the votes were White Christmas; 
Stardust; When the Saints Go 
Marching In: Ol’ Man River, and 
St. I oui.s Blues. Among others were 
In the Mood: Home on the Range: 
Theme from Peter Gunn, and Battle 
Hymn of the Republic.

In all, 14,000 returns were re
ceived in answer to the radio 
request. The record folio to be 
presented to Khrushchev will consist 
of 25 songs on three LPs.

The prime minister was thought 
to have an entire U. S. record col
lection when lie got home after 
touring this country last month.

In addition to the WNEW pre
sentation, RCA Victor rushed a 
recording through (waxed in New 
York City on Aug. 27 and 28), an 
LP entitled The Common Ground, 
to mark the exchange of visits be
tween President Eisenhower and 
Khrushchev. One side contains the 
best-loved popular music of the 
I'nited States, consisting of an or
chestral and choral recording of 
Swanee River; Oklahoma; Stardust; 
When the Saints Go Marching In; 
Home on the Range, and One 
O'clock furnp.

The reverse side is devoted to 
recordings of Russian popular songs, 
including Dark Eyes: Bublitchki; 
Sabre Dance; The Volga Boatman; 
Kalinka, and Korobuska.

Sid Bass directed the orchestra and 
chorus in this unusual coupling.

What They Are Playing
Out of 110 disc jockeys who replied 

to a survey made by General Artists 
Corporation, 65 said their listeners 
prefer “sweet" rhythms and 83 noted 
a preference for “swing”. (The 
jockeys were allowed to mark more 
than one category.)

Only six of the DJs said their 

listeners preferred rhythm and blues, 
and 21 per cent said listeners pre
ferred rock ’n’ roll.

The figures came out of an exten
sive balloting done by GAC. The big 
booking agency wanted to know how 
much dance music was being pro
grammed by disc jockeys, whether it 
was on the increase, whether listeners 
had asked for it, and what kind of 
dance music was most in demand.

Of the 500 queried, 110 sent re
plies. Of these, 102 said they were 
programming dance music, the other 
eight said “some”.

Eighty-eight said that dance music 
was up in programming quantity 
from last year, and 88 said there had 
been a demand for it by listeners.

The DJs gave an accounting of 
which bands get programmed, and 
how much. In order of frequency of 
programming, these bands were top:

Ray Anthony, Ray Conniff, Les 
Elgart, Les Brown, Lester Lanin, 
Ray McKinley and the Glenn Miller 
Orchestra, Warren Covington and 
the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra, Ted 
Heath, Billy Vaughn, Benny Good
man, Lawrence Welk, Nelson Riddle, 
Stan Kenton, Count Basie, (den 
Gray, Billy May, Larry Elgart, Ralph 
Flanagan, Sammy Kaye, and Harry 
James.

Phillies for Jazz
The Philadephia Phillies, doomed 

to last place in baseball's National 
League, are in the lop spot on the 
jazz circuit. They are the first base
ball club to sponsor a jazz festival 
with the presentation of a two-day 
affair Oct. 15 and 16 at their Connie 
Mack Stadium. And the festival is 
Philadelphia’s first.

The idea was hatched by Frank 
Powell, the club's promotion head 
who wanted to present a Duke 
Ellington concert at the stadium after 
the baseball season ended. Owner 
Bob Carpenter liked the idea. Band 
booker Bill Honney liked it even 
more — and talked Powell and Car
penter into staging the festival, 
thereby getting the jump on some 
Philadelphia jazz buffs who had been 
talking up a festival at the open-air 
Robin Hood Dell next summer.

What Horn D'Ya Play?
From an item about a perform

ance at Small’s Paradise in New 
York’s Amsterdam News:

"Donald Byrd's great music 
reminds one of Miles Davis. His 
trombone playing is sweet and 
trite. He has a great future ahead 
of him.”

The lineup showed it an all
modern bash, with the big bands ol 
C»unt Basie and Maynard Ferguson 
(a particular local favorite) along 
with Ahmad Jamal, Chico Hamilton, 
and Chris Connor.

Drummer Jimmy DePreist and his 
Quintet, featured at the Randall's 
Island festival, were the local repre
sentatives, along with a second group 
to be selected last-minute.

Basie and Chris were to Be fea
tured both nights, Hamilton at the 
I hursday night session and Jamal 
and Ferguson Friday. Disc Jockey Sid 
Mark was to emcee both nights. 
Honney, a former band leader, is 
producing.

Beer buffs of the type who had 
such a ball at the Newport and Bos
ton festivals, among others, won't 
like the Philadelphia affair. State law 
prohibits the sale of beer at baseball 
parks and the Phillies didn’t want to 
sell it.

Come to think of it, there is one 
similarity between baseball and jazz. 
The basic ingredient of each is 
swing.

MIDWEST

Floor Show
To give their new musical instru

ment department a big sendoff, Lyon 
and Healy booked the following 
schedule ol live acts for an open 
house:

Oct. 12: Homer and Jethro; Oct. 
13: Pete Fountain’s traditional jazz 
group; Oct. 14, Bill Reinhardt and 
the Jazz Ltd. band: Oct. 15, Herbie 
Mann’s Afro-Cuban jazz group: 
Oct. 17, Don Jacoby and a Dixieland 
group.

The groups performed from 1 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. daily.

The Wabash Ave store, biggest 
music store in Chicago, has re
modelled its musical instruments 
floor. The instruments are on display 
on low cocktail tables, to lend 
maximum informality to the atmos
phere.

Jazz at I.U.
This is the extent of interest in 

music at Indiana university these 
days:

On Sept. 26, the Ahmad Jamal 
trio played a two-hour concert. 
Their asking price: S 1,500 or 60 per 
cent of the gate, whichever was 
larger. Since the gate was $5470.50, 
Jamal took away S3282.30.

The Kingston Trio was booked 
at the university Oct. 10. Tickets 
went on sale at 8 a.m. Sept. 28. By 
9:30 a.m., they were sold out, and
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Growth of a Fair
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TV Needs New Composers
“If the production pace here keeps 

up, this town is going to be a gold
mine for composers. Right now tele- 
v ision needs new composers—badly. ’

the Kingstons took 60 per cent of a 
$5,600 gross.

Scheduled for later appearances 
at the university are Peter Palmer’s 
orchestra (Nov. 7) and the Duke 
Ellington orchestra (Feb. 6). Acting 
for the university in arranging the 
dates is James Lyons (no relation 
to the promoter of the Monterey 
Jazz festival). The attractions have 
been booked by Paul Banister of 
Associated Booking Corp.

Neither Banister nor Lyons sees 
any reason to expect response on the 
future bookings will he notably less 
than on the two completed.

Planned quietly by two Chicago
ans, the International Music Fair 
scheduled for Nov. 10 at Chicago's 
Navy Pier shows all signs of becom
ing a record-breaking event. Crowds 
during the 10-day show may number 
as high as 250,000.

It will be imjxissiblc to say the 
fair will be the biggest event of its 
kind ever held, for the good reason 

music festival and exposition, will 
have four musical shows running 
simultaneously each day, and wheth
er the fair-goers' tastes run to popu
lar or folk music, jazz or light classic
al. he will be able to sate his appe
tite.

Poj) acts already signed include 
Johnny Mathis, the Kingston trio, 
Fabian, John Gearv, and Anita Bry
ant, with others yet to be signed. At 
least four jaz. groups will play the 
event, with the Dizzy Gillesj>ie quin
tet definite and the Dave Brubeck 
quartet a possible. Chicago folk-mu
sic exjiert Studs Terkel is preparing 
a folk package, anil baritone Wil
liam Warfield is a tentative choice to 
rejiresent the classical world. He and 
others would be featured in a Porgy 
and Bess concert.

The preparation of the show, in
cluding the booking of performers 
and handling of exhibits and exhib
itors, is being done under the guid
ance and counsel of Down Beat.

The shows will be given in four 
theaters. The jazz show will be in the 
Down Beat Room of the fair.

A key feature of the fair will be 
the election of artists for the Record 
Hall of Fame. Prerequisite for nom
ination is five years in the music in
dustry. Nominations for the four 
categories—male and female vocalists, 
vocal groups, and dance bands—
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were made by the editors of Down 
Beat.

Named as charter members of the 
Recoid Hall of Fame and therefore 
not requiring election are Bing Cros
by, Al Jolson, Russ Columbo, Con- 
nee Boswell, Judy Garland. Ethel 
Merman, Mary Martin, Jimmy and 
Tommy Dorsev, Paul Whiteman, 
Glenn Miller, Glen Gray, the Mills 
Brothers, and others.

I he-public will elect the rest from 
those listed through ballots in 1,500 
recoril stores.

Broadcasts from the fair include 
live pickups on Monitor, various disc 
jockey shows, and possibly pickups 
on the Today and Dick Clark show’s. 
Other tie-ins include a talent contest 
conducted on weekly teenage TV 
shows in five cities, including Chi
cago.

The exhibitors at the show will 
be drawn from all three main 
branches of the music business — 
record companies, audio equipment 
manufacturers, ancl musical instru
ment firms. Indeed, this will be the 
first fair at which the instrument 
companies have been able to exhibit 
direct to the public.

Exhibitors already include such 
firms as Philco, Admiral, the Ham
mond Organ company, Ludwig 
drums, and C. G. Conn.

The $2 admission will cover all 
live music shows ancl exhibits. Tick
ets are already on sale. They are 
available at music stores and many 
other locations in the Loop area of 

success of the fair. Last Spring’s In
ternational Trade Fair, which drew 
some 650,000 persons, set the prece
dent, and, with the opening of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway and the expan
sion of O’Hare airfield into a major 
international air terminus, the city 
is taking on more and more the char
acter of an international trade cen
ter.

Irving and Robert Stolar, the 
brothers who dreamed up and have 
promoted the fair, say that prelim
inary reaction so exceeds their ex
pectations that they are already 
drafting plans for the I960 edition.

This is Hank Mancini’s summary 
ol the current situation in television 
music. The composer ol the score to 
the successful Peter Gunn NB( TV 
series thinks that if young composers 
do not soon break into television 
writing, the recent gains for live 
music made by such as himself, 
Benny Carter, Pete Rugolo and Stan 
Wilson, will be lost.

Mancini admitted, however, that 
“there’s no place for a TV composer 
to learn his trade,” and the onlv ex
perience for the up-and-coming 
writer is to be gained “right on the 
firing line.”

As to breaking into the television 
music field, the composer offered no 

The young 
Steve Allen 
the manner

the current rate of telefilm produc
tion in Hollywood, the field is 
“going to be a bonanza for writers.”

In syndicated film production 
alone, according to the most recent 
survey, the industry will spend ap
proximately $33 million within the 
next few months. This production 
schedule includes 27 half-hour series 
shows, a great number of the ani 
mated cartoon variety and several 
five-minute “shorties.” All these will 
require musical scoring and, as 
pointed out by Mancini, there just 
are not enough composers to handle 
the task.

It costs up to $1,200,000 to pro
duce one 39-week filmed series such 
as Peter Gunn or Mancini's new as
signment, Mr. Lucky.

This season, the composer noted, 
he will turn out a fresh score foi 
both series every week. Gunn will 
continue to crackle with a jazz-based 
background because, Mancini said, 
such music fits the character of the 
show ancl has proven highly success
ful first time around.

Just prior to commencing work 
on Mr. Lucky at time ol writing. 
Mancini confessed he had no con
crete idea on the type of score that 
would be suitable for the new show, 
which is based on the exploits ol a 
gambling-ship operator. “The char
acter of the principal role and of the 
play itself will dictate the nature of 
the music,” he said. Mancini added 
that he is using a 35-jnece orchestra 
to score the themes from Mr. Lucky. 
The music is to be released on R( Á- 
Victor at a later date.

“It makes no difference whether a 
comjioser has had 10 or even 15 years 
experience in the phonograph re
cording field,” Mancini declared.
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A LIFT FROM STEVE
The young lady i* singer Crystal Joy, and she madr her television debut Oct. 12 on the new 
Steve Allen Show. Seen here with Allen, she has a new Hanover LP in release, and it is titled, in 
the manner ot such things, The Fabulous Crystal Joy. Don Elliott backs her on the disc.

“TV writing is in a class by itself, 
with radically different techniques 
and practices that every composer 
must learn. It is, in effect, a new 
trade—but one that's going to pay off 
in spades for those who master it.”

Coast Effort Spurs Bands
Traditionally the west coast has 

been a never-never land for big 
dance bands. Geographical factors 
and a scarcity of ballrooms have 
made it increasingly difficult in re
cent years for coast bands to do well. 
Despite this, the number of, and 
interest in, big bands among coast 
musicians has caught the attention 
of the music business nationally.

But the problem has been essen
tially that of supply exceeding de
mand. In the southern California 
area particularly, many a fine re
hearsal band has fallen by the Vine 
street wayside for lack of dance book
ings.

Ha newly organized project called 
Dance-o-Rama can stay on its feet 
and thrive, however, the dance pic
ture in the Los Angeles area will be
come brighter in the next year. Or
ganized by BFL Enterprises (David 
Bleich, importer; Lee Frank, live
stock dealer: Oscar Lukas, lamp 
salesman), Dance-o-Ratna is promot
ing and financing dances for young 
persons throughout Los Angeles 
county.

1 he initial dance kicks off Nov. 
‘ at the Devonshire Downs fair
grounds in Northridge, Calif. On- 
stand will be the Si Zentner orches
tra. Already booked is a second 
aflair at Long Beach, Calif., civic 
auditorium Feb. 20 also with Zent- 

ner’s music the featured attraction. 
Admission will be $1.50 per person.

"Very simply, we want to bring 
back dancing,” partner Frank says. 
“We’re going to run clean dances 
for young adults, first once a month, 
later on a weekly basis.” Frank said 
plans call for contacting high schools 
and junior colleges where Dance-o- 
Ramas can be held. Each school will 
get a percentage of the gate.

According to Frank, the Dance-o- 
Ramas will be spread amongst all 
the good big bands in the area as 
the program progresses. Each affair, 
he said, will be emceed by the few 
local disc jockeys who play “good 
popular music.” First dj-emcee at 
the Nov. 7 affair in Devonshire 
Downs will be KRHM-FM jazz-jock 
Frank Evans.

If the initial stages of the pro
gram pan out, said Frank, BFL En
terprises will go ahead with plans 
to establish an open-air dance center 
within easy driving distance for 
most youthful dancers.

The encouraging fact about the 
Dance-o-Rama project is that the 
three partners are in deadly earnest 
and have the money reserve to back 
up their plans. If indeed the pro
gram is a success, it may very well 
spur new interest among the youth 
in dancing to big band sounds and 
give a major lift to existing orches
tras such as Zentner’s, as well as new 
bands to come.

Farmer to Form Group
Since teaming his trumpet with 

the baritone of Gerry Mulligan more 
than a year ago, Art Farmer’s star 
has been ascending. He has recorded 

extensively with the baritonist, 
played many a top club and concert, 
and appeared with Mulligan and 
other name jazzmen in the film I 
Want to Live!

While busy working on the pre
scoring of M-G-M’s The Subterra
neans (a beatnik plot adapted from 
the Jack Kerouac novel ol the same 
name) under the music direction of 
Andre Previn, Farmer disclosed to 
Down Beat new plans to advance his 
career. After work on the picture is 
completed, he said, he is returning 
to New York and is forming a new 
group with tenorist Benny Golson 
and trombonist Curtis Fuller.

Once the group has been set and 
started on the jazz club circuit in the 
east, said Farmer, he will return 
alone to Hollywood to work on The 
Subterraneans’ underscore.

New Line for DeFranco
A record company whose profits 

will go to establish scholarships for 
music students in high schools and 
colleges . . .

A joke? Far from it—it is already 
in operation.

The new label, restricted to mail
order business, is called University 
Records and is located at 420 N. 
Camden Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 
Its owners are clarinetist Buddy 
DeFranco, Beverly Hills attorney 
Seymour Lazar, and Denver, Colo., 
television and appliance dealer Pete 
Capra.

University’s first LP record date 
was cut Aug. 9 and 10 in Albuquer
que, N. M., by sound engineer 
George Fields and featured De
Franco playing with the 22-piece 
dance orchestra of the University 
of New Mexico, a band that per
formed at the National Music 
Educators convention in Los An
geles early last year. The orchestra 
was conducted by the university 
music department head, Dr. Wil
liam Rhoads.

DeFranco told Down Beat that the 
new label hopes to record six such 
albums a year at different school 
locations featuring himself with the 
various student bands. He said 
that any profit shown by the com
pany will be plowed back into a 
scholarship fund for music students.

The clarinetist explained that the 
album dates will tie in with his 
work in school dance band clinics 
throughout the country. Recorded 
will be the most accomplished mus
ical organizations encountered.

DeFranco’s increasing dance band 
clinic activity has risen from one 
clinic a month last year to as many 
as three a week in 1959.
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Special Report

the NBOA fights back

GORDON

continue to create new genera-
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from disappearing, "it will 
tions of dancers.”

If the industry is to be 
centrated effort is needed 
the AFM.”

By John Tynan
In a last-ditch tight to lure the public back, into the 

nation's ballrooms, the National Ballroom Operators asso
ciation has begun a $47.0()0-a-year public relations cam
paign to be put into effect within 30 days. ’•

Assembled for the organization's 12th annual convention 
Sept. 21-23 in the Flamingo hotel in Las Vegas. Nev., ball
room-operators from New’ England to southern California 
pledged financial support for the drive after being told by 
Chicago public relations man Philip Lesly that the $47,000 
figure is the minimum required to get the program started. 
NBOA has retained Lesly’s firm to spearhead the drive to 
make America ballroom-conscious once more.

Addressing an open meeting of operators, band bookers, 
bandleaders, and other convention guests, Lesly assured 
the delegates. "We can create a climate and a trend that 
will help you solve your problems.” The main task, he 
said, is “to gain control of the public attitude and to build it 
to your benefit” by an all-out public relations effort to 
stimulate interest in ballrooms anti dancing.

Invited to comment on the planned campaign, cham
pagne music man Lawrence Welk noted that his main 
activity lies in television, but he stressed his “great love” 
for the ballroom industry.

Speaking from a bandleader’s standpoint, he stressed, 
"When you once get the people into the ballroom, if you 
don’t show ’em a good time, they won’t come back.”

To illustrate the point, Welk cited a comment made to 
turn earlier by fellow leader Si Zentner. Zentner had re
marked, noted W'elk, that he'd been told by many self
appointed critics not to be "so commercial in front of the 
band.”

"There’s nothing wrong.” Welk emphasized, “nothing 
corny about visiting with people by the mike.”

Continuing the same line of comment, western band
leader Leo Greco rose to declare, “We'll meet the public 
and do the corny floor shows. But without exposure you're 
lost. Exposure is vital.” At that point Greco turned to one 
operator and frankly told him he wasn't getting the ex
posure he should have in the operator's territory. Then he 
added as an afterthought. "The only troubles I’ve had in the 
business have been with the union—not with the operators.”

As the meeting loosened up. discussion began to range 
further afield and away from the immediate business at 
hand—the public relations campaign. Zentner. emboldened 
by W'elk’s publicly voiced vote of confidence in the trom
bonist’s young band, rose to declare confidently, “The big
band scene is going to make it again.”

Rock and roll, he admitted, “performed a tremendous 
service for our industry. Before rock and roll came on the 
scene, we had lost an entire generation of dancers." Then, 
noting that the rock “created a market of II, 12. 13-year- 
old kids and got them dancing again,” he added that, far

Booking agencies also can help. Zentner noted dryly, 
and then drew ■ chorus of chuckles by hastily adding, “But 
I won’t delve into that—I’ve been through several.”

Declining to join in the amusement w'ere hookers Boh 
Wilding and Bdl Richards from MCA’s Beverly Hills and
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Chicago offices, respectively, and GAC man Chuck Camp
bell.

After a recapitulation of past and present requirements 
for building a dance band, Zentner hit hard at the ruling 
by the American Federation of Musicians that arrangers 
must be repaid by the leader every time a recorded arrange
ment is performed in public. “If they make this ruling 
stick.” he said, “it means I’m out of business.”

Welk rose to note that the law was prompted by the 
situation in motion picture and television studio recording. 
He voiced the hope that Herman D. Kenin. AFM presi
dent, would rectify the situation. (Because of Welk’s mten 
sive activity in TV recording, he is particularly affected by 
this ruling.)

Concluding his remarks. Zentner referred to NBOA as 
“a great pressure group" and added his hope that the or
ganization would pressure Kenin and the AFM to modify 
the arranging rule. He then offered to contribute money to 
the NBOA public relations program. (Later Zentner pri
vately told NBOA officials that his offer stood only with 
the proviso that the fund not be used to promote non-live 
music dances.)

In his preliminary report to the delegates, outgoing NBOA 
President Carl Braun oi Lowell. Mass., had urged the 
operators to book the Claude Gordon band, thereby helping 
the AFM Best New Band contest. Gordon's manager, 
Frank (Pee Wee) Monte, when invited later to address the 
meeting, had little to say beyond offering also to contribute 
to the public relations campaign.

It was at that point that the convention became lively.
As Monte sat down, an operator unexpectedly rose to say 

that the Gordon band was too “progressive” and played 
over the heads of dancers. He termed it a “concert band ”

MCA's Bill Richards quickly agreed with the operator 
and then confessed—to the considerable surprise of many— 
that a revamping of the band is. indeed, in order. Richards 
promised the operators a much "better” band “next time it 
goes out” and added that MCA deliberately had kept Gor
don out of ballrooms following adverse operator reaction

Zentner immediately stood up to defend Gordon, saying 
that the band does not play "progressive” dance music and 
appealed. “Let’s not put down someone who’s trying

After Bonnie Lee. a female bandleader from Los Angeles, 
had drawn >i laugh with an appeal that all musicians learn 
to dance. Dean Curtis, manager of Los Angeles’ successful 
Chateau ballroom, stronghold of the Memo Bernabei band, 
noted that Bernabei had broken all previous records during 
1958 "with no one standing in front of the bandstand— 
every body was dancing all the time.”

Bernabei briefly addressed the meeting, remarking that his 
former boss. Jan Garber, w'ould not hire a musician who 
was unable to dance and stressed his own experience as a 
ballroom dancer. Bernabei acknowledged indebtedness to 
both Garber and Lawrence Welk and confessed that he 
rarely misses ■ Welk rehearsal.

In n brief departure from the dancing-musician theme. 
Zentner rose to stress the importance of air play tor big 
dance band records. Again returning to the defense of 
Gordon (in the midst of a road tour at convention time 
and thus unable to attend in person), Zentner said, not 
without a perceptible trace of sarcasm, that "after Pee Wee 
and MCA get through with him.” Gordon would succeed.
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GORDON

Welk then tacked a humorous rider to the debate by 
averring that it is “possibly a mistake to say that musicians 
must dance.”

“Now. my guitarist has two left feet,” he laughed, “but 
nobody can argue with his time. So don’t make your musi
cians dance—it could be dangerous.”

Leo Greco stressed the importance of feeling out the 
tastes of dancers before picking tempos. “At all times.” he 
said, “a bandleader must have his finger on their pulse.”

The dancing-musician discussion reached a ludicrous coda 
then as the operator who originally had objected to the 
Claude Gordon band's “progressiveness” proposed that 
NBOA recommend to the AFM that all musicians be re
quired to dance. The straightforward proposal drew guffaws.

Sam l utz. Welk’s manager, made the important point 
that "the biggest thing you operators can do is to contact 
the disc jockeys. The jocks favor vocalists today, and if you 
promoters concentrate on DJs, it would be the biggest help.”

Welk again spoke, taking issue with an operator who 
loudly had urged, “Keep TV out of your ballrooms if you 
want to stay in business.” Welk summed up his attitude by 
stating, “If you can get a small band to do 15 minutes 
weekly on television, perhaps in one corner of the dance 
floor roped off tor the purpose, it would help bring people 
into the ballroom.”

As the delegates took up the question of teenage dances, 
it became disturbingly obvious that many operators, far 
from supporting big bands or live music, deliberately seek 
to evade local AFM regulations on the hiring of musicians 
and are cleaning up on so-called record hops.

One such promoter, Joe Smith of Philadelphia, said he 
had averaged 300 teenagers weekly throughout this summer 
at hops based on a format of utilizing the Top 99 pop 
records gleaned from local radio station programing.

AFM President Kenin, speaking the second day, at
tempted to impress the ballroom operators with the im
portance of his union’s Best New Band contest.

What we’re trying to do,” he explained, “is to educate 
the public to the fact that the ballroom exists in this 
country.”

In preparation for the 1960 contest, Kenin said, the 
AI M already is working with ballroom operators on plans 
for the annual event. He warned, however, against over
pricing of ballroom rentals in regional areas and declared. 
We want the ballroom owners to consider handling some 

of the newspaper ads with us.”
Kenin admitted that “one of the bad mistakes” com

mitted in the organization of this year’s contest was the 
attempt to accomplish it in a short period of time. The re
sult, he said, was poorly attended dances resulting from 
insufficient or poor promotion.

The AFM chief disclosed that the union now is attempt
ing tn tie in the 1960 hand contest with a national ad-

ZENTNER

vertiser that would take over the project and '‘make it a 
real, firstrate promotion.” The AFM’s 700 locals, he added, 
would assist the contest in every way.

A possible major factor in “freeing the flow of bands 
once again,” declared Kenin. would be a relaxing of the 
AFM’s restrictions on investment in bands that went into 
effect during the big-band heyday of the early ’40s.

The greatest restriction that remains today is that which 
permits a band investor to receive only 5 percent of the 
band's profits in return either for his managerial respon
sibility and/or the money he has sunk into the band and its 
promotion.

“We find now,” Kenin admitted, “that maybe we made 
them too tight,” and he disclosed that the union is in the 
process of revising these laws in favor of the band investor 
"We may develop new attractions with that device,” he said.

Ever a bone of contention between ballroom operators 
and the AFM is the rulings of local unions on band mini
mums. Aw'are of the operators’ feelings in this matter, 
Kenin pointed out that the locals have autonomy in the im
position of minimum regulations on ballrooms but added, 
"We’ve found out that we could bring our weight to bear so 
as to affect an improvement.”

He noted “some progress” here and said that, as a result 
of such federation pressure on the locals, "some locals have 
reconsidered their minimums.”

Suggesting that ballroom admission charges arc too high, 
Kenin followed up with a further suggestion that, with 
live music in the ballrooms, attendance would be bigger if 
admissions are lowered to the point where they are “not too 
far away from the charge you make for the record dances.”

"We ought to examine this together.” he suggested gently.

speech. Kenin nevertheless assured the NBOA of his fullest 
co-operation and offered to meet with the organization’s 
officers in an attempt to settle existing differences.

“You tell us what’s wrong with us,” he told the delegates, 
“and we’ll tell you what we think is wrong with you.”

In a concluding note of optimism, the union chief said, 
“I hope this is not the end of our meetings together.”

Other business concluded by the convention during its 
three-day stay m Las Vegas included election of a new pres
ident. Kenneth W. Moore of Chicago. Moore owns ball
rooms in Minnesota and Iowa.

Re-elected were Milt Magcl, vice president, Cincinnati. 
Ohio; Joe Malec. treasurer, Omaha, Neb., and Kirk Hayes, 
executive secretary, Oakland. Calif. New members on the 
board of directors are Darlow Olson of Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, and Dean Curtis of Los Angeles. ■
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The other night 
finishing the chor I thought of all the jazz critics 

“No development of ideas," and

George isn
though He’s using a different mark to try to convince 
us he s straight. But he isn’t fooling anyone.

switching to AU Star Bowling.
Charlie and Junior flipped a coin to see which one 

would take custody of George Crater. The loser was 
to get him But the coin stuck in a crack, and they both 
sighed relief, and George has been exiled to Joe 
Harbor’s.

and roll shows, will be subject to the If) per cent travel
ing surcharge.

My spies tipped me off that Crater plays tenor sax. 
Alter doing a little field work I learned that Sid Caesar 
turned him down as a pupil because he found George 
too derivative of Freddy Martin and Tex Beneke.

Did you know that Crater is under the impression 
that Percy Heath is the moor in England where Sher
lock Holmes trapped The Hound of the Baskervilles?

Alter Geoige saw North by Northwest, he decided it 
would be a good idea if his head were added to those 
on Mt. Rushmore. Alter all, they would have onh to 
drill a token cave. But the deal fell through. He has 
now opened negotiations for a side of the Brill building.

By now you may have gained the impression that 1 
dislike Mr. Crater. Really I don’t. It s just that he has 
dropped my name so many times, I d like to reciprocate. 
I’ve got a new method foi dropping his moniker. It s 
called leadweight lor a dead weight.

Five stars to:
George Wet t ling’s Down Beat review of (.arson Kan

in’s ‘ jazz" novel. Blow Up a Storm. Hollywood deserves 
that book.

Burt Goldblatt's cover photo of Pres and Roy on 
Verve's Laughin’ to Keep from Cryin’.

Riddle: If Frank Wolff is Alfred Lion’s brother, 
wh.it does that make the Erteguns? Answer: second 
cousins, of course!

Jack Kerouac wrote some misinformed pap in the 
October Holiday to say that the Half Note was too 
expensive. Then he called for the return of the 10-cent 
beer joints where jazz could be heard, f know where 
you can get it for a nickle, Jack, but you’ll have to 
supply your own beat.

The new jazz private eve, Staccato, made his bow on 
TV recently. He’s a jazz pianist, but not very dedicated.

and ha Gitler, we thought it would be appropriate 
for Mr. Gitler to fill in for Mr. Crater. George will be 
back next issue—with his rebuttal.

Well, George has left on his long-deserved vacation.
Rumor had it that he was going to (aatei lake to 

search lor his long lost lather, the judge. But I have it 
on good authority that he went on a mystery Ims tom 
of the pig farms in Secaucus, N. J. . . .

Actually, George hasn’t been well lately. That 
diat has been appearing in his col-

I here’s talk that after completing his role as a priest 
in The Subterraneans, Gerry' Mulligan will get the lead 
in The Father O’Connor Story.

Recently 1 received this communique from the Amer
ican Federation of Musicians:

Effective Sept. 15, 1959, all traveling and out-of-town 
units playing “bop or “jazz" concerts, including rock

umn was really an encephalogram. The following scene 
took place in a doctor’s office the day the picture was 
taken:

Doctor (to nurse holding report) : Patient s name, 
please.

Nurse: Crater.

"Fraxik, it's not that your time is awful or 
anything, but we think you should have this..
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BEAT'S 
ANNUAL 

MUSIC 
POLL

BG with Patti Page

Once again it is the time of year 
when Down Beat asks its readers to 
exercise their responsibility toward 
jazz and the men who create the 
music they listen to.

On this page, you will find the 
ballot form for Down Beat’s 23id 
annual Readers Poll. The ballot will 
appear in this and the next issue of 
Down Beat.

Down Beat’s Readers Poll, because 
of its seniority and because of the 
musically well-informed level of the 
magazine’s readership, is the most 
important of reader polls. As such, 
it has great importance to musicians. 
And mote is involved than a matter 
of pride: the poll has a direct influ
ence on a musician’s earning power.

Therefore, consider choices seri
ously. Since the ballot is secret, and 
no one is looking over your shoulder 
as you fill it out, vote as you feel 
about the artists, not as vou think 
you should feel. Give a true expres
sion of your tastes, rather than bow

ing to the dictates of hipsterism by 
voting according to fads.

On the ballot forms are the names 
of seven men who are not eligible in 
any category of the poll. They are 
elected members of the Down Beat 
Hall of Fame. The Hall of Fame 
serves two purposes:

It gives permanent recognition to 
men who have had the greatest im
portance in the development or dis
semination of jazz: it removes them 
from competition with younger and 
deserv ing artists who would not have 
a chance against the enormous repu
tations of these men.

There is one revision in this year’s 
ballot form. The arranger category 
has been changed to read "arranger
composer.” This takes cognizance of 
the growing importance and signi
ficance of original jazz works.

The ballots will be tabulated by 
an independent auditor. The results 
will be published in the Dec. 24 
issue of Down Beat, on sale Dec. 10.

annual
¿JIU MUSIC POLL

Send only ONE ballot: all duplicates are voided. Do not vote for

Trumpet_________________  

T rombone________________  

Alto Sax_________________  
Tenor Sax________________  

Baritone Sax_____________  

Clarinet__________________  

Piano____________________  

Guitar___________________

Bass_____________________  

Drums___________________
Vibes_____________________ 

Accordion________________
Flute_____________________  

Miscellaneous Instrument 
Arranger-Composer______

deceased persons except in the Music Hall of Fame category.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ FAVORITES OF THE YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★
Jazz Band__________________________________________________________________  

Dance Band________________________________________________________________

Instrumental C imbo (3 to 8 pieces)_______________________________________
Mate Singer________________________________________________________________
Female Singer______________________________________________________________
Vocal Group________________________________________________________________

* ★ ♦ PERSONALITIES OF THE YEAR ★ ★ ★
(Name the person in each category—this can be a group, 
singer, leader or instrumentalist—wbc showed the most con
sistently high level of performance during 1959 .)
Popular_____________________________________________________________________

* ♦ THE DOWN BEAT HALL OF FAME * ♦
(Name the person whom you think has contributed the most 
• o jazz music in the 20th century. Seven previous winners. 
Louis Armstrong, Glenn Miller. Stan Kenton, Charlie Parker, 
Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, and Count Basie, are not 
eligible)

Cut on dotted line and mail ballot to: Poll Editor, Down 
Beat, 205 West Monroe St , Chicago 6, Illinois. Deadline, 
Nov 15, 1959.
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THE VIEWPOINT OF OSCAR PETERSON
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By Gene Lees
Exactly 10 years ago last month, a 

young Canadian pianist walked onto 
the stage of Carnegie hall to make 
his U. S. debut.

Within minutes, according to Mike 
Levin’s report in Down Beat, Oscar 
Peterson had “stopped the Norman 
Granz Jazz at the Philharmonic con
cert dead cold in its tracks.”

The show of technique was aston
ishing.

“Balancing a large and bulky body 
at the piano much in the fashion of 
Earl Hines,” Levin wrote, “Peterson 
displayed a flashy right hand, a load 
of bop and Sheaiing-stvled ideas, as 
well as a good sense of harmonic 
development.

“And, in addition, he scared some 
ol the local modern minions by play-
22 • DOWN BEAT 

markably accurate—except that all 
the virtues he saw then have grown 
deeper and stronger and have been 
augmented by several new ones.

Today, Oscar Peterson occupies a 
position of technical dominance on 
his instrument. If there are pianists 
who rival his speed (Andre Previn 
and Phineas Newborn, for example) 
they lac k his virility and blues-rooted 
power. If there are those who rival 
his power (Red Garland, Erroll Gar
ner) , they lack his absolute mastery 
of the instrument.

It is curious, then, that Peterson 
has not influenced other pianists 
more strongly than he has—though, 
of course, slight touches of Peterson 
turn up in the work of numberless 
others.

ing bop figures single finger in his 
left hand, which is distinctly not the 
common practice.

“Further than this, Peterson im
pressed musicians here by not only . 
having good ideas and making them, 
but giving them a rhythmic punch 
and drive which has been all too 
lacking in too many of the younger 
pianists. Whereas some of the bop 
stars conceive good ideas but sweat 
to make them, Peterson rips them 
off with an excess of power which 
leaves no doubt about his technical 
excess in reserve.”

The perceptiveness of Levin’s re
port can be seen in the fact that 10 
years later, his description of Peter
son’s playing (and his lament about 
no-power pianists) still remains re-
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in Canada, about 14

these first 
does, too.

remembers 
well. Oscar

were released 
years ago.

This writer 
Peterson sides
He said, “They weren’t too repre
sentative of my playing at the time.” 

Nonetheless, they caused a stir in

[ Peterson 
r pianists 
s—though, 
f Peterson 
nimberless

Yet the explanation foi it is prob- 
abk simple Peterson is in much the 
same position as Dizzy Gillespie, who 
also is not imitated widely and, 
therefore, cannot be considered the 
present dominant influence on trum
pet. As critic Ralph J. Gleason put 
it (in a conversation with this 
writer): “If nobody imitates Dizzy, 
it is because when a trumpeter picks 
up his horn, he knows he can't imi
tate Dizzy. So why try?”

This inimitable — in the literal 
meaning of the word — quality may, 
therefore, tend to detract from the 
appreciation of both Peterson and 
Gillespie. But not among those who 
know\

Recently, both the Andre Previn 
trio and the Oscar Peterson trio were 
in Detroit for that city’s jazz fes
tival. On a free evening, Previn and 
his two colleagues, drummer Frank 
Capp and bassist Red Mitchell, 
dropped by a club where Peterson 
and his two colleagues—drummer Ed 
Thigpen and bassist Ray Brown— 
were working.

When Peterson saw them, he 
turned up the gas, as he has a way 
of doing when good friends walk 
into a club. When the number was 
os er, Previn tinned to his com
panions and said, “Can I fire all 
tlnee of us?”

that all 
ve grown 
lave been 
ones, 
iccupies a 
inance on 
e pianists 
re Previn 
example) 
ues-rooted 
who rival 
Erroll Gar
te mastery

How did Peterson get that way? The 
answer sounds pretty cliched: he 
started early at music and practiced 
haid. There were, of course, the un
acquirable qualities of basic ability 
and drive.

Born Aug. 15, 1925, in Montreal 
(not in Toronto, as many biograph
ical notes have it), Peterson is the 
son of a porter on the Canadian 
Pacific railway. He began learning 
piano when he was scarcely more 
than a baby. A rumor used to circu
late in Canada that Oscar was just a 
“born talent,” a sort of gifted primi
tive who couldn’t read music. The 
story was totally false. Oscar’s train
ing was gruellingly thorough. His 
fit st teac her was his sister, and the 
emphasis was on classical music.

By the time he was 5. he was play
ing tiunipet. In all probability he 
would be playing the instrument still 
had he nor been stricken at the age 
of 7 with tuberculosis.

For 13 months, he was in Chil
dren’s Memorial hospital. When he 
left the hospital he was cured, and 
nothing about the huge, powerful 
Oscar Peterson of today would sug
gest his early bout with the disease.

But his lungs were weakened, and 
his father decided he should not go 
on with trumpet. So the boy was 

started on piano. He liked the instru
ment and continued with it, playing 
hymns and classics.

When Peterson was 14, his sister, 
Mrs. Daisey Sweeney, took him to 
meet Ken Soble, who ran an excep
tionally good amateur program on 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, 
network. (In recent years, singers 
on the show have found themselves 
accompanied by an orchestra with 
full string section, ami good tailor- 
made arrangements.) Soble audi
tioned the boy. Oscar went through 
the semifinals and then went on to 
Toronto to win the finals and a cash 
prize of $250.

This victory led to a weekly 15- 
minute spot on Montreal radio sta
tion CKAC. There he met Canadian 
pianist Paul DeMarky, and studied 
both swing piano and the classics 
with him.

By this time, he was also a student 
at Montreal high school. A school
mate, Martin Siegennan, recalled 
that Peterson was already showing 
signs of the phenomenal skill he 
would later possess. Boogie-woogie 
was the fad and, Siegennan said, 
“Oscar always had a gang of kids 
around him, asking him to play.” 
When he did play, they heard boogie 
at faster tempos than most of them 
knew were possible.

From CKAC, Oscar joined the 
Johnny Holmes orchestra, and did 
another broadcast on CBM, the 
CBC’s English-language outlet in 
Montreal (the CBC also has a 
French-language network). Oscar has 
said Holmes was responsible for 
building up his technique. He W’as 
overdoing boogie-woogie at the time 
and w’as finding it harder to play 
ballads.

One day. Peterson told his mother 
he’d like to cut some records. She 
suggested he call one of the record 
companies and say so. Dubiously, 
Peterson called Hugh Joseph, who 
was in charge of RCA Victor record
ings in Canada at the time. Rut 
Joseph knew all about Peterson and 
said in fact that he had been think
ing of calling the pianist.

The first side Peterson recorded 
was I Got Rhythm. Later, he was 
to add about two dozen sides to these 
early Victor discs. Among them were 
Oscar’s Boogie and his theme, El
lington’s Rockin’ in Rhythm. They 

Canada. They were not deeply jazz- 
rooted. But they were played at a 
ferocious speed and demonstrated 
that Peterson was already one of the 
most technically accomplished young 
pianists alive. Canadian jazz fans 
treated them with some skepticism. 
For one thing, the artist was Cana
dian, not American, which was a 
strike against him. Yet the records 
enjoyed a vogue as a novelty and 
disc jockeys occasionally spin them 
even now.

Peterson by now had his own trio 
(Clarence Jones, drums, and Ozie 
Roberts, bass; guitarist Bernard 
Johnson later replaced Jones), and 
his reputation was growing. He was 
beginning to receive tempting offers 
to come to the United States, includ
ing a bid from the late Jimmie 
Lunceford and several from Norman 
Granz. He didn’t think he was ready.

But at last he agreed to make the 
move. Granz immediately scheduled 
him for the aforementioned Carnegie 
hall concert. From that time to this, 
his position in the respect of jazz 

BILL EVANS 
‘like trying to judge the color of a rose . . .

fans has never known a moment’s 
doubt—despite the occasional forest
and-trees shortsightedness of critics 
puzzled by his frank eclecticism.

After touring with Granz in 1949, 
Peterson returned to Montreal, where 
proud local fans were busy organiz
ing clubs in honor of the first Cana
dian to make ■ major splash in U. S. 
jazz. Various U. S. bands were seek
ing his services, and Granz made 
him a permanent offer. But Peter
son didn’t think the time was right.

Meanwhile, U. S. musicians such 
as Coleman Hawkins, Woody Her
man, and Ella Fitzgerald were mak
ing it a point to hear him when they
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Oscar Peterson here looks over paintings of bassist John Frigo during th« recent Gold Coast 
art fair on Chicago s near north side. Frigo is doing a picture specially for the pianist.

were in Montreal. They always came 
away raving.

Bv 1951, Peterson’s reputation had 
reached national name proportions 
m the two countries. His style was 
being described as the best of swing 
and bop. The occasional tributes to 
Erroll Garner were there—and, of 
course, the influence of Art Tatum, 
who was to become a personal friend 
and mentor before his death. To 
this day, the influences of these men 
can be heard—plus occasional amused 
little nods to Fats Waller and others. 
For Oscar Peterson had surveyed the 
field of jazz styles and, because of 
his prodigious technique, was able 
to take something from all of them 
in the development of wh.it by now 
is a highly personal, if multi-sourced, 
style.

And therein, perhaps lies the sec
ret: technique. It is occasionally 
fashionable in jazz circles to mini
mize the importance of technique, 
emphasizing the roots of jazz to the 
exclusion oi all executive skill. And 
while it is true that more than a few 
artists have been ruined by a pre
occupation with technique, it is also 
true that ihe fullest possible expres
sion is possible to the man who has 
achieved mastery of his instrument.

“ I hat is about all I can tell you 
about my approach to piano,” Peter
son said. ‘ I have always sought to 
play pianistically.

“I think most of the younger pi
anists don’t want to face up to the 
job of mastering piano.

“Charlie Parker, of course, was a 
tremendous influence not only on 
the horns but on piano. Because so 
much piano playing is so linear, a
24 • DOWN BEAT 

great many persons have thought 
you could eliminate it, as Gerry Mul
ligan did.

"But as far as I’m concerned, piano 
is too much instrument to be ap
proached always in terms of horn 
lines.

“And so who are my influences? 
I think one should be influenced by 
a format.

“I listened to Tatum as a listener, 
but as a pianist I admired the for
mat, the approach Art plaved pi- 
anistically. Most of the older pianists 
did—or do, as the case may be.

“And that’s why I’m not impressed 
by most of the crop of younger pi
anists. I just don’t hear what I want 
to hear from most of them. Conse
quently, I can’t bling myself to ad
mire them. I admire the initial ef
fort, but not the result.

"I can remember hear ing most of 
the span of Art’s records, and 1 ve 
yet to hear something from the 
younger pianists that I haven't heard 
from Art tn one vein or another.”

Peterson, as it will be seen from 
these remarks, ts an extremelv lucid 
and literate talker. Friendly and 
warm by nature and inclined not to 
hurt anyone if he can help it, he 
nonetheless declines to pussyfoot in 
talking about piano and pianists.

He is quite specific about those 
who leave him not completely im
pressed. For example, among them 
are Horace Silver, Erroll Garner, 
and Ahmad Jamal.

“Each of these men,” Peterson 
said, "is confined for a certain reason.

“Erroll because he's a stylist. We 
will never hear what he might have 
done if he’d studied. Horace pur
sues primarily the linear approach.

Ahmad sticks to the type oi abstract 
singing lines that he uses. All these 
men are pursuing one line ot the 
instrument’s potential.”

What about Bill Evans, New Star 
winner in Down Beat’s Interna
tional Jazz Critics poll—one of the 
pianists with background who does 
use the whole instrument?

“About Bill it’s hard to say at 
this point,” Oscar replied. “It is like 
trying to judge the coloi of a rose 
when the bud is only half opened.”

“To quote Art again,” he con
tinued, ”1 was very close to him per
sonally, and he used to tell me one 
thing, You have the instrument, so 
you have nothing to worry about.’

“A lot of these pianists don't have 
the basis to start with Because a man 
is working within one esthetic frame
work, that’s not to say he shouldn’t, 
therefore, use the rest of the scope 
of the instrument.

“I think this is why a lot of pi
anists never grow. One thing that 
has made me, subconsciously, never 
want to become as hot (commer
cially) as Ahmad or Erroll is that I 
don’t want to be confined to only 
one part of what J do.

“Let’s face it. Basically, jazz piano 
is an instrument that most pianists 
have forgotten. A piano can be as 
subtle as a French horn in the dis
tance or as dining as the Basie band.

“When I am working, it’s a chal
lenge, not a chore. But I rn not afraid 
of the instrument. 1 love it.

"You should be able to build. You 
shouldn’t build to a summit only to 
fall off. That is another thing wrong 
with much jazz piano. W hen the pi
anist shifts into high, often he’s used 
up all he’s got to get there.”
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Despite his enormous and frank 
admiration for Tatum. Oscar said he 
“didn't admire Art as a trio pi
anist. He could never be subservient 
enough to be a trio pianist. I m not 
trying to make my present group 
piano with rhythm accompani
ment.”

- An evening of listening to the 
Peterson group—changed enormous
ly in flavor since Peterson’s close per
sonal friend, guitarist Herb Ellis, 
left the group to be replaced by 
drummer Ed Thigpen — illustrates 
what he means.

Whereas the Peterson-Brown-Ellis 
triumvirate had an incredible rap
port, the neyv group has fully as 
much rapport as the old one—but of 
a different kind. Thigpen, whom 
John Tynan, Down Beat's west coast 
editor, has dubbed “the thinking 
man’s drummer”, works so closely 
with Peterson and Brown that there
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is that three-minds-with-a-single- 
thought effect that the Basie rhythm 
section has always been noted for.

So smoothly do they work together 
that recently, in Chicago, they re
corded a total of nine albums in 17 
days' The albums will be released by 
Verve. Most of them were stereo re
makes of the composers’ series Peter
son has done foi the label. “We also 
did our first out-and-out jazz album 
with this trio,” Peterson said. “There 
aren t many things I’m happy about, 
but I’m happy about this one.”

A further indication of the ease 
with which the three men work to
gether is the fact that Peterson acted 
as his own afcr man on the dates. 
“We just went in there every day,” 
Thigpen said, “and kept playing 
until we’d had enough. Then we 
knocked off.”

Finally, it has been noted by a 
number of persons that Peterson’s 
old habit of singing while playing 
has been diminished somewhat—as 
if, with the new group, he did not 
feel so much need for it. (Peterson 
thinks the habit is a holdover from 
playing trumpet, and speculated, 
“It’s probably an attempt to get a 
more legato feeling in my playing. ’)

In any case, the new trio is a su
perbly integrated one, and if the 
melodic variety that Ellis lent is 
gone, there is a new rhythmic drive 
that is almost frightening from so 
small a group.

‘ There is a danger in trio piano,” 
Peteison said. “Most of the younger 
men are trio pianists. It means 
thinking so sympathetically with the 
other two that you worry about 
washing yourself away pianistically.

"The last thing I’ll decry is this 
sleep walking approach to swinging 
piano. Most pianists don’t swing be
cause basically they don’t believe the 
instrument can be swung that hard 
—which Erroll disproved.

“The problem is that most pianists 
today don’t think dynamically. They 
start way up. and then have no
where to go.

“As Lester Young used to call 
them, the little kiddies . . . When I 
hear them talking, I feel a little 
more confident about what I’m do
ing.

“Pianists must be taught.
If a man has no technique, if he 

has been self-taught, vou’ll hear it 
said that he has an open mind. Not 
true. On the contrary, he has grooved 
himself.

But the classical-trained music ian 
lias been trained to take in new as
pects, new materials.”

Does Peterson, to ask a tired ques
tion, therefore recommend classical 

training for would-be jazz pianists?
"Yes, it’s good. You’re equipped 

with the technical tools you need. It 
is not a matter of blatant change 
from classical piano to jazz; it’s a 
matter of modification.

“But there are inadequancies when 
you apply it to jazz. I’m writing a 
series of jazz piano exercises. Ed 
Thigpen is working on a series for 
drums, and Ray has finished the first 
volume of his book on bass.”

All the foregoing could lead the im
perceptive to think that Peterson is 
impressed by his playing. But. on 
the contrary, there is a considerable 
modesty in the man, and he says of 
himself, “I feel basically that I am 
just on the threshold of gaining that 
command and intuitive sense that 
I’ve always wanted."

Peterson was advised that because 
of his candor, he was likely to enrage 
the fans (the unconditional fans) of 
Jamal, Garner, et al. "It's the way I 
feel about piano,” he replied simply.

Nonetheless, admirers of the pian
ists Peterson discussed are likely to 
blind themselves to the substantiality 
of his comments.

Let's look at it this way: jazz trum- 
Ceters, trombonists, and reed men all 

ave pushed the horizons of their 
instruments far beyond the playing 
of their symphony counterparts. 
Listen to the trombone and alto solos 
tn Ravel’s Bolero, particularly the 
way in which the average classical 
trombonist will struggle to make the 
range and articulation of the part; 
then listen to, say, J. J. Johnson—or 
Jack Teagarden or Georg Brunis— 
and compare.

Then, in contrast, take a record 
by almost any jazz pianist and com
pare it with the playing of such clas
sical pianists as the late Walter 
Gieseking (in the Debussy Etudes, 
for example). You find that whereas 
on most instruments the jazzmen 
have left the classical musicians be- 
hand, the classical pianists continue 
to carve the jazzmen up badly for as 
control of their instrument.

To those who contend that tcch-

About the Trio
The other two-thirds of the 

Oscar Peterson trio are bassist Ray 
Brown and bassist Ed Thigpen, 
both of whom were presented 
plaques at the recent Monterey 
Jazz festival as Down Beat In
ternational Jazz Critics poll win
ers, Thigpen as a new star in his 
field. On page 39 of this issue, 
this gifted young drummer takes 
Leonard Feather’s Blindfold Test. 

nique isn’t every thing (and no one, 
least of all Peterson, is suggesting 
that it is), it can only be said that 
the greater a man’s vocabulary and 
skill in using it, the more fully he 
can express what is in his mind and 
his soul.

This is one reason why Peterson’s 
ballad playing today is so moving. 
Technique is not a matter of sheer 
speed; indeed, it is perhaps more dif
ficult to play piano very slowly—and 
for just about the same reason that 
in doing setting-up exercises, it is 
more difficult to execute them slowly.

Upon reflection, it seems strange 
that Oscar Peterson should refer to 
“the younger pianists” in the way he 
does. For he is only 34, a young man 
himself. It is perhaps the mark ot 
his solid establishment in music that 
it does not sound strange when he 
uses the term. Jazz has come to think 
of him, and he has come to think of 
himself, as one of its veterans, only 
10 years after his Carnegie triumph.

Peterson today lives in Toronto— 
or, more precisely, in Scarborough, 
a suburb that overlooks Lake On
tario—with his wife Lillie (also a 
Montrealer), his three daughters, 
who are studying piano, and tw» 
sons. In his basement he has his dark
room, lor his passion after music is 
photography. He is an accomplished 
photographer and has a range of ex
pensive equipment that turns many 
a professional green.

He and Ray Brown, with whom 
he has worked since the period fol
lowing the Carnegie hall concert 
when they played as a duo, are, with 
Thigpen, establishing a school. 
Thigpen and Brown thus will have 
the status of emigrants to Canada.

They will teach jazz — and the 
group playing of jazz. Their plans 
call for a half-hour lesson for each 
student with whichever of the three 
men he is studying with. At the end 
of the half-hour, the other two mem
bers of the trio will come in, and the 
student will work a half-hour with 
them.

“When I was studying piano,” 
Oscar recalled, “I practiced from 9 
a.m. to noon, took an hour off for 
lunch, practiced from 1 to 6 in the 
afternoon, then went to dinner, and 
went back to the piano about 7:30. 
I'd keep practicing until my mother 
would come in and drag me away 
from it so the family could get some 
sleep.”

Does he expect that kind of appli
cation from his students? “No,” he 
said with a smile, “but I do expect 
them to practice. A man should know 
his instrument.” ■
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Capitalizing on the boom are 

Hammond Organ Co. and C. 
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gan manufacturers. Hammond
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to an impressive S27,915,422, making
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the history of a discreet infiltration
Sy George Hoefer

In the last two or three decades, 
the instrumentation of jazz has 
undergone a steady expansion. To
day, we hear jazz played on har
monicas, accordions, violins, Huies, 
French horns, and organs — both 
electric and pipe.

What sets these instruments apart 
from the long-time jazz instruments, 
the saxophones, trumpets, trom
bones? Basically, the defining factor 
is that none of these instruments has 
the essential “jazz sound.”

Because of that, then, the success 
and acceptance ol the instruments in 
jazz has depended on the stature of 
the artists making use of them.

The manufacturers of each of 
these instruments have been fortu
nate that in recent jazz history, art
ists ol exceptional scope and ability 
chose to explore them, creating an 
interest in and a market for them.

Accordion has had Mat Mathews, 
Leon Sash, and Art Van Damme to 
demonstrate that potent jazz expres
sion could be achieved on it.

Jean (Toots) Thielemans came 
along to demonstrate that the tech
nical possibilities inherent in har
monica far exceed anything that
26 • DOWN BEAT

Larry Adlei has achieved, and that, 
what is more, the instrument was 
applicable to modern jazz. In an
other area ol jazz. Sonny Terry, too, 
made a name on jazz harmonica, 
and Eddie Shu helped move the 
instiument toward acceptance.

Flute has had Herbie Mann, Paul 
Horn, Builds Collette, Bud Shank. 
Jerome Richardson, Sam Most, and 
Frank Wess to champion it, until 
today it is no longer looked on as 
an oddity in jazz.

Of course, violin had Joe Venuti 
and Sluff Smith, who were playing 
it comparatively early in jazz history. 
Afore recently, John Frigo has dem
onstrated that the instrument can 
swing—though it still has not found 
general acceptance. French horn is 
still not considered a full-Hedged 
jazz instrument, despite the work of 
Julius Watkins, and its chief func
tion remains that of section work. 
At that, few arrangers—Gil Evans is 
the most notable—make use of it.

But the instrument that has un
dergone the most rapid expansion 
in jazz in recent years has been 
organ, particularly the electric organ. 
At present, a comparatively laige 

number of artists are making names 
for themselves on the instrument, 
when, indeed, they are not already 
firmly established. Jimmy Smith, 
Sir Charles Thompson, Wild Bill 
Davis, Bill Doggett, Shirley Scott, 
Milt Buckner, Le- Strand, and. ot 
course, Count Basie are playing it. 
Basie delights in the instrument.

Once they started exploring it, 
jazzmen found that electric organ — 
j>artly because of its high-speed cres
cendos ancl diminuendos — can pro
duce a funky punch that perhaps 
exceeds that of any other instill
ment.

What is the result of all this?
Manufacturers report that electric 

organ, a relatively expensive instru
ment, has been outselling brasses, 
reeds, and strings with amateur mu
sicians. And the startling upsurge 
in the instrument’s popularity has 
been reflected in purchases of elec
tric organs by night clubs, lounges, 
and other locations where live music
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Hammond the leading manufacturer 
of the instrument.

The Conn company came second, 
with $11,176,292. This was more 
than half the firm’s total volume of 
business lor the year — a statistic that 
is given more meaning when you 
consider that Conn traditionally has 
been noted lor band instruments.

Conn said organ sales were up 10 
percent a year, on the average, dur
ing the last five years.

Meanwhile, competition between 
the organ and band instrument divi
sions of the firm has reached the 
point where the organ makers call 
the brass people “toy makers,” and 
the latter, in turn, call the organ 
builders “furniture makers".

But Conn and Hammond do not 
. have all the business. Wurlitzer, 

Lowrey. Baldwin, Kimball, Gulbran- 
sen, Hohner, and Magnus organs 
have all been selling well.

“Hot” organ is not really a new 
thing. In one form or another, it has 
been around for years. In Harlem, 
cocktail lounges have been using 
the instrument for some time.

Count Basie’s lounge, which 
bi ought the name of organist Mar
lowe Morris to the fore, is packed 
nightly these days by the swinging 
organ work of Sir Charles Thomp
son. Thompson is so in love with the 
instrument that recently he chose
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to stay at Basie’s, playing organ, 
rather than go to Europe with the 
Neu|»ort Festival tour as a pianist.

Columbia Records recently fin
ished recording an LP by Thompson. 
Columbia a&r man Teo Macero gets 
almost hysterical with enthusiasm 
about the disc. “It swings and swings 
hard,” he said in one of his more 
conservative descriptions of it. The 
recording was made with a Ham
mond organ. Thompson’s backing 
came from J. C. Heard on drums 
and Aaron Bell on bass. Jimmy 
Rushing sings on several of the 
tracks.

Columbia is far from being the 
only label to take an interest in 
jazz organ. Blue Note, in its own 
way a very cautious firm, has 13 
LPs by the Jimmy Smith trio in its 
active catalog. This group made 
most of the jazz festivals this last 
summer, traveling in its now-familiar 
converted hearse — the one vehicle 

JIMMY SMITH

that can carry Smith's portable or
gan conveniently.

Prestige, another exclusively jazz 
label, has two LPs by the girl or
ganist Shirley Scott. And Norman 
Granz used Basie on organ on sever
al of the dates Basie did for Verve.

Who started jazz organ?
The first name that comes to 

mind, of course, is that of the late 
Thomas (Fats) Waller, who was 
experimenting with jazz pipe organ 
as far back as the late 1920s. At 
that time, he made a number of 
records for Victor, using the organ 
in the famed recording studio in 
an abandoned church in Camden, 
N. J. When pops organist Jesse 
Crawford — an exclusive Victor re
cording artist — heard about the 
Waller sides, he threatened to leave 
if they were released.

It was not until 25 years later 
that Victor finally put out all the 
historic Waller sides. They issued 
them on a Label "X” LP. One side 
ol these many had been released 
during the 1930s, on a 78-rpm sin

gle. This was the Jitterbug Waltz, 
which became something of a hit.

Hammond organ began its inva
sion of the jazz and popular music 
field in the late 1930s. The Milt 
Herth trio made many sides for 
Decca, including a series with Willie 
(The Lion) Smith, which added a 
little jazz flavor to otherwise corny 
performances.

Waller took a shine to the Ham
mond about this time, and he carried 
a portable model around the country 
with him. Often, after the great 
one's nightly stint at a club or hotel, 
he would take a crowd of friends up 
to his hotel room and play his Ham
mond until dawn. This writer re
members one such night in Chicago, 
when Waller, on his way upstairs, 
called to the hotel night clerk, “Hey, 
if anyone complains about my organ 
playing, let me know, and I’ll play 
louder.”

To compete with the Herth Dec- 
cas, John Hammond, (no relation to 
the organ), then working for Co
lumbia, held an organ jazz session, 
using Glenn Hardman on organ and 
tenorist Lester Young and trump
eter Lee Castle with several others. 
These records became quite famous 
collector's items, mostly because of 
Young’s presence.

Count Basie studied organ infor
mally with Fats Waller about 1939. 
He cut one experimental organ side 
with the full band and Jimmy Rush
ing entitled Nobody Knows in that 
period.

For the next few years, things 
were quiet for organ. Several spas
modic attempts were made to high
light the organ in jazz, but very little 
notice was taken of them. Organist 
Bill Gooden played some blues and 
boogie woogie on a Sid Catlett date 
for Manor Records, and Bob Wyatt 
and Billy Taylor formed a two-or
gan team for awhile. They worked at 
the Royal Roost in New York City 
and at Wells’ cafe in Harlem, made 
records for Columbia (never re
leased) , and accompanied Una Mae 
Carlisle on National Records.

The Wells was one of the early 
clubs to feature organ entertainment 
regularly. Besides the Wyatt-Taylor 
duo, the club has featured Charlie 
Stewart and Ram Ramirez, best 
known as the composer of Lover 
Man, and has continued as a sort of 
spawning ground for organ talent.

Other well-known clubs in Har
lem that use organs are the Baby 
Grand and Small’s Paradise.

About 1948, Lionel Hampton fea
tured a young organist named Doug 
Duke in his big band. The mechan
ical minded Duke invented what 

he called the Dukatron, which he 
introduced at the Lenox lounge in 
Harlem. He was inspired by the 
work of Wyatt and Taylor and tried 
to get the effect ot their duo work 
from one instrument.

Another jazz organist from the 
Wells school was Wild Bill Davis, 
who felt that the Hammond organ 
had a place in jazz. He started play
ing at the Wells early in 1919 and 
made some records for Mercury. 
Davis’ approach was of the rocking 
rhythm and blues school.

Finally, with the help of John 
Hammond, Davis received a booking 
in Birdland. The jazz corner was 
reluctant at first, saying, “We don’t 
want to turn Birdland into a 
church.” Wild Bill Davis and His 
Real Gone Organ opened in Janu
ary, 1952. Davis had the crowd 
rocking from the first beat with his 
trio, including guitarist Bill Jen
nings and drummer Chris Columbus.

Leonard Feather, reviewing the 
unit for Down Beat, said Davis’ 
left foot filled the role of a walking 
bass and gave the trio a complete 
rhythm section. Pee Wee Marquette 
introduced the group as Wild Bill 
Davis and His John Hammond Or
gan, and Hammond himself was in 
the spot almost every night.

Davis, by this time had recorded 
some more sides for the Okeh label, 
which were blemished by Davis’ too- 
enthusiastic vocalizing. He also made 
some sides with Louis Jordan 
(Tamburitza Boogie and Lemonade 
Blues).

The organ fad was in full swing 
by 1952. Bill Doggett, another 
rhythm and blues type, recorded 
organ accompaniments for Ella Fitz
gerald and Wini Brown, and went 
on the road with the latter. An
other musician cut from the Davis- 
Doggett mold was Jackie Davis, who 
recorded for RCA Victor and later 
for Capitol.

Lionel Hampton liked to have an 
organ with his big band, and after 
Doug Duke left, he used Buddy 
Cole and Milt Buckner, his regular 
pianist, on organ. Buckner left 
Hampton to go out on his own. He 
recorded organ sides for the M-G-M 
label.

Count Basie, who gave Wild Bill 
Davis 10 stars in a Blindfold Test, 
took up organ again and recorded 
some sides on a Mercury combo date, 
as well as taking a portable organ 
out on the road with the band.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, featured 
at the Streamliner was a young 
organist named Les Strand, who 
prompted the admiration of Marian 

(Continued on Page 44)
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• Blindfold Test

CLASSICS

His solo on Loveless is especially

The stereo treatment is definite
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• Jazz Record Buyers Guide

• Caught in the Act

Ellint'ton-Hodges
W BACK TO BACK—DUKE ELLINGTON AND 
JOHNNA HODGES PLAT 1 HF BLUES- \<rvr 
MG V-8317: Wabash Blues Basin Street Blues; 
Beale Street Blues; Weary Blues; St. Louis Blues; 
Loveless Love; Royal Garden Blues.

Personnel: Harry Edison, trumpet; Johnny 
Hodges, alto; Duke Eliingtor puno; Leslie Spann, 
guitar; Al Hall, baas on H abash Blues and Weary 
Blues; Sam Jones, bass on other titles.

Duke» of Dixieland 
MJ UP THE MISSISSIPPI WITH THE

I Musici
$ * HANDEL—Epic BCKI30 (stereo) and LC- 
■»S91 (monaural : Concerti Grossi, Op. 6 (No. 4 
<» » Minor, No. 9 in F Major, No 10 in D 
Minar).
i t ?.„!;9CATELLI—Epic BC-1029 (stereo) and 
tv < . •"""’»urei ) : Concerti Grossi, Op 1 
ri," ( Minor. No. 9 in D Major, No. II in 
1 Minor, No. 12 in G Minori.

Personnel: I Musici (The Musicians): Felix

in review
Recoids ere reviewed by Gene Lees, George Hoefer, Richard Hadlock, John A. Tynan, Don 

DeMicheal and Don Henahan (classical). Ratings: Excellent, ★ A ♦ * Very Good,
★ * ★ Good, ★ ★ Fair, ♦ Poor. |Sj = Stereo. M| = Monaural.

Goldberg’s Variations
M BACH—Epic SC-6032- Brandenburg Concertos 
Nos. 1-6.

Personnel: Szymon Goldberg conducting The 
Netherlands Chamber orchestra, with soloists.

Rating: At Ar Ar At AtThe variations alluded to in the heading for this review are not those that Bath concocted for keyboard, but the deviations from the score indulged in bv Gold herg, who conducts this excellent version of the six famous concertos.\ny discussion of the Brandenburgs begins immediately with some account of the ways in which the leader has chosen to van Bach's instrumentation to suit the modern ear, or as it often happens, to suit the availability of the propel instruments.Goldberg's variations consist chiefly in the use of the ordinary flute rather than the recorder of Bach's dav, the ordinary violin rather than the violino piccolo, and ordinary violas rather than viole da braccio. All these arc defensible substitutions, and the really crucial older instruments, such as the harpsichord and the viola da gamba, are present in this set.The difficulty is in knowing exactly which instrumental liberties can be taken without altering the Baroque sound of the concertos. Goldberg's choices are wise ones in each case.I nder Goldberg’s direction, these concertos hop along merrily as they should, with tempos that are properly brisk with out turning into speed tests. Here and there, in fact, the tempo is pel nutted to sag too much.The stratospheric trumpet part in No. 2 is handled well by Willem Groot, using an instrument that has a sweetly childish tone but which is not identified. In this concerto, the use of the flute instead of the recorder makes for unpleasant imbalance, especially in the opening movement.In Concerto No. 3, Goldberg supplies a few bars to suggest a slow movement where Bach left an empty space between the first and last movements, which is also a defensible variation.

Ayo. Walter Gallossi, Anna Marin CotoRni, violins; 
Bruno Giuraunn, viola; Enzo Altohelli, cello

Rating I both albums): At At Ar Ar AtThese two discs contain some of the finest examples of the concerto grosso form in its full flower, and the great Italian chamber unit, 1 musici, performs them with its usual suave and unified tone.The Handel works show more variety and imagination than those of Locatelli, but the lesser-known man was also a master whose artistry ought to be recognized by a wider public than the violinists who have always studied his music. Performances such as these should help further his cause.

OF DIXIELAND—Audio Fidelity AFLP 1X92 
Mississippi Mud; South; Milneherg Joys; Bt.ilr 
Street Blues; St. Louis Blues; Down by thr Old 
Mill Str. am; Old Mau River; Riverside Blues; 
Up the Lazy River Dear Ol' Southland; Down 
by the Riverside; IF hen It's Sleepy Time Down 
South.

Personnel: Frank Assunto, trumpet; Fred As
sunto trombone; Jac Assunto trombone, banjo; 
Stanley Mendelsohn, puno Jack Maheu. clarinet; 
Red Hawley, drums; Lowell Miller, tuba, string 
bass.

Rating: Ar ArThis Volume 9 of the phenomenal Dukes of Dixieland is built around a vague motif pertaining to the Mississippi river. It is again a study in high fidelity sound apparently for those bugs who wish to show off their equipmentIt has been said that these records do not sell to jazz fans. Well . . There is one good jazz musician on the record who is no longer with the hand, clarinetist Maheu, 

Ellington piano on his records. He is sit ting in on this date with a combo that in eludes only one other Ellingtonian, Johnny Hodges, who first played blues with Duke in June, 1928, on the recording of 
Yellow Dog Blues anil Tishomingo Blues.'Ihe Ellington piano fanciers will be well rewarded, for there are many passages of Duke's unusual and charming solo improvisations. He clearly demonstrates an individual style full of variety and by his subtle chordal backgrounds for the soloists shows how he is able to control his own 
and predominantly W. C. Handy blues but gets in his share of ad lib choruses along with the swinging horn of Fdison. There arc several fine unison choruses by these two.It is both exciting and rewarding to hear these tunes with a fresh interpretation after the plethora of Dixieland versions. The 
Royal Garden is exceptionally good.

Due Evan«
WI MUSKRAT RAMBLE—Audiophile AP-56: 
New Orleans Joys; Blu k Snake Blues; Georgia 
Swint; Organ Grinder Blues; Fidgety Feet; Fan
tasy on Muskrat Ramble; King Bolden on Parade; 
Mr. Jelly Lord.

Personn, I Doc Fvans, cornet; Dick Pendleton 
or Loren Heiberg, clarinet: Hal Ruman, trombone; 
John (Knockv) Parker, piano; Bill Peer, banjo; 
Bed Maddock, drums; George Tupper, tuba. Bob 
Gruenenfelder, cornet, added on Side 2.This release from Audiophile offers some fine things besides some of the best sound reproduction available anywhere. Runyan plays a driving trombone solo that swings in great fonn on Joys. It is an introduction to one of the swingingest Dixie records heard in a long time.All the soloists on the date play in an inspired manner, and in addition there are several wonderful two-cornet choruses bv Evans and Gruenenfelder. Evans, who plays both open and muted in a true jazz sense, is sensational with his muted playing on 
Fantasy on Muskrat Ramble. He is a Minneapolis cornetist who was quite populai around Chicago a decade ago.It is also good to hear the Jelly-Roll Morton styled piano of Parker again after a long silence He is especially fine on Or
gan Grinder Blues and Mr. Jelly I.ordEvans’ orginal composition King Bolden 
on Parade is a delight. According to the liner notes, the trio strain on the number was derived from a melody that Bunk Johnson used to whistle to Doc (they were both in Chicago during 1917) to illustrate the Bolden style of playing.Aftei all the cliche-ridden, uninspired Dixeland records that have come out in recent years, this disc is a pleasure to listen to and to enjoy on repeated playings.
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BUYER’S GUIDEJAZZ RECORD

Atlantic LP 1307

arranger of the first rank as well.

DOWN BEAT

Dick Katz is the superb young pianist 
Atlantic presented in Jazz Piano Inter
national (LP 1287). Considered by critics 
a top “comer” of the day, Dick Katz in

Chris Connor, the sensation of all of this 
year's jazz festivals, piesents a beauti
ful collection of songs of lost love and 
bittersweet memories. Her warmth, taste 
and understanding make this a rich 
listening experience. Chris is accom
panied by a complement of top jazz 
musicians—and strings.

• Dave Brubeck, Gone ivith the Wind (Columbia CL 1347)
• Miles Davis, Kind of Blue (Columbia CL 1355)
• Bill Potts, The Jazz Soul of Porgy and Bess (United Artists 4032)

Korn ; Barber,

• Rubv Braff, Easy Now (RCA Victor LSP-1966)
• Miles Davis, Miles Davis and the Modern fuzz Giants (Prestige 7150)

Stan Getz, Award Winner Stan Getz (Verve MG V-8296)
Dizzy Gillespie, Have Trumpet, Will Excite (Verve MG V8313)
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross, The Swingers (World Pacific 1264)

® Oscar Peterson Trio, The Oscai Peterson Trio at the Concertgebouw
• (Verve MG-V8268)
• Bud Shank-Laurindo Almeida, Holiday in Brazil (World Pacific
• ST-1018)

French 
winds; 
Dick 1 
Evans,

Lacey, soprano 
Carter, bass ; 1 
piano, conductor,

• Nat Adderley, Much Brass (Riverside Rl.P 12-301)
• Ray Bryant, Alone with the Blues (New Jazz 8213:Blues #3)
• Jimmy Cleveland, A Map of Jimmy Cleveland (Mercury MG 20112) 

Kenny Dorham, Blue Spring (Riverside RLP 12-297) 
Duke Ellington, Ellington jazz Party (Columbia CL 1323)
Red Garland, Red in Bluesville (Prestige 7157)

• Ted Heath, Things to Come (London LL 3047)
• Johnny Hodges, Duke's in Bed (Verve MG V-820v)
a Billie Holiday, Billie Hobday (MGM E3764)

Jo Jones Trio, Jo Jones Plus Two (Vanguard VRS 8525)
_ Philly Joe Jones, Drums around the World (Riverside 12-302)

J. J. Johnson, Blue Trombone (Columbia CL 1303)
* Wynton Kelly, Kelly Blue (Riverside 12-298)
• Barnev Kessel, Some Like It Hot (Contemporary M3565)
a Lee Konitz, Tranquility (Vene MG V-8281)
• Lou McGarity, Some Like It Hot (Jubilee SDJLP 1108) 

The Mitchells, Andre Previn, Get Those Elephants Outa Heie
_ (Metrojazz E-1012)

Kid Ory, The Kid from New Orleans (Verve MGV-1016)
• Sonny Rollins, Sonny Rollins and the Contemporary Leaders
• (Contemporary M-3564)
a Seven Ages of Jazz Concert, The Seven Ages of Jazz (Metrojazz 2-E
• 1009)

Rex Stewart/Henderson All Stars, Cool Fever (Urania USD 2012) 
Sonny Stitt, Sonny Stitt Plays Jimmy Giuffre Arrangements (Verve 

MG V-8309)
® Buddy Tate, Swinging Like Tate (Felsted FAJ 7004)
• The Three Sounds, Bottoms Up (Blue Note 4014)
• Mal Waldron, Mal-4 Trio (New Jazz 8208)

For the benefit of jazz record buyers, Down Beat provides a listing of 
jazz LPs rated foui stars or more dming the pieceding five-issue period. 
LPs so rated in this issue will be included in the next listing.

Any group assembled by Evan* i. not 
merely an aggregate of musicians playing 
the scores of perhaps the most gifted 
arranger in jazz; it is, rather, Evans' per
sonal instrument of expression. This LP 
reaffirms that Evans is more thin an 
arranger: he is an interpreter without peer.

Dealing here with the works of other 
jazzmen, Evans manages to create something 
larger than the original works. Yet he 
catches the spirit not only of the composi
tions but also of the men who wrote them, 
lew interpreters have caught the melan
choly and loneliness of Bix Beiderbecke.

tuba; Al Block, wood« 
>: Chuck Wayne, guitar; 
Dennis Charles, drums;

arranger.

Gil Evans
M GREAT JAZZ STANDARDS- -World Pacific 
WP-1270: Du.ienporl Hines; Straifht, No Chaser; 
ballad of the Sad Yount Men; Joy Spring; 
Django; Chant of the Weed; Theme.

Personnel, Tracks 3, 4. 6, 7: Johnny Coles, 
Louis Mucci, Danny Stiles, trumpets; Jimmy 
Cleveland. Curtis Fuller. Rod Levitt, trombones; 
Earl Chapin. French horn; Bill Barber, tuba; 
Ed Caine, woodwinds; Steve Lacey, soprano sax; 
Budd Johnson, tenor, clarinet; Ray Crawford, 
guitar; Tommy Potter, bass; Elvin Jones, drums; 
Evans, piano, conductor, arranger. Tracks 1, 2, 
5: Coles, Mucci, Allen Smith, trumpets; Fuller, 
Bill Elton. Dick Lieb, trombones; Bob Northern,

Write for IP catalogue 
and stereo disc listing.

■Atlantic 
records

CHRIS CONNOR
SINGS BALLADS
OF THE SAD CAFE

DICK KATZ
PIANO & PEN

Both albums available monaural $4.98 
and stereo $5.98
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Five by Monk by Five:
THELONIOUS MONK Quintet 
Thelonious in top form in dynamic 
small-band versions of 5 Monk tunes 
(2 of them brand-new). With Thad 
Jones, Charlie Rouse. (RLP 12-305; 
also Stereo LP 1150)

BILLY TAYLOR;
with Four Flutes
The swinging pianist’s debut on 
Riverside is really something differ
ent. (With Mann, Wess, Richardson) 
(RLP 12-306; also Sterea LP 1151)

i32)

je 7150)

13)

tgebouw

fie

102)

ajazz 2-E

W

»

Cannonball Takes Charge: Just re
leased! Adderley plus top rhythm 
swings on standards and a blues, 
(monaural RLP 12-303; stereo LP 
1148)

isting of 
: period.

D 2012) 
s (Verve

Ö 
M

MUCN Brass: NAT ADDERLEY
Brass and blues are the themes of 
this most unusual three-brass LP 
featuring Nat's brilliant and rollick
ing cornet. (RLP 12-301; also Stereo 
LP 1143)

Melodic jazz treatment of tunes from 
Gigi, My Fair Lady, etc. With Bill 
Evans, Zoot Sims. Herbie Mann, Pep 
per Adams. (RLP 12-306; also Stereo 
LP 1152)

PHILLY JOE JONES 
BIG BAND SOUNDS

Drums Around the World: 
PHILLY JOE JONES
Most exciting of today’s drummers 
in a distinctive LP of rich big sounds; 
with Cannonball, Lee Morgan, Golson, 
Mitchell, etc (RLP 12-302; also 
Stereo LP 1147)
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12" LP, List $4.98, Stereo $5.98
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E\ans' brittle piano on all 
This is one of the few 

months than one can play

and solo, and 
tracks.

LPs of recent 
over anil over

1518
1520

With Blue Mitchell, Junior Cook, Gene Tay
lor, Louis Hayes.

Silver’s LPs always have been outst mding, 
and this «ollows the S'me pattern as “Six 
Pieces of Sliver” nnd “Stylings of Silver” to 
name a pair.

—HAROLD L. KEITH. Pittsburgh Courier

Flanasan-Coltrnnr-Burrell-Siiiicinun
M THE CATS—New Izzz 8217: Minor Mt has; 
How Loot Hai This Been Going Out, Ecly/tso; 
Solarium. 7ninety's Time.

Personnel: Idrees Sulieman, trumpet; John Col
trane. tenor; Tommy Flanagan, mano; Kennv Bur
rell. guitar; Doug Watkins, bsss; Louis Hay«, 
drums.

WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:
This is hard-swinging jazz from New

BLUE NOTE RECORDS INC.

47 West 63 rd St., New York 23

A good serving of Silver's typical work—in- 
tc ise roaring uptempos and slow, swampy 
minor patterns with Silver’s rhythmic hu
morous, prodding piano weaving in and out.

—JOHN S WILSON, High Fidelity

without its losing its initial impact. It is 
a significant album and it is unreservedly 
recommended.

Stan Get*
* 1HE SOFT SWING -Verve MG V-8321: All 
the Things You Art; Pocono Mac; Down Bm. 
To the Ends of the Earth; Bye Bye Blues. ’ 

Personnel: Stan Getz» tenor; Mose Allison, 
piano; Addison Parmer, bass; Jerry Segal, drums'

Horace Silver and his quintet have corrc 
thru with a real funky album here, one 
that will appeal to those hard bop fans 
who like the<r jazz played with solid earthi
ness.

—The Billboard

trombone work on 
work of bassist Carter; 

ensemble chorus of

Cleveland's lovely 
Ballad; the section 
the last wailing 
Straight; Lacey in

32 • DOWN BEAT

blessed by good soloists and a rhythm sec 
t on as effective as the drummer is 
dynamic.

♦ * ♦ * Down Beat

blue note 
THE FINEST IN JAZZ 

SINCE 1939

FINGER POPPIN' WITH 
THE HORACE SILVER QUINTET

It's 1 swinge« from sia« one, track one 
Most of the stuff is blues or blues-oriented 
material, with a samba thrown in for good 
measure.

—CHOLLIE HERNDON, New York Age

The emotional appeal of the band—and of 
Silver’s piano solos — is direct and un
complex The album is well-named. If the 
music doesn't set your fingers topping and 
your head bobbing, it is your fau't not the 
music’s.

•—GEORGE GATES, Niagara Falls Gazette

Previout Releates: 
FURTNER EXPLORATIONS 
THE STYLINGS Of SILVER 
5ENOR BLUES 
HORACE SILVER 

AND THE JAZZ MESSENGERS
HORACE SILVER TRIO

the sotnlierness of John Lewis, the impish 
spirit of Clifford Brown as successfully as 
Evans does on this LP.

Evans’ one original in the set, Theme, is 
a rolling, roaring example of top drawer 
contemporary writing. Much of its vitality 
conies from the chumming of Jones, not 
only in his work behind the band but in a 
dynamic solo as well On this track, Evans 
achieves an intriguing sound by voicing 
piccolo with muted brass.

Although Coles is featured on most tracks 
—and he plays very well—the outstanding 
soloist is Budd Johnson. Known for his 
tenor woik, Johnson offers a pleasant sur
prise in his clarinet playing on Don Red
man’s Chant of the Weed, which is a per
fect vehicle for his Fazola Biggard tinged 
conception. He returns to tenot on Theme 
and preaches an eloquent sermon.

Other sparkling moments are found in

This session bears all the earmarks of 
hastv preparation and insufficient thought. 
The originals bv Flanagan are not as well- 
developed as they could be. The arrange
ments tn the main consist of opening 
choruses followed bv strings of solos liearing 
little relation to one another, then repiti- 
tion of the first chorus for the closing. With 
a little effort, simple backgrounds and out- 
choruses could have been written to the 
enhancement of the overall effect of the 
album.

The best track is Flanagan's tender treat
ment of How Long Backed only by Wat
kins and Hayes, he plavs the lovelv Gersh
win tune, including the verse, with great 
restraint, display mg a touch and knowledge 
of the piano not often heard in these davs 
of gospel funk. And what a strong left hand 
Watkins has! His bass notes ring with 
almost undiininishcd power fiom halfnote 
to halfnote—and at a slow tempo, too. Wat.- 
kins also has a nice solo on Tommy’s Time.

I here are multi-noted solos throughout 
bv Coltrane and Stilieman. One gets the 
impression that the plethora of notes spill
ing from the horns of these men is a cover 
for a lack of ideas, although in all fairness 
it should lie pointed out that Stilieman 
constructs a nice solo on Tommy's Time, 
even though he is a bit flat and sloppy. 
Burrell and Flanagan solo well on most of 
the tracks; Flanagan is in especially good 
form on Eclypso

The most dismal track is Solarium. Not 
only does no one play in very interesting 
fashion, but the tempo drags ‘way down.

LPs such as this one do more harm to 
the participants than the money derived 
from making them can counterbalance, For 

the sake of the very good jazzmen con
cerned, this disc is not recommended.

Stan Getz, like other major jazz figures, 
has gone through distinct periods of style 
change. His original cool conception evolved 
into an almost funky one around 1955. On 
this LP, another change is discernible: Getz 
seems to be returning to the earlv style of 
Lester Young while at the same time re
taining his own personal voice. At times in 
this album, he comes very close to assum
ing the garb of the father-figure of the cool 
school.

Down Beat begins with a series of breaks 
by Getz in a Lesterian manner and the 
track continues in the same mode alter this 
attractive start. Another cut employing a 
series of breaks is Pocono Mac, but this time 
the results are almost disastrous. Getz’ 
much-lauded time leaves him for a split 
second, throwing the rhythm section. Ihese 
things happen at times in personal appear
ances, but it’s seldom that such a goof 
appears on record. I enor men who develop 
an inferiority complex when the name Getz 
is mentioned, take heart: we are all mere 
mortals.

On the first side of this album (Things 
anil Pocono), the group tries too hard for a 
relaxed groove, and the result is a lack
lustre and below par performance. Things 
perk up considerably on the second «ide.

Allison and Farmer contribute good solo« 
and support, but Segal's drumming at times 
gets in Getz’ way. The tenor and drums 
fours show Segal to be a competent though 
not outstanding percussionist. Speaking of 
fours, isn’t this device becoming a little too 
commonplace? ‘Twould be lietter to give 
the drummer n>om to stretch .1 bit rather 
than constrict him to the straitjacket of 
fours.

Despite all the foregoing, Stan Getz, who 
perhaps knows his horn better than any 
other tenorman shows on this LP that for 
all his mastery of his instrument, he is not 
content to remain static. And a more 
praiseworthy quality hath no musician.

Buck Hammer
H THE DISCOVERY OF BUCK HAMMER— 
Hannver H.M-8001: Blue's Bines; Harhenuth 
Train; Jungle Boogie; Frank’s Blue*.: Ridicslos\ 
Boogie; Golly Gee Boogie' Fink's Mules; Minor 
Boogie; Tenderly Boogie; Prartire Boogie; Teo 
Fast Boogie; Tea for Two Boogie.

Personnel: Buck Hammer, piano with iinknows 
drummer and bongos.

Rating: A * *
Boogie Woogie piano may have the gone 

the way of ragtime to become an obsolete 
musical idiom, but here we hear an unusual 
pianist, now dead, who came out of the 
woods in 1956 and made some records in 
Nashville, Tenn.

Buck Hammer apparently suffered firm 
the same personal shrinking violet malady 
that Ixrthcred several other piano players, 
including Peck Kelly Jack (Obie) O’Bnen, 
and Joe Abernathy, all of whom refused to 
present themselves to a wider public than 
their immediate friends.

Hammer, from Glen Springs. Ala., was 
nowhere near the boogie woogie artist that 
Meade I ux Lewis, Allx-rt Ammons, Pete

< £ 
CQ £ 
MOSE t
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NJLP 8212JACKIE McLEAN

o with unknow«

NJLP 8215GIL EVANS
A product of Prestige Records, Inc.

Jackie mclean

12 High Fidelity Albums

Prestige $4.98—New Jazz $3.98

Stereo $5 98
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DICK HYMAN recreating
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Dixeland traditional while these days, it something a little cliches. This record double impact.

a product of M-G-M Records

MEMO
to: All jazz fans, (past 

present and potential!
Care to catch a jazz 
concert tonight?

SUBJECT: THE SEVEN AGES OF
JAZZ (metrojazz 
DeLuxe Album 2-E 1009).
BILLIE HOLIDAY will 

lend her exquisitely Ian-

COLEMAN HAWKINS* tenor 
sax will display its luster 
on "If I Could Be With You".

of the muted 
recall "Blue 
mental*.

trumpet, will 
and Senti-

revisit the banks of "Loch 
Lomond”.

BROWNIE McGHEE will 
be on hand with spiritual, 
folk and blues songs.

piano styles from 
Garner.

famous vibraphone 
sions.

in his 
impreS'

GEORGIE AULD and six 
other Goodman alumni in 
Benny’s "Stompin’ at the 
Savoy"-

SMITH 
Rag".

WILLIE "THE LION" 
playing "Maple Leaf

Never before has 
been a live, in-person

concert album (nor any 
other jazz history LP) like 
this two-record set.

JAZZ" was conceived and 
narrated by LEONARD 
FEATHER, author of "The 
Encyclopedia of Jazz".

We leave you with two 
words:

DON’T MISS!

Johnson, or even Pine Top Smith proved to be. But as a blues pianist, he was more creative than any of these men.All numbers in this set are Hammeroriginals, excluding Walter Gross’ Tenderly and the Aoumans-Caesar Tea for Two. He performs these two in a half boogie, half Latin styleHammer plays with both hands and has ihe elements of a vital blues attack tn either of them. His left hand is in full display in 
lihie's Blues and Too Fast Boogie One of the most interesting tunes is Practice 
Boogie, where Hammer uses his left hand to build a bass pattern from a child's piano exercise and then, with his right, doe« practice figures to fill inThis is a worthwhile addition to a jazz piano libran as an example of an unusual basic-blues pianist, who deigned, at the re cpiest of his brother, to make one trip to Nashville to put some of his originalitv on record for posterity.

Merle Koch
R SHADES OF JELLY-ROLL—Carnival CLP- 
102: 2:19 Blues; Hors d’Outvras; Mama’s Cotte 

Goodbye; The Crave; Sweet Substitute; Sugar; 
Grandpa’s Spells; Bateau Bines; Buddy Bolden's 
Blues; Kansas City Stomps; The Pearls; Winin' 
Boy; Davenport Blues; I Love to Play Piano in a 
Dixieland Band.

Personnel: Merle Koch, pisno; Dr. Edmond 
Souchon, vocals.

Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★In order for a New Orleans-stvled or 

rentlv on the New Orleans scene plavs in the Jelly-Roll Morton tradition with manv original ideas of his own, as well a« with a clean, bell-toned sound.He is a 45-vear old Nebraskan, who has been buried in L.os Angeles for manv vears as a professional musician Clarinetist Pete Fountain of the Crescent City discovered him while he was on the coast plaving with Lawrence Welk Fountain took him to Nevs Orleans to plav with hi« newlv formed quartet earlv this vear.The other feature of note concerns the idea of having the eminent New Orleans surgeon, Dr Souchon. who knew and heard Jelly in person many times, sing the vocals on Bines; Sweet Substitute; 
Buddy Bolden’s Blues, and IVinin’ Boy. I his the good doctor does with a gravel v'oiced gut-bucket singing style very rem iniscent of Morton himself.Koch shows considerable versatility in plaving Bix’s Davenport Blues, his own composition Bateau Blues, and Sugar, in addition to the seven Morton originals. On 
Hors d’Oeuvres, a tune he dug up from an old Ambrose Decca, he combines swing and ragtime styles.The pianist is especially good on Kansas 
City Stomps and The Pearls, t his record is highly recommended to all of the oldtime record collectors.

Thelonious Monk
B FIVE BY MONK BY FIVE—Riverside RLP 
12-305: Ja kie-ing Straight, No Chaser; Played 
Twice; I Mean You; Ask Me Nou.

Personnel Thad Jones, cornet • Charlie Rouse, 
tesor; Sam Jones, bass; Art Taylor, drums; 
Monk, piano. 

a great deal less than that. Stiangelv enough, this album conceivably can be uw to substantiate either viewpoint.I hematically, Monk has much more to offer than he does pianistically; although hu playing is individualistic—even eccentric— and has a certain primitive charm aliout it it is often incoherent and fumbling. Not so his compositions. Even though theii odd, unconventional phrasing and harmony may strike the ear of the uninitiated as Ix-ing too far out. Monk’s themes are hkeh to come to be considered mote or less standards, just as Charlie Parker’s have.Monk adds Basieite Thad Jones to his regular quartet for this LP. Charlie Rouse .■nd |ones have most of the blowing room with Monk limiting himself to short solos concerned mostly with the melody. Jones has a fine angry solo on lackie-ing and a couple of excellent bits on I Mean )'ou.Rouse is a much underestimated tenor man Hi« solos are inventive and interesting his taste, while not impeccable, is consistantly on a higher plain than some of the better-known east coast tenoi men. His work on the ballad Ask Me Now and ihe blues Straight, No Chaser is verv good. In fact, everyone plays exceptionally well on the latter.Sam Jones walks—no. strides—on even nack He takes no solos, but his plaving contributes as much, if not more, than some of the soloists. His teammate, I avlor. drives but never hinders the horns and Monk.I he germ of Ask Me Now, in case you're historically inclined, was contained in an introduction Monk played on Coleman Hawkins' Drifting on a Reed recorded some 12 or so years ago.I his 1 P is typical of the music of Monk and it's definitely worth serious listening.
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Red Nichols
H SYNCOPATED CHAMBER MUSIC—Audio
chile XL-326; Three Blind Mice; Memories rf 
Io«; Manhattan Rat! Easier Parade; Tia It »»I 
Blues; Peaceful Valley; Candlelights; I m on the 
Graty Train; ( orky; I Can’t Believe That You're 
in Love with Me; Rondo.

Personnel: Nichol«, trumpet. Joe Rushton, bun 
saxophone: Matty Matlock, clarinet; Kind lack 
«on or Ted Ve«ely, trombone; Rollie Culver or 
Nick Fatool, drums; Walter Sheets or Sun 
Writhtsman piano.These are some Nichols recordings made several tears ago for the small Audiopink label. This company has specialized in making high-quality recordings, ami the sound tends to be more like that in a live performance than most so-called high fidelity recordings can demonstrate.Powibly because of the chamber music format, these sides lack swing, and there is very little of the driving ensemble plaving that adds interest to the Five Pennies recordings.There is some fine solo playing by Matlock. Rushton. and Nichols, who plays an opening horn solo on I Can’t Believe that is quite Bixian.The Candlelights is the Bix Biederbecke composition with Sheets on piano As drummer (Jeorge Wettling has said, even Jess Stacv and Ralph Sutton find Bix compositions difficult to play, and they are even harder to orchestrate.This record is recommended for its sound reproduction characteristics rather than for the musical content.
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llml Powell
■ THF scene changes—the amazing 
bud POWELL—Blue Note 4009: Cleopatra't 
nrtam: Duid Deed; Dowa With It; Daacelaad; 
Borderti i: Crottia' The Chaaael; Comia' Up! 
Cellin’ There; The Scene Chaaget.

Personnel: Bud Powell, piano; Paul Chambers, 
Bau; Art Taylor, druma.

Rating: * * W *Here is Bud Powell back playing his own times, which is significant: most of his recent tracks have been improvisations on the material of others. And he is best when he is on his own.These tracks were recorded in April, 1959. just before he left for Europe. (He is at present located in Paris.) He tries in this set to illustrate the idea that “the scene ihanges." And, as the point of departure. there is the frequent Imp figure, a nostalgic phrase used during the Groovin' 
High davs. which crops up in Duid Deed, 
Dou n lYith It, and the title tune.

Danceland and Borderiek are novel and charming, the former highlighted by a danceable quality and the latter by a warm feeling towards the pianist's son, Earl Douglas John Powell, to whom he dedicates the composition. Not surprisingly, it smacks of a nursery rhyme.The track Coinin' Up, one of Powell's longest recorded solos, is full of surprises. Here he is superbly supported by drummer Art Tavlor and bassist Paul Chambers in a Latin-styled, yet strictly Powell-flavored creationPowell on these tracks is original, and he sounds secure in what he is playing. It is good to hear.
Joe Sa ye

1 DOUBLE SHOT OF JOE S AYE- -Mercury 
MG .16147: No Two People: Scot Free; Younger 
Than Sprinttime; Heather Hop; Wonderful, Won
derful: Tenement Symphony: Double Shot; Let's 
Call the Whole Thint Off; Light Tread; The Blue 
Boom If I Were a Bell.

Pereonnel: Stye, piano; Spencer Sinatra, flute: 
Barry Galbraith, guitar; John Drew, baaa; Jimmy 
Campbell, druma. Walter Bolden, drums, replaces 
Campbell on Tenement,

Rating: ★ ♦Save, the sightless Scot who has been in this country a comparatively short time, is an extremely competent, whollv musi- cianh pianist with strong jazz feeling in a sort of Gaelic Shearing vein.In an attempt to achieve a distinctive style for this group of top studio musicians, Sase adapted three old Scottish melodies 
(Double is from the reel Mrs. McLeod; 
Scott is from the reel Rory O’More; Heather is from Inverness Gathering) for cocktail jazz performance. All come off with smooth prec ision.I he remainder of the set consists of established tunes. On none of them does the pianist get farther out than lattcr-dav Sheaiing. Flutist Sinatra is adequate, dis- plating pure tonal quality and ample technique: guitarist Galbraith provides the most interesting moments in the set. 1 he rhvthm section is workmanlike but never exciting in a real jazz sense.M ith a group such as this. Save should enjoy a bright future in the more svelte quasi-jazz rooms, the Embers, for example. Appropriately, George Shearing wrote the brief liner cops.
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A FINE 
TAPE 
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note to

WEBCOR
owners

To insure optimum 
recording quality with 

your excellent machine, 
the recommended tape is 

irish 44211...and for 
maximum performance on a

budget-priced tape, Irish #195 
offers superior frequency response 

backed by the famous irish guarantee. 
Send for technical bulletin.

CRH INDUSTRIES INC.
Opelika, Alabama

there’s

irish
ferro-sheen 

tape

COM

The very air in the presto plant is washed with water pumped at 250 gallons a minute from our own private well. The technicians who inspect each presto disc have been on the job for a minimum of 15 years, and have the keen eyes that insure perfection on a scale no mechanical equipment can match. Ask for PRESTO when you order. You’ll always know that your discs are PRESTO-perfect.
bogen-presto CO., Paratnus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.©

Since 1934 the world’s most carefully made recording discs and equipment,
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Sims-Cohn-Wood»
H JAZZ ALIVE, A NIGHT AT THE HAI F 
NOTE—United Artist* UAL 4040: Lover, Cow. 
Back to Me; It Had to Bt Ton; Wee Dot; After 
You've Gone.

Personnel: Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, tenors; Mme 
Allison, piano; Paul Motisn, drums; Knobby 
Totsh, bass; Phil Woods, alto.

Rating: A ★ ★ ★

This is improvised modern jazz as pre
sented nightly in one of the best jazz clubs 
in New York City. It happens that the 
recording was made when the Sims Cohn 
combo was on the stand and altoist Woods 
came in for a visit, ihe four tracks are 
typical, and if you can’t visit the Vote in 
person, this set is a must. If you do dig 
jazz recorded on the premises, you'll want 
this album.

Each of the four tracks averages 10 
minutes in length, giving ample oppoitu- 
nity for the listener to study the solo im
provisations and the interplay of the three 
saxophonists as each head arrangement 
develops.

The rhythm section devotes itself pri
marily to playing for the three reeds, al
though there is some fine Allison solo 
piano.

Various Artists
M THE COOL SCENE—(Twelve New way* to 
Fly)—Warner Bro*. W-1328: Tunes and Artiste 
Dues Blues (Trombones, Inc.); I Love Paris 
(Marty Paich); The D.A.'s Man (Frank Com
stock); Deserted Harlem (Don Ralke); Il's t 
Lonesome old Town (The Smart Set); Improvisa
tion (Robert Prince); Manteca (Marty Wilsonl; 
Invitation (Guitars, Inc.); The Stu Bailey Blurs 
(Warren Barker); Come Rain or Come Shine (The 
Signatures!; Pottsville, USA (Chico Hamilton); 
It's All Right with Me (Trombones, Inc.)

Personnels unlisted
Rating: A ★

The only saving graces of this banal 
melange of cops-’n-robbers background jazz 
are the tracks by the Trombones, Inc. and 
the two vocal groups, the Signatures and 
the Smart Set. Even the Chico Hamilton 
track sounds like M Squad in miniature.

I he most gimtnicked and overarranged 
track is Don Ralke's Deserted Hart in, a 
pseudo-Tunisian nothing complete with 
harmonica. And one has come to expect 
more from Marty Paich than hacknevcd and 
obvious devices such as the piano-bass uni
son figures that he employs on I Lave Paris. 
The Robert Prince offering, although a cut 
al>ove the other gimmick tracks, threatens 
to descend into utter chaos in parts.

All in all, this is unrewarding listening. 
If you dig the above-mentioned vocal groups 
or Trombones, Inc. vou’re loot will be much 
wiser spent on the I.Ps from which the 

•tracks were taken than on this mish-mash.

Moe Wechsler
W| HONKY-TONK PIANO — Roulette R-25069: 
Somebody Stole My Gal; It was in a Little 
Spanish Town: Japanese Sandman; How Come 
You Do Me Like You Dot; Maple Leaf Rag; 
Some of These Days; Chinatown. My Chinatown; 
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now; Heartaches; 
I Ain't Got Nobody; Medley of Old Favorite»; 
When My Sugar Walks Down the Street.

Personnel: Wechsler, piano, with unidentified 
banjo, bass, drums.

Rating: A A
This collection of nostalgic songs, some 

of which postdate the player piano, arc 
rendered here in true honkv-tonk stvle, 
except possibly for the whistle and auto 
horn on Chinatown.
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featured mostly but not to the extent that

core of this band.
Airangers on this I P are Bob Florence

for Tracks 2: John Bainbridge Jr.,

Enclosed is $. in payment

Name.

Address.

COMPLETE PACKAGE at $13.50 □
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Please send me the following: 
□ LP “Joe Viola Plays Manny Albarn“ at 

$3.95—Scores as checked at $1.25 each.
Side B:
□ Sunny Sunday 

] The Moody Onos 
Just Like That

] Minor Mannerisms 
□ Runaround

Zentner’s up-and-coming crew is one of 
the swingingest dance bands working to
day. Although it is not aimed primarily 
at the jazz audience, this LP holds more 
than passing interest for the jazz fan—cs-

teresting solos interlaced in 
scores. Zentner’s masculine
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r tracks are 
the Xote in 
you do dig 
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of ihein. It should have great appeal for 
those who dote on those everlastingly 
monotonous and identical television west
ern' You could make a western saloon 
out of your playroom with this record 
except for one thing. Most of the songs 
are not old enough, but maybe the medlev 
track does qualify—with Camptown Races; 
M\ Honnie Lies over the Ocean ; Loch 
Loniond; Sweet Adeline, and How Dry

MANNY- splendore! !
The exciting new 

work of Manny Albarn
scored for various 

combinations of eight reeds

Si Zenlner
M s ... A THINKING MANS BAND: Lib
ero LST-7L33: Sweetheart of Sigma Chi; The 
Vuiga Boatmen; Stompin' at the Savoy; Beautiful 
Love; Thinkin’ .Man; Two Guitars; Sock Hop; 
Bci Mir Bist Du Sekoen; Out of Nowhere; Why 
Not; Little Girl; The World Is Waiting for the 
Sunrise.

Personnel: unlisted.
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"Jau in the Classroom" IP series

PLAYSCLASSROOM

MANNY ALBAMwrgri FT. RECORDS

OOWN BEAT ★ * * * ★
", . . it is a superb disc from which not only 
neophyte students can learn, but from which estab
lished jazz composers and arrangers might learn a 
trick or two.”

Here is music—totally new! Written by noted 
for Berklee’s “Jazz in the Classroom” series,

Tracks 4, 5, 7, 8, 9: Pete Carpenter, Tracks 
3, fi, 10, and Joe Dolny, Tracks 11, 12.

The trombone section is featured more 
than the other sections, but there is bite in 
the trumpets, and the saxes are the person
ification of togetherness. The rhythm sec
tion is not a powerhouse unit, but is more 
in the Jimmie Lunccford school of light, 
propelling two-beat.

1 he one disturbing factor in this album 
is the overuse of the medium-bounce tempo. 
I his is a fine tempo for dancing, but if 

one is chair-bound and just listening, it 
becomes slightly redundant.

All in all. this is a fine album for dancers 
and those big-band enthusiasts who dig new 
swinging bands.

How Come 
t Leaf Rag; 
■ Chinatown;
Heart aches ; 

d Favoritei;

combinations of reeds in eleven original compositions. Side A: "Six Pieces for Eight 
Reeds" demonstrates endlessly diverse possibilities of reed instrumentation. Gifted Joe 
Viola, Supervisor of Woodwind Instruction at Berklee. plays all parts including oboe 
English horn, clarinet, bass clarinet, soprano, alto, tenor and baritone saxophone (some
times all eight at once by means of multiple recording) Flip side “Sounds from the Sax 
Section” continues to explore reed instrumentation—this time Joe Viola plays all five sax 
parts backed up by a rhythm section. A stimulating “must” for modern music enthusiasts, 
teachers, students, instrumentalists. AVAILABLE WITH FULL ORCHESTRAL SCORES.

12" LP "Joe Viola plays Manny Albarn"—$3.95, SCORES $1.25 ea.

SAVE $4.20 ON COMPLETE PACKAGE — ONLY $13.50

LP with full set of eleven scores. Worth $17.70

BERKLEE PRESS PUBLICATIONS, 284 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.

Side A:
□ Introduction in the Dorian Mode 
□ Duet for Double Reeds

S
 Quartette for Saxophones 

Duet for Single Reeds 
Fantasy for Six Winds 
Octet

Be rimise Ackoof oj? muMc

Mahalia Jackson
® GREAT GETTIN’ UP MORNING Columbia 
Cl-1343: Great Gettin’ Up Morning; How G reat 
Ihou Art; I Found the Answer; To Me It s So 
wonderful; His; God Put a Rainbow in the Sky; 
He Must Have Known; When I’ve Done My Best; 
Just to Behold His Pace; My Journey to the Sky; 
Jell the World About This.
„ Personnel: Mis» Jackson, vncals; Mildred 
rails, piano; Osie Johnson, percussion; Addison 
rarmer or John Simmons, bass; Jimmy Raney, 
guitar; Alfred Miller or Harnld Smith, organ; 
choir of mixed voice«.

Rating: see below'
Whether he be atheist, agnostic, or be

liever, (he sensitive listener hardh can help 
but he filled with respect and admiration 
lor Mahalia Jackson: respect for her vibrant 
faith; admiration for her great vocal 
powers.

From the stomping, romping Great Get- 
tm' Up Morning to the somber He Must 
Have Known, Miss Jackson’s performance 
u> this album captures all the pathos, jov. 
and shining hope of her faith. Her bcau-

BOSTON 16, MASS.284 NEWBURY STREET

The English

everyone s
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See your dealer or write
HALL DRUM CO , 315 Decatur St., New Orleans 16, la. 

PACIFIC MUSIC SUPPLY CO.
1143 S. Santee St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

In Canada only: CANADA MUSIC SUPPLY LTD 
714 St. James St. W„ Montreal_______



feature

ALBUMS OF THE MONTH

CHARLIE BYRD
Guitarist Extraordinary!
MG 12099 JAZZ RECITAL
Unamplified Spanish and Electric guitar 
solos with quartet.

MG 12116
BLUES FOR NIGHT PEOPLE
Un?mplified guitar, bass and drums in an 
original suite and standards

YUSEF LATEEF
The man and the band with the new 
sound!
MG 12120 JAZZ AND THE 
SOUNDS OF NATURE
MG 12117 PRAYER TO THE EAST 
Near East—influenced jazz by Latee‘ flute, 
Wilbur Harden—fleugelhorn, Hugh Law 
son—piano Ernie Farrow—bass and Oli
ver Jackson—drums
MB 12103 JAZZ MOODS
MG 12109 JAZZ FOR THINKERS
MG 12115 STABLEMATES
The s ime group as above except Harden 
and Jackson are replaced by Curtis Fuller 
—trombor e and Louis Hayes—drums 
On “StableMates” Lateef shares the al
bum with the band of arranger A. K. 
Salim.

WRITE DEPT. A FOR FREE CATOLOG

56 Ferry St., Newark, N. J.

Racords shippad anywhert 

mODERR music
627 N. KINGSHIGHWAY 
ST, LOUIS 8, MO„ U.SA>

ALL RECORDS REVIEWED IN DOWN BEAT 
AVAILABLE THRU US-OUR SERVICE IS FAST 

All records shipped ore factory fresh. Send for de
tails on our bonus offer of FREE JAZZ LPs.

Foreign Orders Welcome
FREE 12" LP BARGAIN LIST/TOP JAZZ LABELS 

$1.00 Deposit on CODs/No CODs Overseas

tiful voice and spirit soar on every track.The jazzmen listed in the personnel above arc accompanists only; Raney can be heard from time to time filling in between Miss Jackson’s phrases. The choir enhances and complements Miss Jackson thioughout the LP.There is no rating because it is unnecessary and presumptuous to pigeonhole a Mahalia Jackson performance or any performance of this type.This album, as do all Mahalia Jackson albums, oilers a rich and rewarding emotional expedience.
Sarah V aughan

£ NO COUNT SARAH—Mercury MG 20441: 
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Doodlin’; Darn That 
Dream; Just One of Tkose Tkings; Moonlight in 
Vermont; No ’Count Blues; Cheek to Cheek; Star
dust; Missing You.

Personnel: Miss Vaughan, vocals; Wendell Cully, 
Thad Jones, Eugene Young, and Joe Newman, 
trumpets; Henry Coker, Al Grey, and Benny Pow
ell. trombones; Frank Wess, Frank Foster, Billy 
Mitchell, Charlie Fowlkes, Marshall Royal, saxes; 
Freddie Green, guitar; Richard Davis, bass; Sonny 

| Payne, drums; Ronnell Bright, piano.

Rating: it +The wedding of Sassy and the Basie band has been a propitious and fruitful one. The band brings out Sarah s warmth, humor, and musicianship; and the guys in the band seem to have a ball backing her. This warm rapport is clearly evident in this album.From her rather startling entrance on 
Smoke to her wordless, piping kidding of the verse of Stardust, Sarah wails. Her performance is generally without affectation except when she parodies herself. The won- dti ful elasticity of her voice is a joy to hear on Horace Silver’s amusing Doodlin’.The high point of the album is No 
‘Count Blues; Sarah scats, hums, and swings her wav through five minutes of medium blues backed by the driving Basie-without- Count band. The things she does with her voice are amazing.I he band swings all the way through the LP, and there are a few well-played solos sprinkled about.This is a thoroughly enjoyable performance by Sarah and the Basie band and should satisfy the fans of each.
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idea; yen have always wanted 
are found in the piano works of 

ROBERT WHITFORD 
Write us and we II send you a free jazz sample 

that will keep you up after hours 
ROBERI WHITFORD PUBLICATIONS

Dept. D, 3010 N.W 2nd Miami 37. Ra.

JAZZ RECORDS 
AROUND THE WORLD 

over 400 jazz abels in stock 
special offer — BUY three, 1 FREE 

send for free catalog 
add postage on special offer 

LOMAKIN MUSIC
633 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22. Pa.

New Jazz ReleasesThe following is a list of last-minute jazz releases, intended to help readers maintain doser contact with the flow of new jazz on records.Pearl Bailey, The One and Only Pearl 
Bailey (Mercury 8 MGW 12132)Ghet Baker, Chet Baker Plays the Best 
of Lerner and Loewe (Riverside 8 RLP 12-307, E 1143)The Banjo Kings, The Banjo Kings Go 
West (Good Time Jazz B M12036)Charlie Barnet Orchestra, More Charlie
Barnet (Everest I* 5059, E 1059)Sidney Bechet, The Sidney Bechet Story (Brunswick B BL 54048)Eddie Bert, Like Cool (Somerset E P 5200)Billy Butterfield and Essex Five, College 
Jazz (Somerset E P 200)Billv Butterfield, ¡'in in the Mood (Somerset E P 2200)

Tutti Camarata orchestra, I W'ant to Be 
Happy—Music of Vincent ioumans (Lierest M 5062, E 1062)Benny Carter, Swingin’ the Twenties (Contemporary m S M3561)Ray Charles chorus, Om a Rainy Night (Somerset E P 6000)Teddy Charles and Mal Waldron, Coolin’ (New Jazz * 82126)Charleston City All Stars, The Charles
ton City All-Stars Go Dixieland ((.rand Award * 33-411)Warren Covington and the Tomniv Dorsey orchestra, The Swingin’ Era (Decca H DL 8914, S DL 78914)Wild Bill Davis quartet, Flying High 
with Wild Bill Davis (Everest B 5052, £ 1052)Ella Fitzgerald, Ella Sings Sweet Songs 
for Swingers (Verve M MGV 4032)Red (jarland trio, Manteca (Prestige IS PRST 7139)Babs Gonzales, Tales of Manhattan (Jaro M JAM 5000)Benny Green, The Swingin’est (Vee-Jay 
B LP 1005)Coleman Hawkins with Charlie Shavers, 
Hawk Eyes (Prestige * 7156)Luther Henderson orchestra. Clap Hands(Columbia H CL 1340, E CS 8149)Woody Herman orchestra, Moody Boody(Everest * 5032, E 1032)Billie Holiday, The Billie Holiday Story(Decca) M DXB 161)Ahmad Jamal, Jamal at the Penthouse(Argo B LP 646, s 5646)Harry James, Harry James Plays Songs
That Sold a Million (Harmony * HL 7191)Crystal Joy, The Fabulous Crystal Joy (Hanover B M 8002)Left Bank Bearcats, Bearcats (Somerset E SF 8300)Left Bank Bearcats, Dixieland (Somerset P 1400)Booker Little, Down Home Reunion, (United Artists B UAL 4029, E UAS 5029)Shelly Manne and His Men, Son of Gunn (Contemporary * E M3566)Johnny Martel, / Cover the Waterfront (Gone B 5005)Skip Martin's Symphony, Scheherajazz (Somerset E SF 9700)The Mastersonnds. The Mastersounds in
Concert (World Pacific M WP 1269)Hal McIntyre orchestra, it Seems Like 
Only Yesterday (Roulette " R 25079)Phil Moody quintet, Intimate Jazz (Somerset E SF 10400)Bud Shank quartet. Slippery JF/ten Wet (Wot hl Pacific < WP 1265)• George Shearing quintet, George Shear
ing Goes Hollywood (Lion * 7017)Jimmy Smith trio, Smith Plays Pretty
Just for You (Blue Note 8 1563)Rex Stewart and Dickie Wells, Chatter 
Jazz (RCA Victor ® LPM 2021, ® LSP 2024)Sun Ra and His Arkcstra, Supersonic 
Jazz (Saturn * H70P)Sun Ra and His Arkestra, Jazz in Sil
houette (Saturn B K70P)Billy Taylor and Four Flutes, Billy Tay
lor with Four Flutes (Riverside * RLP 12-306, E 1151)Creed Taylor orchestra. Lonelyville—The
Nervous Beat (ABC-Paramount B ABC 308)Various artists. Jazz IVest Cnast—Vol, y (World Pacific M JWC 511)
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The Records
1. Art Blakey's big band. El Toro Valiente 

(Bethlehem).

It didn’t kill me at all. I don’t 
know who the band was, but the 
thing sounds like a lot of recordings. 
First of all, dynamically speaking, as 
far as color is concerned, everything 
sounded on the same level ... It 
also sounded like the music was be
ing read right then.

Even with the hard-swinging Afro- 
Cuban jazz, as that was supposed to 
represent, this didn’t have it. There 
was no color, and in any music, 
whether it’s fast, swing, or hard, 
there's supposed to be some color ... 
I heard—no, it wasn’t Art because 
Art has more color than that . . . 
But I heard some inflections of Art— 
some of the things like he does.

But this is just hard, screaming, 
and constant beating, I don’t think 
the band had rehearsed very much 
because if it had, it would have been 
smoother. That happens a lot of 
times with recordings. I’ll have to 
say one star.

2. lee Konitz. Lennie Bird (Verve). Konitz, alto, 
Henry Grimes, bass; Dave Bailey, drums; 
Billy Bauer, guitar.

That was nice. I like that ... It 
reminds me of some of the things 
Lennie and Lee were doing. I don't 
know who was on that though. I’ve 
never heard it before. Didn’t Bud 
Shank and Laurindo Almeida do 
some things like that?

It sounded a little like Red Mitch
ell on bass ... 1 find the composi
tion interesting. I like the alto player 
and all the rest of them. The drum
mer was good. He had good time. 
Give that three stars.

Edmund Thigpen
By Leonard Feather

To the older generation of Jazz fans, the name Thigpen is 
immediately familiar. It refers to Ben Thigpen, the excellent 
drummer, who was a member of the great Andy Kirk or
chestra in the late 1930s and early ’40s.

To more recent aficionados, of course, the Thigpen associa
tion involves Ben’s son, who as the drummer with the Oscar 
Peterson trio, has been gaining rapidly as a major force in 
modern percussion. Recently he tied with Elvin Jones as New 
Star drummer in Down Beat’s International Jazz Critics poll.

A trained musician who has made a serious study of the 
craft at which he works, Ed is 28 years old, Chicago-born and 
Los Angeles-reared, with a background that has included work 
in rhythm-and-blues bands, vocal accompaniment units, and 
more recently many combos on the east coast, notably the Billy 
Taylor trio, which he left to join Peterson.

This was his first Blindfold Test. I asked him not to confine 
his comment merely to the drummers on the records played 
for him, about which he had no advance information.

3. Howard Rumsey’s lighthouse All-Stars. 
Facts About Max (Liberty). Max Roach, 
drums.

I don’t know if that was Max or 
Philly Joe. Was it his band? I liked 
that . . . The drums were the strong
est thing on the band, and I liked 
what he played.

It was a good arrangement but 
again, I find that tightness, smooth
ness, finesse—he knew where he was 
going, but the other guys weren’t 
quite sure. To be great in a finished 
thing, there’s a smoothness that you 
find with soloists following each 
other, and this didn’t have that.

But I enjoyed the record. I’d give 
it three stars and for the drummer 
four, because he held the thing to
gether.
4. Jo Jones. Sweet Georgia Brown (Everest). 

Jones, drums; Ray Bryant, piano; Tommy 
Bryant, bass.

I know the story of this recording. 
I think it’s a terrible recording, 
balance-wise ... I think they were 
over there trying out some equip
ment, because anything that Jo or 
Ray do is great—they’re perfection
ists, and the balance on this was ter
rible. It sounded like a lot of clang
ing, and I know their work too well 
. . . They were just fooling around.

Jo told me himself that he didn’t 
know they were going to press 
that record. Jo is my favorite drum
mer, along with some others, but 
I’ve always rated him first place. 
He’s a master of that instrument, 
along with Buddy Rich and Klook.

This was so badly recorded and 
distorted. I don’t think they should 
have put this out at all ... I won’t 
rate this.

5. Philly Joe Jones orchestra. Corioca (River
side). Jones, drums, arranger.
That was very, very good. Any

thing Philly does is five stars with 
me. He, along with Jo, is an all-time 
favorite. 1 think he’s one of the most 
imaginative drummers, one of the 
most swinging and original. And I 
liked the arrangement.
6. Woody Herman Hi-Fi Drums (Capitol). 

Buddy Rich, drums; Herman, alto.
Five stars for Buddy and Willie 

Smith! You gotta give Buddy five. 
He’s phenomenal! Nobody in the 
world sounds like Buddy . . . Every
thing he does to a drum—the way he 
touches a drum—he knows it inside 
out. Nobody does things like Buddy.
7. Kenny Clarke. On a Riff (Epic). Andre Ho- 

deir, composer, arranger.

Nothing. It sounds like one of 
those things thrown together—guys 
trying to read something. It was 
nothing as far as I’m concerned. It 
seems like nobody on the record en
joyed making the record. There was 
no feeling—like “it’s just a date, and 
I’ll put in some time.” That’s all it 
sounded like.
8. Leonard Feather-Dick Hyman. Tweeter from 

Hi Fi Suite (M-G-M). Jerome Richardson, 
piccolo; Thad Jones, trumpet; Kenny Clarke, 
drums; Frank Wess, tenor.

That was nice. I liked that . .. I’ll 
give it four stars. I don’t like picco
los particularly, but this guy played 
good. I guess it’s hard to record 
them. I don't know too much about 
that, but you get that piercing sound.

I liked the trumpet player and 
the drummer. I’m torn beween two 
people—either Klook or Philly Joe, 
I don’t know which. The cymbal 
beat sounded like Klook. I don’t 
know who the tenor was, but he was 
good. ■
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(Don DeMichael, who recently 
joined Down Beat's > oster of record 
reviewers, is a drummer and vibra
phonist who, at the age of 30, found 
himself increasingly interested in the 
scholastic- and theoretical back
ground, as opposed to the purely 
performing aspects, of jazz. A one
time traditionalist who developed 
into a modernist without ever losing 
the love of the old, he has as his 
most striking characteristic a calm, 
un-angry approach to both.

(He is also a student of sociology 
at Indiana University.)

John Mehegan, instructor at Jul- 
liard and Columbia University, jazz 
critic, musician, and proponent of 
the "let's just blow” school of jazz, 
has helpful and interesting things to 
say in this book.

Its main theme is that the old sys
tem of figured bass is the one proper 
means of communicating what is 
happening harmonically in jazz.

Figured bass, in case you are un
familiar with the term, uses the 
Roman numerals I to VII to repre
sent the chords built on the corre
sponding tones of the diatonic scale, 
e.g., in the key of C, II corresponds 
to a D minor seventh; VI is an A 
minor seventh; and so forth.

Musicians, familiar with the chord 
system, will note the strong resem
blance between figured bass anil 
chord symbols But figured bass has 
some distinct advantages over the 
more familiar chord symbols. Trans
position is simpler, and the relation
ship between chords is more clear
cut. Since the hearing of relation
ships is so important to the jazzman, 
this latter advantage is particularly 
meaningful to the novice pianist.

Although Mehegan does not ex
pand as much as he could on the 
method ol indicating inversions, this 
is the really distinct advantage fig
ured bass hokk over chord symbols.

On the whole, figured bass is more 
satisfying as a shorthand method 
and analytical tool than the some
what limited chord symbols. But it 
has certain disadvantages as well. 
The most serious disadvantage — as 
well as Mehegan’s method of teach
ing it — is that it could easily lead 

to a mechanical and modal way of 
playing. The exercises and examples 
the author has written all tend to 
emphasize the mechanics and sur
face intricacies of jazz. Nowhere 
does Mehegan bring out the basic 
quality of jazz — emotion. True, this 
cannot be taught; but it should be 
strongly emphasized to the student 
when he is first starting, for this is 
the time when minds are most mal
leable.

The book states the mechanics of 
jazz harmony clearly and more or 
less completely for the beginner, but 
it is weak on the rhythmic aspects 
of jazz. After a rather cursory ex
planation of syncopation, Mehegan 
drops the subject and returns to har
mony. He does mention in passing 
that rhythmic qualities will be fur
ther explored in a second book, but 
a simple explanation of some oi the 
more fundamental devices, such as 
the 12/8 feel, would be of great help 
to the student now, not at some un
specified date in the future.

The closing section of the book is 
its strongest section. Here Mehegan 
lays down a set of practice and study 
procedures that are the best to be 

and memorization are sound, simple, 
and constructive.

In the sheet music conversion 
chapter of this section, Mehegan 
shows the student when and how to 
insert or eliminate certain chord 
changes. This chapter will do more 
toward developing the novice into 
a professional than many of the pre
ceding portions of the book.

Most of what Mehegan has to say 
in this book has been said before, 
though in a slightly different way. 
He says it clearly, if quite expen
sively.

As a musician and teacher, I 
would recommend this book with 
the cautions mentioned. But under 
no circumstances would I recom
mend it for study without the aid of 
a. competent teacher with experience 
in jazz.

I can think of a no more fitting 
summary or conclusion than Me
hegan’s own statement: “A jazz mu
sician can be only as good as his 
degree of exposure to all music re
gardless of the instrument or the 
period anil, of course, as his degree 
of mastery of his instrument.” ■
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Relaxed command, absolute sensitivity are faculties with which Dave Bailey lifts 
the Gerry Mulligan entourage to a “swingin'* performance. Dave is noted for con
structing his "fill-ins’’ and "fours” with exceptional regard for continuity. The 
critics and jazz enthusiasts world-wide have acclaimed the Mulligan group A-l. It's 
no secret this rating has been likewise credited to SLINGERLAND DRUMS for dec- 
ades—and rightly deserved. Only SLINGERLAND offers the vast selection of pearl 
finishes from which Dave chose his Capri pearl outfit. He is one of the very first 
modern drummers to incorporate the use of a 14x18 bass drum.
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• Most expressive design • Dependable tonal performance
• Magnificent construction • Stellar beauty

SLINGERLAND DRUM CO.
1325 Belden Ave. • Chicago 14, Ill.

NEW SLINGERLAND PUSH-BUTTON TOM TOM LEGS 
These beautiful new legs CAN'T SUP Just push the button 
to adjust. Release the button and tho legs stay at that 
height. The die cast housing Is polished to a high lustre 
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—George Hoefer
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GLORIA SMYTH-LENNIE BRUCE 
London House, Chicago

Personnel: Mis« Smyth, vocals; 
Bruce, monolog; musical backing on 
the night of review by a trio comprising 
Dick Marx, piano; John Frigo, bass; 
Jerry Slosberg, drum*.

The trouble in describing com
paratively unknown singers is that 
the limitations of language make it 
virtually necessary to make compari
sons. Someone is “like” Sarah 
Vaughan, or Ella Fitzgerald, or who 
have you. The references tend to 
create a fixed and inaccurate image 
of the performer.

Gloria Smyth, happily for her, is 
sufficiently individual to escape most 
comparisons; sufficiently individual
istic to support the occasional sur
face references to Miss Vaughan, 
Miss Fitzgerald, the late Billie Holi
day and several others without losing 
herself in any of their styles.

This is an exceptionally able 
singer, notably assured and steady, 
considering her apparent youth 
When she has lapse», they are lapses 
not of ability or music, but of taste.

A very outgoing singer, she is 
tieterm ined to get through to her 
audience if it is necessary, figuratively 
speaking, for her to climb across the 
tables to get to them She will do 
anything to get across, whether it is 
swinging her considerable corporal 
endowments or looking wide-eyed in 
a kind of broad mugging that re
minds me of no one so much as 
flamenco dancer Carmen Amaya. 
The mugging, unfortunately, shows 
up in her voice, too.

Her voice is warm and flexible. 
She is most at home on the up
tempo tunes. On the ballads she 
tends to overact, nor does her voice 
seem fully at ease in them.

But when she’s singing up . . . 
"Well now, this is Miss Smyth’s great
est talent. This girl, whom World 
Pacific Records is pushing, is a 
swinger and a hard swinger at that. 
At these tempos she’s too busy sing
ing to worry about gesture or facial 
expression. She digs in with the 
rhythm section and goes.

Her songs are time-honored night
club material, including a belting 
version of I Get a Kick Out of You;
42 • DOWN BEAT

PIP Remember April, and so forth.
On opening night of the Mister 

Kelly’s show, comedian Bruce — top 
half of the double bill — stayed on 
for well over an hour and held the 
audience in his hand, when they 
were not in hysterics, the whole 
time.

Calling Bruce or Mort Sahl “sick” 
comedians, or even saying that they 
are new, is nonsense. Comedians 
who play “outrageously” with the 
public psyche, trample over politics, 
puncture favorite illusions, and com
mit calculated sacrilege against all 
our phony gods, are an old tradition 
in France.

They’re just new to America and 
one of the signs of the growing ma
turity of the country. Sahl and Bruce 
(who are actually very unlike) are 

not a sign of “sickness” (whether 
they as individuals are or are not 
“sick” is beside the point), they’re 
a sign that convalescence has begun. 
They show that many of our sacred 
cows have died, and they’re taking 
pot shots at the rest.

—Gene Lees
YVES MONTAND

Henry Miller's Theater, New York City 
Personnel: French actor-singer Yves 

Montand accompanied by Bob Cantella, 
piano; Nick Perito, uccordion: Jimmy 
Giu ff re, clarinet; Billy Byers, trom
bone: Jim Hall, guitar; Al Hall, bass:
Charles Persip. 
Norman Granz 
Jacque* Canetti.

The average 
heard of Yves 

drums. Presented by 
in association with

American never has 
Montand. Yet he is

one of the top pop singers in France. 
For that matter, the type of material 
he does (one song concerns the hard
ships of life in a coal-mining town) 
makes him considerably more than 
a pops singer.

Every year, Montand—like various 
other French singers—does a show 
that he calls a “tour de chant”, 
which, roughly translated, is “round 
of singing,” “song tour,” if you like.

Montand, a 38-year-old former 
dock worker who rose to prominence 
after World War II, is known in 
France as one of the most polished 
performers on the scene there today. 
He is a master of gesture, and he has 
put a tremendous amount of work 
into the perfectionism that has made 
him such a favorite. Once he learned 
acrobatics in order to give a song 
the exact kind of setting he wanted. 
He has kept up the acrobatics and 
added various other talents—danc
ing. juggling, acting—to his formid
able array in order to put his stuff 

who don’t know him as a singer may 
remember him as the rugged, hand
some truck diiver who clutched a 
Paris subway ticket in his hand as 
he died in the harrowing French 
suspense movie, II ages of Fear.

This, then, is Yves Montand—the 
man Norman Granz brought to New 
York for a one inan show that has 
had excellent notices from critics.

Montand’s program is made up of 
a score of short songs, all of them 
in French (although he explained 
each song in broken English before 
singing), which cover a wide range 
of emotion and the assorted ex
periences of plain French people.

Montand’s enunciation is perfect, 
his demeanor superbly graceful with
out the slightest hint of effeminity, 
and his voice pliable to mood.

The seven-piece band that ac
companied him was located behind 
a transparent screen, and as can be 
seen from the personnel, it was jazz- 
oriented. Here a remarkable thing 
seemed to happen for the jazz 
listener, as Montand’s descriptive 
movements blended with the music. 
It was as though he was an integral 
part of American jazz, although the 
tale he was telling was French

In ll Fait le Fanatique de Jazz, he 
uses everything at his command 
(voice, expression, gestures, body 
movement) as he describes the 
French equivalent of a hipster, a 
phony intellectual, a cool cat who 
thinks he digs it all hut doesn’t.

The orchestra cut Montand’s 
music with adeptness and managed 
to swing. There were frequent blow
ing choruses from clarinet, trom
bone, and piano. Hall’s guitar was 
effective on Flamenco de Paris.

Montand did a wonderful imita
tion of Fred Astaire in Un Garcon 
Dansait (A Boy Was Danting). The 
story involves the failure of a boy 
who used to dance on the sidewalks 
of Paris, to equal Astaire. He was 
funny, grave, and sad in one song.

This Frenchman, loaded with 
charm and talent, works in an open 
necked brown shirt and a pair of 
well-tailored brown trousers. His 
only props were a top hat. bowler, 
wide-brimmed straw hat, and a cane. 
He worked on an empty plain stage 
in front of a microphone. He de
signed the subtle lighting effects 
himself.

So the critic of the New York Post 
wrote, “All our singers could well 
sit at his feet and learn. I could 
have listened to him all night.” This 
pretty well described the attitude of 
the entire audience after the last 
song.
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The wacky humor enjoyed by most 
musicians is legendary. While Len
nie Bruce exemplifies this screwy 
seine of comic irreverence at its far
thest out and has come closest to 
achieving the title “jazzman’s come
dian,” he enjoys no monopoly in 
tickling musicians’ funnybones.

Bruce’s main competition consists 
<>1 two Los Angeles musicians, bassist 
Earl Gaines and saxophonist Maury 
Stein, who make a more-than-com- 
fortable living at the day gig of run
ning an instrument store located on 
the parking lot of Hollywood’s AFM 
Local 47 at 825 N. Vine St.

What makes the Gaines and Stein 
stote unique in its success is not that 
it lies hidden from unhip eyes be
hind a small palm (a map helps in 
locating it) nor the fact that business 
must usually be transacted by sign 
language because of the roaring of 
rehearsal bands some four feet from 
the entrance. The secret of Gaines’ 
and Stein’s success in business is that 
the partners are past masters of the 
advertising art.

With apologies to Bruce (who at 
this moment may be crouching be
hind the palm cribbing material as 
he pretends to be digging the re
hearsal band) , the following excerpts 
from Gaines’ and Stein’s advertise
ments in the Local 47 newspaper, 
Overture, are presented in humble 
tribute to the twin deans of musi
cians' humor-at-its-most-colorful.

Ad No. 1—(under heading Third 
Anniversary Special):

One—Slightly used music store- 
three years new.

Two — Terribly used partners— 
Gaines or Stein. Take your pick.

Three—Foot HIGH Society Or- 
chestra, available for rehearsals only.

Four—Bottles of Velvels valve oil 
with every purchase of a Trumba- 
phone.

Five — Hundred nonpaying cus
tomers FREE to any music store.

Ad No. 2 (heading):
WE LOSE MONEY ON EVERY 

DEAL—THE ONLY REASON WE 
STAY IN BUSINESS IS THAT 
WE MUST MAKE A LIVING!!

Ad No. 3 (under heading SPE
CIAL SALE):

4 singing dogs— (can’t read music) .
Curved trumpets for playing 

around.
Mother Yanchuks odorless fish 

horns.
Ivy league Kamen books for styl- 

Lh orchestras.

Ma O’Toole’s Kosher cork grease.
FOOTNOTE - FOR THE 

WEIRDOS WE CARRY THE UN
USUAL, like Selmer altos, tenor, 
baritone saxes, basses, Haynes flutes, 
and many other nutty items.

Ad No. 4:
IF YOU NOTICE A SLIGHT 

ODOR IN OUR SHOP—IT’S BUSI
NESS!

SPECIALS—Chinese cymbals for 
sideway drummers; Offender basses 
for offensive bass players; calliope 
used with Barnum & Bailey — has 
built-in lion smell.

WANTED: ( OMPOSER FOR 
THESE LYRICS:
There once was a musician named

Joey
Who only went with girls named 

Chloe
But one day he died, because 

he had tried
To go with a guy named Sol.

-EG.
Ad No. 5: (under heading 

GAINES fc STUN THANKSGIV
ING SPECIALS):

1. Valve Oil with Dramamine— 
for trumpet players who suffer on 
the high “C’s”.

2. River Kwai bass viol bridges.
3. Drum sticks with or without 

cranberry sauce.
4. Sour mash valve oil (100 proof) 

for the happiest valves in town.
5. Anti-vibrato reeds.
6. Dr. Meluish Dill Dough's rub

ber clarinet pegs.
7. “How to Use the Snare Suc

cessfully.” By Frank Buck— (enclose 
self-addressed antelope).

8. Mother Tucker’s slide oil.
Ad No. 6 (under the slogan 

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS, flanked 
by Stars of David):

1. St. Nick Lucas picks.
2. Santa Anita racing forms (with 

hidden Clause).
3. Free ice at our High Sierra 

branch.
4. Mother Tucker’s hand-knit fire

place stockings.
5. New type fertilizer manufac

tured by Donner, Blitzen, Dancer, 
Prancer, and Fink Surprise the 
Little Woman; let us gift wrap it 
for you.

Wanted — One beet musician 
for Borschtcapades — Contact Ma 
Gordon.

Ad No. 7 (one Christmas later):
HURRY, HURRY, CHRISTMAS 

SPECIALS:
5,(MM) Brown Xmas Trees, late '56 

models.
Velvels chimney oil for helping 

Santa slip in. ■

Kai Winding plays with 
’the Confidence of Kings’
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by Leonard Feather
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O Its development, performers, composers, 
race problems, and its future.
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15 jazz improvisations of the greatest 
soloists of all timel

The Book of Jazz .

1 year of Down Beat 

TOTAL VALUE

$3 95

. 7.00 

$10 95

BOTH FOR ONLY $8.95

Take advantage of this 
sensational offer now!

Down Boot Magazine 
20S W Monroe St., Chicogo 6, III.

□
c
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Enclosed ONLY $8.95—Special “Combo Deal"

Enclosed $7.00—1 yr. Down Beat alone (26 
issues)

Enclosed $3.95 for The Book of Jazz alone

Name

Address

ORGAN 
(Continued)

McPartland, Duke Ellington, 
George Shearing, and other visiting 
jazz musicians with his playing on 
the Baldwin organ, which has a 
higher frequency range than the 
Hammond.

Strand, was able to project a 
Charlie Parker sound in his treble 
lines and had a jazz-based lyrical 
impresrionism on ballads. The 
Streamliner featured new and un
known talent, and Strand, frequent
ly fired across the country for play
ing jazz in cocktail lounges, stayed 
there for a long time. His influences 
were Art Tatum and Lennie Tris
tano. He recorded a four-star LP for 
Fantasy in ¡956.

Things began to slow up again 
after 1952, although the rock and 
roll field kept using the so-called 
hot organ until, by 1956, Bill Dog
gett’s records began to sell in the 
million class.

Milt Buckner whose trio included 
Sam Woodyard (later the Ellington 
drum sensation) and tenor saxo
phonist Danny Turner, found there 
wasn’t any limit to the number of 
clubs that wanted to book a Ham
mond organist’s trio.

Buckner was going strong in 
1955, and recorded an LP for Capi
tol and later a set for Atlantic.

Milt started on organ at the time 
in 1950 when Doug Duke left 
Hampton. Lionel asked Buckner if 
he could play the instrument, and 
he said he couldn’t but would try 
anyhow.

Buckner figured out the keyboard 
by himself, since there wasn’t an 
organist around to help him. It took 
him only a few weeks before he was 
ready to play in public.

At first, he couldn't get enough 
volume to play over the band, be
cause he didn't know how to use the 
foot pedals. He finally learned to use 
the pedals but not without several 
catastrophes. Sometimes he would 
put his foot on the pedal and get 
the volume okay while the band was 
roaring, but then, when he didn’t 
expect it, the band would quiet 
down, and Buckner would be left 
out there by himself on the wrong 
chord.

Wild Bill Davis played quite a 
few return dates at Birdland, and, 
in 1955, Epic issued an LP. Davis at 
Bi rd la nd. Wild Bill’s driving beat 
was present, but the record suffered 
from a lack of new ideas.

In early 1956 there was enough 
activity in jazz organ to warrant 
Down Beat's running a series of or-

gan lessons written by the late 
Sharon Pease.

Several well-known jazz pianists 
besides Basie occasionally have in
dulged themselves at the organ. 
Among these are Hank Jones, Mary 
Lou Williams, Dick Flyman and 
Oscar Peterson.

Possibly because Les Strand has 
remained close to hrs Chicago home 
instead of traveling and, therelore, 
has suffered periods of inactivity in 
jazz, the credit for bringing the elec
tric organ into the modern jazz 
idiom has gone to Jimmy Smith, 
whose first Blue Note records came 
out in mid-1956.

Smith makes full use of the stops 
at his disposal and, as critic Leonard 
Feather has said, his fast-tempo im
provisations would have blended 
perfectly in Charlie Parker's groups.

Smith plays the organ with horn
like ideas and swings with unremit
ting drive. This attack, when used 
on ballads, is likely to overdramatize 
the result, for the organ has some pe
culiarities that make it a poor instru
ment foi jazz. Dizzy Gillespie, when 
listening to a Smith recording, said, 
“There’s a sound inside an organ 
that comes when you hit a note—an
other note seems to mar the feeling 
of the first note and sounds loud.”

Smith works with a drummer, 
Donald Bailey, and guitarist Quen
tin Warren. He has stated th.it his 
favorite organist on records was the 
popular movie-palace musician Jesse 
Crawford. The reception of his jazz- 
styled work has been mixed. One 
critic, acknowledging his creative 
drive, would like to hear him on a 
pipe oigan, while another expressed 
a desire to hear him on piano. He 
has made some records with a fuller
accompaniment, including 
that have received slightly 
ratings.

Strand came back to the 
limelight early in 1958 with

horns, 
higher

organ 
a Fan-

tasy LP of Duke Edington tunes, on 
which he used a Hammond and was 
accompanied by Max Mariash’s 
drums. The Down Beat review said, 
“He makes the instrument as agree
able sounding as any organist in 
jazz, without any gimmicks or stri
dent assaults, and plays with excel
lent taste."

It can be seen that in recent years 
a steady movement of electric organ 
into jazz has gone on. Sometimes 
there have been advances, sometimes 
setbacks, in the instrument’s struggle 
for acceptance in the jazz idiom.

Its victory is still far from total, 
and time alone will tell whether it 
will take its place in the sun as a 
valid medium for jazz expression ■
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JAZZ
IMPROVISATION 

l»y JOHN MEHEGAN

Omer Simeon. That was a name 
to conjure with, particularly if you 
were interested in jazz 20 or more 

. years ago.
This man was one of the un- 

appreciated jazz creators and also 
otic oi the most potent influences 
in keeping a jazz group together. 
He could lend a group greater 
unity and feeling of coherence than 
any one individual I can think of. 

i Now he is gone.
Simeon was one of the younger 

members of a long dynasty of 
clarinet players out oi New Orleans. 

. The leading legitimate clarinetist 
and teacher among New Orleans 
Negroes was Lorenzo Tin Sr. From 
him came many great clarinet play
ers. Among them in the early days 

’ ol jazz were Willie Warner and 
Frank Lewis ol the Buddy Bolden 
hand. Then there were Alphonse 
Picon (the man who devised the 
famous chorus of High Society), 
Big Eye Louis Nelson, and George 
Baquet.

’ It was Baquet who had such a 
strong influence on Sidney Bechet, 
who, in turn, influenced Jimmy 
Noone and Johnny Dodds. At this 
time there were also in New Oi leans 
such clarinetists as Sam Dutrey, 
Achille Baquet, Lawrence Dewey, 

’ Arthur Burbank, ami Lorenzo Tio
.1«

Following these men came Albert 
Nicholas, Barney Bigard, who re
flected the influence of Noone. Then 
there were Jimmy O’Bryant and 
George Lewis, who reflected the in
fluence of Dodds. Finally, there 
came Omer Simeon and Wade 
V haley, who had in their playing 
the influence of both Noone and 
Dodds.

Omer was born in 1902 in New 
Orleans and was only 15 years old 
when Storyville was closed. He had 
played with the great tailgate trom
bonist Kid Ory in the Crescent City 
and was recommended lor the King 
Oliver band in about 1926 when 
King went into the Plantation in

Instructor in Jazz Munir, Juilliard School of Munir and Teachers 
College Columbia University; Jazz Critic*, New York Herald 
Tribune.

Preface by Leonard Bernstein
Three years in preparation . . . thousands spent to pro
duce it . . . destined to become a classic in the field!

This is the first comprehensive 
book to codify and delineate the 
elusive procedure known as jazz 
improvisation. Popular piano meth
ods are completely outmoded in 
terms of modern music. Most of 
these methods are based on anti
quated concepts . . . have no rela
tion to the realities of piano as it 
is played today. The basic mate
rials of John Mehegan’s timely and 
much-needed book, however, are 
adaptable to all jazz styles . . . 
firing to all who play and love jazz 
new understanding of the beauties 
of this great art.
The text—which runs 208 pages in 
a large 8'4 x 11 format—includes 
figured basses and instructions for 
improvising on over 60 jazz favor
ites such as “Laura,” “Body and

Applause for JAZZ 
“ \ highly important and valuable 
publication.”

Leonard Bernstein

“The author has presented his sub
ject from a pedagogic and musi
cally sound approach.”

Robert Pace. Assoc. Prof, of 
Music, Teachers College

Columbia University

Soul.” “Spring is Here’’. “No Moon 
at All,” hy leading composers such 
as Gershwin, Richard Rodgers. 
Cole Porter. Duke Ellington, Je
rome Kern, etc,
John Mehegan’s list of students 
over the past twelve years com
prises professionals, aspiring pro
fessionals. teachers, dedicated ama
teurs and Sunday pianists. It would 
cost you hundreds of dollars to 
study the material in this book 
personally with John Mehegan, but 
JAZZ IMPROVISATION makes 
all the information available to 
you for only 115—about the price 
of one lesson. The book is beau
tifully printed, handsomely bound 
in cloth, with a unique, concealed 
spiral so it will lie flat on your 
piano.

IMPROVISATION:
“Fulfills a desperate need.”

Oscar Peterson 
“There ha« long been a need for a 
book explaining the basic tools 
with which a jazz musician works. 
This is such a book.”

George Shearing 
“It should he very beneficial to 
the serious jazz piano student.”

Teddy Wilson

FIRST EDITION COPIES 
LIMITED-ACT TODAY

Although just off the pre»». JAZZ IMPROVISA
TION has been in heavy demand for many month, 

a —ever since word got around that John Mehegan 
was preparing it. Don’t be disappointed—use cou- 
pon below to send for your copy today.

TEN DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE IF YOU’RE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED-

Watson-Guptill Publications, Inc. Publisher at quality books since 1937

24 West 40th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Please send________ first edition copy!ies), shipped prepaid (in the
United States), of JAZZ IMPROVISATION by John Mehegan at S15.00 
each. My payment is enclosed. Ten day money-hack guarantee if not 
IWr satisfied.
Name
Address
City Zone State
In Canada Order frotn: and Mac Fächern. 12 Grenville St., Toronto 5,
Ontario. For delivery in New York City aihl 3% sales tax. DU1
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HOT BOX 
(Continued) 

Chicago with the Dixie Syncopators. 
Darnell Howard had left the band 
after a gangster bomb had been 
thrown into the joint.

After the Oliver job, Simeon spent 
some time with Erskine Tate, whose 
theater pit orchestra brought young 
Louis Armstrong to fame when he 
switched to trumpet from cornet.

In those days, jazz musicians were 
not scarce on the south side of 
Chicago, and the late Jelly-Roll 
Morton was putting recording com
binations together frequently. Sim
eon made some of the finest Red 
Hot Pepper recordings during this 
era, and they have gamed renown 
in jazz circles. Simeon was especially 
great in the low register on the 
Morton record of Georgia Swing.

Duiing the 1930s, 1910s, and up 
until 1951, he played variously, with
Fletcher Henderson, 
Coleman Hawkins, 
Lunceford.

Simeon played alto

Earl Hines, 
and Jimmie

and baritone
saxophones as well as clarinet while 
playing in the bands of Lunceford 
and Hines.

Omer was an uptown New Orleans 
musician, a Creole like Bechet and 
Bigard. He made some records with 
Bechet for French Vogue several 
years ago that were issued in this 
country on Jazztone. Several of the 
sides were originals by Simeon based 
on Creole themes he remembered 
from his youth.

From 1951 until he died last 
month in New York's Harlem hos
pital of cancer, Simeon was a mem
ber of the unique Wilbur DeParis 
band, specializing in music of the 
past, which has appeared regularly 
at Jimmy Ryan’s on 52nd St. in 
New York City for the last 10 years.

Simeon was an able exponent of 
the pure New Orleans classic style of 
playing. ■

AD LIB
(Continued)

Freed’s Big Beat rock and roll show 
at the Fox theater in Brooklyn . . . 
Morris Levy (Birdland, Round
table, and Roulette Records) hosted 
a reception for Dinah Washington 
and her new husband at the Round
table. Music was furnished by the 
fames Moody quintet . . . Metropole 
bassist Benny Moten became a father 
late in the summer. His daughter’s 
name is Charlene . . . Kenneth 
Patchen, bard of the beatniks, has 
written a new play, Don’t Look 
Now, which will use a jazz quintet 
as a part of the plot . . Harry Bela
fonte is scheduled to do a six-week

DOWN EEAT

concert appearance at the RK.O Pal
ace on Broadway starting Dec. 15. 
He will have a full orchestra led by 
his own conductor and will be 
backed by a male vocal quartet, plus 
guitarist Millard Thomas . . . Jack 
Robbins has published Teddy Wil
son’s first bonk on jazz for young 
pianists . . . Composer George W. 
Meyer (For Me and My Gal: There 
Are Such Things; I Believe in Mir
acles) was found dead in his hotel 
room in New York recently. He was 
75 years old . . . Former bandleader 
Tony Pastor is developing a family- 
act for the Buck Ram enterprises. 
It will include, besides himself on 
tenor, his son, Tony, Jr., as a song- 
and-dance man and son. Guy (Rou
lette Records performer), as a fea
tured singer . . . Buck Clayton, tour
ing Europe with the Newport All
Stars, writes from the Hotel 3 Falke 
in Copenhagen that the tour is going 
great. They are playing Germany, 
France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, 
and Spain, in addition to Scandina
via and England, before returning 
to the United States in November.

Frankie Lester is leading the 
Billy May band from California on 
an eastern seaboard dance tour . . . 
Erroll Garner’s composition Misty 
is a hit. The addition of Johnny 
Burke's lyrics have given Johnny 
Mathis, Chris Connor, and Dakota 
Staton a song of hit proportions. The 
next Gainer original due for lyrics 
is Solitaire. Erroll opens his fall con
cert tour at Carnegie hall on Oct. 16

. Port Chester, N.Y., has a jazz 
spot named Someplace Else . . . 
Ahmed Abdul-Malik’s new album, 
Fast Meets West, is scheduled for re
lease by RCA Victor in March, 1960. 
\bdul-Malik plays oud and bass . . . 
Nat Cole’s brother, Eddie, also a 
pianist, portrays Billy (The Baron) 
Brown in the new television series 
Bourbon Street Beat. Eddie studied 
music at the University of Heidel
berg . . . Lowell Miller, who has 
been playing string bass and tuba 
w ith the Dukes of Dixieland, has left 
the band and is back in Syracuse . . .

The bands of Duke Ellington and 
Kid Ory participated in West Ber
lin's annual cultural festival. T wo 
programs in the 20-dav series were 
devoted to jazz: Ellington on Oct. 4 
and Ory on Sept. 22 . . Hank Man
cini, who writes the Peter Gunn TV 
music, has been approached with the 
idea of giving a couple of jazz con
certs at Carnegie hall . . . Paul 
Whiteman Rhythm Boy Harrv 
Barris, a Bing Crosby cohort during 
the early PW days, has a daughter, 
Mari, who is being groomed for the 
big time. She has signed a five-year

contract with NBC-TV . . . Sarah 
Vaughan and Billy Eckstine are like
ly to have the same manager if ( . B. 
Atkins, Sarah’s husband, takes over 
the Eckstine managerial reins. Gra- 
sella Oliphant, the former diumnier 
with Sarah’s combo, has won a law
suit against the vocalist. Oliphant 
said lie was fired by Atkins without 
receiving sufficient notice. The union 
ordered Miss Vaughan to pay Oli
phant $400.

IN PERSON
Apollo Theater—PEARL BAILEY revue 

with LOUIE BELLSON’S orchestra, until 
Nov. 13.

Arpeggio—ROY ELDRIDGE quartet, until 
Nov. 10.

Birdland-MERCER ELLINGTON orchestra 
and HARRV EDISON quintet, until Oct 
21. .1 .1. JOHNSON quintet and HARRI 
EDISON quint* t Oct 22 21».

Bon Soir — JIMMIE KOMACK. ISOBEL 
ROBINS, THREE FLAMES indefinitely.

Central Plaza—All-star jam Hesston*
Friday* and Saturday*

< ondon'a—EDDIE CONDON S all atars. 
Copper Door—I DD1E BAREFIELD’S

un

or-
chestra, indefinitely.

Copacabana—NAT (KING) COLE, opens Oct oo
Count Basie's Lounge — SIH CHARLES 

THOMPSON group, indefinit* ly
Den (Hotel Duane)—Upstairs. RANDY WES

TON quartet, indefinitely. Downstairs, 
LENNIE BRI CE. ..pens Oct 21

Embera—DOROTHY DONEGAN trio anil 
ARVEL SHAW quartet until Nov * 
JONAH JONES quartet Nov. 9 Dec. 7.

Five Spot—LOU DONALDSON’S quintet, 
opens Oet. 21.

Half Note— YUSEF LATEEF group, until 
Oet 27 LENNIE TRISTANO, op.es Oct. 
28.

Hickory House—BILLY TAYLOR trio. In 
definitely.

Jazz Gallery—HORACE SILVER quintet, 
opens Oct. 20.

Living Room—BT’DDY RICH, songs. Indefi
nitely.

Metropole—Traditional jazz groups down
stairs. modern jazz groups upstairs.

Prelude—RED GARLAND trh. ind. finitely; 
GENE RODGERS trio, on weekends

Roosevelt Hotel grill—JIMMY PALMER or
chestra. indefinitely.

Roseland Dance City—TONY ABBOTT or
chestra, opens Oct. 19.

Roundtable—DT KES OF DIXIELAND an.l 
BONNEMERE trio, until Oct 24 MUGGSY 
SPANIER'S til-stars and FRANK OR 
TEGA trio, Oct. 2fi-Nov 21.

Upsta *•« at the Downstairs—PIECES OF 
EIGHT revue, indefinitely.

Villag. Gato—GEOFFREY HOLDER. songs, 
indefinitely; Monday night jazz concerts.

Village Vanguard—RAMSEY LEWIS trio. 
KENNY BURRELL trio, and BEVERLY 
KELLY, indefinitely.

WASHINGTON
The touring Newport Jazz festival 

show drew slightly more than 2.^00 
to the Sheraton Park hotel ballroom 
on a Saturday night. Comments 

• ranged from “fine” to “disappoint
ing” . . . Guitarist Charlie Byrd cut 
his first album for Riverside. He is 
also the star of a new Saturday after
noon revival of Jazz Festival on 
WMAL-TV with disc jockey Felix 
Grant as emcee. The first two shows 
were relaxed with everyone in sport
shirts and seemingly in a jam session 
mood. Byrd continues at the Show
boat lounge with his trio, augmented 
bv local musicians such as pianist 
Donald Waters, trumpeter Hal 
Posev, and tenor man Buck Hill. 
Pianist Mose Allison filled in lor 
Bvrd when Charlie left for California 
to appear at the Monterey Jazz festi-

!
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LEY revue

featured with the Max Roach

Combo. Kenny plays a Deluxe
on

Committee Model Martin Trumpet.11 Htnrs.
1
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pay Oli-

val. Despite growing national atten
tion, Byrd has no desire to leave 
Washington. “I don't see how a mu
sician could find a much better deal.
he said, referring to living conditions 
and conditions that permit playing 
the kind of music he wants to play 
(classics as well as jazz) in a club 
where most of the customers give his 
work nearly undivided attention.

Stuff Smith left for California 
aftei being in Washington nearly all 

. . Josh White appears at Lis- 
ner auditorium on Nov. 5 . . . The

KENNY DORHAM
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Comments 
¡isappoint- 
■ Byrd cut 
ide. He is 
■day after- 
’stival on 
key Felix 
two shows 
e in sport- 
am session 
the Show- 
ugmented 
as pianist 
eter Hal 
>uck Hill, 
ed in for 
California 
Jazz festi-

the site of innumerable sessions by 
the great and near-great in the swing 
era, has embarked on a name modern 
jazz policy. Recent performers have 
been Bob Brookmeyer, Pepper 
Adams, John Coltrane, Zoot Sims, 
and Thelonious Monk ... A new 
jazz club, the Village Note, has fea
tured Bennie Green, Babs Gonzales, 
Don Byrd, Lambert-Hendricks-Ross, 
and Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis with 
Shirley Scott on organ . . . Woodv 
Herman brought a sextet to the 
Casino Royal for a week, and the 
Jonah Jones quartet ended a week's 
engagement on Oct. 3 . . . Abart's 
Jazz Mecca occasionally has music of 
interest, most recently the Red Gar
land trio and Horace Silver . . . 
Tommy's Brass Rail features singer
pianist Shirley Horne while the 
Eddie Phyfe 3 continues at Charlie’s 
Cafe lounge. Fred Tatman, on vibes, 
has been featured with the Phyfe 
group.

Dick Bailey appears to have found 
a home at the Crescent cafe down
town. This should interest any 
Washington visitor who wants to 
hear the much-abused accordion as 
it should be played . . . The Howard 
theater has jazz shows occasionally. 
Oscar Peterson headlined one in 
early September and Ray Charles 
one in late September. Art Blakey 
and Sonny Stitt appeared on the 
Charles bill . . .

dates for various labels. Regularly

PHILADELPHIA
Mahalia Jackson was booked for 

the two-day jazz festival sponsored 
by the Phillies baseball team at 
Connie Mack Stadium Oct. 15-16. 
Also signed were Count Basie, Chris 
Connor, Ahmad Jamal, Maynard 
Ferguson, Chico Hamilton and Jim
my DePreist. The bash wasn’t adver
tised as a “jazz festival” but as an 
“all-star music festival.” . . . DePreist 
and Stan Kenton gave an award to

HAT-FM on behalf of the Con
temporary Music Guild for the sta
tion s contribution to jazz in pro
gramming 24 hours of jazz daily . . . 
Hamilton followed Kenton into the 
Red Hill. Stan picked up the Four
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Zona State

GIG" BAGS

FUTURE ARTISTS OF AMERICA

Nam«.. 
Address 
City

(DB 1029591 
Age

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46. Calif.

DON JACOBY
BLOWS A TRI-C TRUMPET
The superb musician and clinician Don 
Jacoby agrees with other experts Says 
Don Jacoby, “Why play a 'haunted' 
horn, when a CONN Tn-C eliminates 
ghost tones?" Improve your technique 
with a CONN —choice of the artists!

48 • DOWN BEAT

JAKE TRUSSELL’S “After Hours Poetry” 
Jazz. nightlife, and after hours characters from 
Mexico to New York City. Written by a jazz disc 
jockey and former band leader. Your jazz literature 
collection is incomplete without it.

Send $1.00 to JAKE TRUSSELL
Box 951 Kingsville, Texas

Price .ncludes mailing.

"Jimmie Perrine Oil 
City Pa., says “My 
training at WEST
LAKE cannot Ln 
equaled ar, where. 
What I do w th it is 
up to me. What is 
important, I hnvo 
been exposed to all 
the essentials neces
sary to enter the 
pi c*essi mal music 
field ” Jimmie was 
in his high school 
band, orchestra and 
dance combo and af- 

groups in his home bailiwick He plans a 
professional career arranging, composing 
and conducting his own rec reeling group 
when he has his degree at WESTLAKE this 
school year

Send for free catalog 2 yr. diploma and 4 yr 
degree courses, tuition includes 2 private les
sons ea week. Daily band and combo dorms, 
payment plan, appr. for vets 3 'tartmg semes 
ten: Spring Summer and Fall. Also Home 
Study Arranging Course

CONN 
CORP.
Elkhart, 
Indiana

SENSATIONAL ALL NEW TRUMPET
Convenient 
Light Weight 
Custom-mad« 
Personalized

Designed by 
Clark Terry, 

famous trumpet 
man with 

Duke Ellington.

Look what you get for 
only $10.95—washable 
ebony, white, or tan 
leolherefte, personalized 
initials, complete foam 
rubber padding, handy 
subway strap.

Don't delay! Send$10 95 
check or money order lot

TERRY-WHITE CO.
Ill W. 91st Place 
Chicago 20, Illinois 

(Please specify initials.) 

Freshmen and June Christy at Cin- 
cinati for a six-week concert tour 
. . . The Newport Jazz Festival tour
ing package, which had troubles at 
Pittsburgh with George Shearing 
and Thelonious Monk failing to 
appear, closed at the Academy of 
Music here without incident .. . The 
third concert of the season at the 
Academy was Oct. 11, with Ray 
Charles, Miles Davis, Hoi ace Silver, 
Sonnv Stitt and Philly Joe {ones 
booked, among others . . . Davis was 
held over at the Showboat, then fol
lowed by Art Blakey and rhythm 
and blues artist Sam Turner.

Cannonball Adderley, reunited 
with brother Nat, followed Dakota 
Staton into Pep’s ... Two erstwhile 
jazz trumpeters now playing rhythm 
and blues were featured at New Jer
sey spots. Erskine Hawkins played 
at Andy’s Log Cabin and Cootie 
Williams at LaMaina’s. Earl Bostic 
also appeared at LaMaina’s recently 
. . . Wagner’s Ballroom, which has 
featured local groups for years, 
booked Richard Maltby for a Sun
day night date . . . Bernard Peiffer 
played another weekend at the Tre
mont lounge in Trenton. Also in the 
New Jersey town, trumpeter Don 
McCargai has left the Capitol City 
Five at the Paddock, with Al Fish 
replacing him in the Dixieland 
combo.

MONTREAL
Brook Benton played a week at 

the El Morocco starting Sept. 21. Be
fore him, the Four Lads had a four- 
day gig . . . Maury Kaye again has 
a big band at the Black Orchid 
casino, with Michel Sauro leading 
the trio there . . . Arthur Lee Simp
kins, always a hit locally, played a 
week at the Bellevue Casino in Sep
tember . . .

In Ottawa, about 100 miles from 
Montreal, the Brian Browne trio is 
playing at the lounge of the Beacon 
Arms hotel. Browne is a 23-year-old 
Ottawan who looks destined for big
ger things in jazz. He’s one of the „ „ „ next year. It may take in the Balkans
most exciting pianists to come along * and Russia. Kittrell said the big sur-
since Oscar Peterson. It’s no coind
dence that Peterson is his idol . . . 
Frank Motley’s Motley (Yew and the 
Shotgun Kelly band are still waging 
war at the Esquire Show bar, local 
home of rock 'n* roll . . . Johnny 
Desmond opened at the Faisan Bleu 
on Oct. 5 and was followed on the 
12th by Connie Francis . . . The Vel- 
vctones are at Dagwood’s on Decarie 
blvd.

CBFT and the French-language 
CBC-TV network presented a 30- 
minute documentary film on the life 
and music of the late guitarist 
Django Reinhardt at the peak Sat

urday 8-8:30 p.m. time slot. CBM’s 
From Basin Street to Birdland st l ies 
finished the same day, with a 90- 
minute radio survey of jazz the way 
it’s being played in Canada in 1959 
. . . Local jazz pianist and composer 
Steve Gai rick is on his way to New 
York to work for an agency there, 
helping to develop new talent.

CLEVELAND
The Modern jazz room, opei.ited 

for 12 years by Sam Firsten, was 
sold to Fats Heard, onetime drum
mer with Etroll Garner. The hrst 
act in the room is Fats’ trio with 
Hugh Thompson on piano and Bob 
Cunningham on bass . . . The Joe 
Howard trio has been chosen to be 
the steady group on the Wayne Mack 
Saturday night television show on 
station WEWS . . . Norman Granz 
presented an evening with Ella Fitz
gerald on Sept. 20. with Roy El
dridge and Herb Ellis last-minute 
additions as accompanists . . . The 
Glenn Miller band under the direc
tion of Ray McKinley appeared on 
the live One O’Clock Club on 
WEWS-TV Sept. 7. Clevelander 
Bobby Jones, now playing sax with 
the band, made several appearances 
around town, including a session at 
the Left Bank.

Rex Stewart was booked at the 
Theatrical grill until Oct. 5. when 
Ray Bauduc takes over for two 
weeks. Turk Murphy opens at the 
grill Oct. 19, to be followed by Jonah 
Jones . . . The Bill Gidney trio is 
booked indefinitely at the Poodle 
lounge . . . The Tommy LaPuma 
group and the African Jazz trio are 
sharing the stand at the Left Bank 
. . . The Bud Wattles quintet is 
playing Friday and Saturday nights 
at the Ce-Fair lounge indefinitely.

CHICAGO
Ed Kittrell, trumpeter-leader of 

the Chicago Stompers, just back 
from their successful European tour, 
says another tour is scheduled for 

prise of the trip was the extent of 
European interest in traditional 
jazz . . .

One of the best Georg Brunis 
bands ever, in the opinion of tradi 
tional fans, is the one he has at Ray 
Colomb’s Jazzville. Personnel in
cludes Jack Izette, trumpet: Charlie 
Clark, clarinet; Floyd Bean, piano; 
and Bill Pfeiffer, drums . . . The 
Charleston Chasers are playing the 
Lincoln lounge in Joliet . . . Bobby 
Ballard has replaced Nap Trottier 
on trumpet in the Art Hodes band.

The Count Basic band recorded 
an album of blues with Joe Williams
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EDDIE BERT

Metronome All-Star, 
featured trombonist with 

Kenton, Goodman, 
Herman and other big 

names, Eddie Bert is a 
standout among today's 

unusually fine young 
musicians. Listen for 

Eddie and his Olds on 
“Fractured Bonep" and 

other hit records.

at Universal studios here. Roulette 
will issue it. A few days later, a group 
of the Basie men, under the leader
ship of trombonist Al Grey, did a 
recording for Argo’s a&r man Jack 
Tracy. Playing on the latter date 
w’ere Benny Powell, Billy Mitchell, 
Charlie Fowlkes, Joe Newman, Ed 
Jones, Sonny Payne, and Chicago 
pianist Floyd Morris.

A benefit performance for hospi
talized pianist Chris Anderson is 
scheduled for the old Modem Jazz 
Room of the Preview lounge. Ander
son (see Ad Lib, Oct. 15), who broke 
his leg last December, was getting 
back to regular work when he broke 
it again. He is in County Hospital. 
Fellow musicians, learning he was 
short of money, arranged with pro
moter Joe Segal for the Preview per
formance. Segal will turn all pro
ceeds over to Anderson, and the mu
sicians are hoping to get AFM clear
ance to do the performance for free, 
thus contributing their share to the 
hard-hick pianist . . . Another bene
fit performance — this one involving 
the John Young trio and trumpeter 
Ira Sullivan — was given at the Vet
erans’ Administration research hos
pital. Also taking part was disc jockey 
Jack Carey of WCFL. The Young 
group has just completed an LP lor 
Delmar . . .

The M JT Plus Three is still hold
ing forth weekends at the Avenue 
lounge . . . Mal Waldron was a sur
prise visitor at the Sutherland re
cently. He turned up as a side man 
with the Herbie Mann quintet. He 
plans to stay with the group for some 
time . . .

New Orleans clarinetist George 
Lewis will play one night at the But
terfield Firehouse late in October. 
The Firehouse is on Route 56. near 
Villa Park, 111., a half mile west of 
Route 83. The date is Oct. 25, the 
time 8 p.m. With Lewis will be 69- 
year-old Big Jim Robinson on trom
bone and Alcide (Slow Drag) Pava- 
geau, 73, on bass.

Prof. John Garvey, violist of the 
Walden Quartet and a member of 
the University of Illinois music facul
ty, has been named to the faculty of 
the School of Jazz at Lenox.. Mass., 
for its three-week session in August, 
I960. Prof. Garvey attended the 1959 
session at Lenox as an observer, at 
the invitation of John Lewis, execu
tive director of the jazz school.

IX PERSOX
Arapon—EDDIE HOWARD. until Nov. 4. 
Banibu—BILLY FORD and her Thunder- 

bird«, indefinitely.
Blue Note— CHARLIE SHAVERS trio and 

JENNY SMITH, until Oct. 18. AHMAD 
JAMAL. Oct. 21 for 2 week».

Chez Par-e—NAT KING COLE, until Oct. 
18 JOE E. LEWIS and CONNIE FRAN
CIS. Oct 23 Nov. 12.

Cloister — LARRY STORCH and RVTH 
OLAY, Oct. 20 for 3 weeks.
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DON WHITAKER

finds his Opera Fanfare 
model —the exciting new

large-bore Olds 
trumpet—the perfect 
instrument for his 

wide-range requirements: 
Northwestern University 

instructor; 1st trumpet
Chicago Lyric Opera; 

and lead trumpet with 
several fine combos.
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SPALDING quartet, indefinitely, 
session Sunday evenings.

Gate of Horn—Jain session Monday 
nlngs.

HOWARD RUMSEY'S 
Lighthouse All-Star« 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 

Hermosa Beach 
Top Modern Jan Name* in Concert

Mister Kelly’«

Ray Golomb's Jazzville—GEORG 
indefinitely.

Easy Street — MICKEY ONATE, 
through Saturday«. The ANDY 
duo. Sunday« and Monday«.

DRUMMERS ATTENTION: A sizzle unit for your 
cymbals. Slips on and off quickly. Send Now! 
State size of cymbal. $1.00 postpaid. R. B. 
Wilsey, 353 Woodcroft Dr., Rochester 16,

Petar long 
presents 

the most creative in JAZZ 
every Monday night 
VILLAGE GATE 

185 Bleeker * Thompson Streets 
New York City

80c PER WORD—MINIMUM CHARGE $4.50 
DEADLINE: 20 day« prior to 

“on sale" date of iacue.
Remittance must accompany copy 
Count Name, Address, City and State 

Box Number Service, 50c Extra

ATTENTION! RECORD COLLECTORS Just out, issue 
24, information: Nichols, Wild Bill, Bix 
Teach, Sweatman. Six introductory issues 
SI.00. Record Research, 131 Hart, Brooklyn 6,

MINOGUE trio, Sunday afternoon«, in
definitely.

French Poodle—DICK HAMILTON JAMES

KORNET, silver mouthpiece, good condition, value 
$100. Best offer. Charlotte Froechlich, 2025 
Broadway, New York City._______________

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE BREASTED 
$5. TUXEDO TROUSERS $4 KALE UNIFORMS, 607 
W. ROOSEVELT RD., CHICAGO, III.

MODERN JAZZ COMPOSED lor any group (large 
or small) transposing, copying, orchestrating. 
George Rogers, 4474 S. Oakenwald Ave., Chi- 
cago 15, 111.________________________________ _  
SMALL BANDS!I Smooth, danceable, full sounding 
arrangements voiced for the following: Trumpet, 
Alto, Tenor plus rhythm; Trumpet, Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm; Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm. Also MEDLEYS for 
4 sax's, trumpet, rhythm. Arranging Service 24 
Lincoln Ave.. Pittsford. New York___________  
DAVE PEii”OCTET Modern Sound AT.angements

For Eight Pieces or less. By Shorty Rogers 
and Marty Paich. 15 Available. Pell Mell 
Music, 6229 Wilkinson Avenue, North Holly 
wood, Calif.______________________________  

TROMBONE JAZZ. Solos, Duets, Quartets, and
Trombone Choir arrangements. Johnny Mur- 
phy. Box 25, Wantagh, New York.________ 

DAVE PELL STYLED ARRANGEMENTS for trumpet, 
trombone, tenor, bary-alto, rhythm. B. Eber
hart. Box 323, East Lansing, Michigan.

SPECIALS FOR ANY size group. Society, modern. 
Specialize in writing for odd combinations. 
For information, write: Crowell Arranging 
Service, Box S, Wallingford, Vermont.

NEW FALL LISTING available for three horn 
arrangements—no junk—good commercial ma
terial. Box Q. Danby. Vermont. _____

25,085 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES, PARODIES, 
ROUTINES, SIGHT-SITS. 1800 PAGES! FREE CATA
LOG. WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, 111 E. 
CARPENTER ST,, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.________

SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold all songs, 
poems! Write for safe, correct procedure. 
SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB, 333 West 56th 
St.. New York 19, N. Y.________________

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT HOME. 
WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 WELLS ST., 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

WRITE SONGS?? Read ‘‘Songwriter's Review“ maga
zine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19. 25e 
copy; S2.50 year.

WHERE TO GO
EAST

GLORIA SMYTH, until Oct. 18. 
Preview—JACK MAHEU, indefinitely. 
Red Arrow Jazz Club—FRANZ JACKSON 

and hi« Original ,1a»« All-Star«. Fridays 
and Saturdays. STICKNEY STOMPERS, 
with LIL ARMSTRONG, Sundays, In- 
defi nitelv.

Sutherland Lounge—COLEMAN HAWKINS, 
Oct. 14 25. EDDIE (LOCKJAW) DAVIS 
trio, featuring SHIRLEY SCOTT, Oct. 28- 
Nov. 8.

LAS VEGAS
A new quartet has made a name 

for itself in Las Vegas while appear
ing at the Riviera hotel in the Star
light lounge and is being sought after 
by several other hotels here. The 
group is the Jada quartet, made up of 
Margaret Ann Peterson, Jimmy Pe
terson, Don Rogers, and Gordon El
lington. This group can present old 
ballads or modern jazz . . . Adolfo 
Waitzman, the arranger and compos
er who handles music for Alfredo 
Alaria, the Stardust hotel dancing 
sensation, can take a modern piece 
and, in minutes, turn it into a Latin 
classical . . . Jack Cathcart is back 
in the pit at the Flamingo hotel with 
his orchestra after a four-week vaca
tion. And out in the Driftwood 
lounge, Harry James is packing 
them in nightly.

Onetime drummer for big bands 
Morrie Brodsky is handling publicity 
for the Thunderbird hotel and at 
present is concentrating on Arthur 
Lyman and his group . . . Lionel 
Hampton and French producer Leo 
Mantin are huddling over a pro
posed stage show that would road
show across the world . . .

IN PERSON
Desert Inn—EDDIE FISHER until Oct. 20. 

ANNA MARIE ALBERGHETTI «tart« Oct. 
21.

Dunes—FRANKIE VAUGHAN until Oct. 21. 
TEMPEST STORM starts Oct. 22.

El Rancho—MYRO.X COHEN with LA NUE 
EVE. Indefinitely.

New Frontier—HOLIDAY IN JAPAN, in
definitely.

Sahara DONALD O'CONNOR until Oct. 29.
VICTOR BORGE starts Oct. 30.

Silver Slipper HANK HENRY, indefinitely.
Stardust—LE LIDO DE PARIS OF 19C0. 

indefinitely.
Thunderbird—ECSTASY ON ICE. indefi

nitely.
Tropicana—YVONNE DeCARLO start« Oct.

SAN DIEGO
Earl Murray, former associate con

ductor of the San Francisco Sym
phony orchestra, is now permanent 
conductor of the orchestra . . . Al
vino Rey is coming into the E. M. 
club this month . . . KFMB is run
ning under a new policy of 10 hours 
of jazz a day with Dave Newton 
spinning the discs . . . The Paris inn, 
the balling place of everyone and 

his shaggy dog during World Wai II, 
will be torn down to make way for 
commercial offices . . . The Famous 
Door did an about-face and continu
ing with its jazz policy after trying to 
make it with jukebox and Sinoke 
Gits in Yore Ans records. Fro Brig- 
ham’s quintet is back . . . Arranger 
Paul Helvey is recovering front an 
eye operation . . .

LOS ANGELES
Student-to-Teacher; Bill Perkins, 

who emerged some years ago Irom 
Hollywood’s Westlake College of 
Music to take his place among the 
world’s leading jazz tenorists, has re
turned to the college this semester— 
as a member of the faculty. He 
teaches saxophone there privately as 
well as in regularly scheduled classes 
. . . The Count Basie band will ap
pear in Jerry Lewis’ new film Cinder 
Fella, — a twist on the Cinderella 
tale. Basie will play at the Big Ball 
which climaxes the picture. Scenes 
will be shot at Paramount early in 
November . . . Jet-boosted Jackie 
Paris is off to a stint at New York’s 
Den Oct. 21 and then wings back to 
the coast for a Nov. 6 opening at the 
Slate Bros, club on La Cienega, 
working betimes on a new album ... 
Most consistent guest sitter-in with 
the Terry Gibbs big band at the 
Sundown has been Gerry Mulligan. 
The baritonist fronted the Gibbs 
band during Gubenko’s absence with 
the Ella Fitzgerald Review at New 
York’s Appollo theater in mid-Sep
tember.

As jazz moves out to the suburbs 
in the L.A. area, reporters frequently 
find it difficult to keep up with the 
changing scene. One late develop
ment of note is the thriving opera
tion at the Drift inn in Malibu (mis
takenly listed in last issue’s In Person 
column as the Malibu inn). Bud 
Shank’s quartet wails Wednesdays, 
Saturdays, and Sundays, and Shelly 
Manne and His Men are on stand 
Thursdays and Fridays. Aside from 
the I ighthouse, this is the swinging- 

’est spot in the area. And thanks to 
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As a followup to his 
soulful album on World Pacific, 
Singin’ the Blues, Jimmy Wither
spoon recorded an initial LP for the 
new Hifijazz label with the Randy 
Van Horn singers and a rhythm sec
tion comprising Gerald Wiggins, 
piano; Chuck Hamilton, bass, and 
Jimmy Miller, drums. Dave Axelrod 
supervised the session, which con
sisted mostly of spirituals. Spoon’s 
WP album has been nominated in 
three categories for National Acad
emy of Recording Arts and Sciences
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SURER SOUNDS SIMPLIFIED: Dr Deutsch s system 
of applying Hindemith, Schoenberg, and Schillings

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS — A reference book 
with over 1000 chords used In modern music.

20 ORIGINALS BY ARIF MARDIN Designed for 
till small combos. Melody, counter melody, bass

SHORTY ROGERS' SKETCH-ORKS; 13 Originals far 
small combos exactly as recorded Designed for

MODERN PIZZICATO STRING BASS: DIRECT ap- 
preach to Jazz linus fat Blues, Progressions, bn 
provisation, Speed, etc. Create a perfect Bass

Foreign mian given Immediate uttonti«n.

Postage paid an propaid order*

CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: HARLEM JAZZ The only 
Ad Lib solos, riPi and single string choruses by 
this great Jazz Guitarist. Will help you formulate

Every phase covered. All instruments. 
A COURSE IN MODERN HARMONY 
where old fashioned books end 
foundation for the study of arranging

basic 
$1.50

LENNIE TRISTANO: JAZZ LINES. First examples 
of his dazzling piano magic, an absolute must 
for all pianists............................................... $2.00
BUD POWELL; Tho amazing artistry of this great 
Pianist. All solos as recorded. First time avail*

commercial drumming, etc... ... 
SEND FOR FREE LIST—C O

Rush Your Order

Revue Productions’ new

ROCHESTER 11, N.Y.

DRUMCRAFT—the modern approach for the dance 
drummer . . . faking, reading, Latin beat. 
Dixieland . . . correct use of accessories . . .

and improvisations—Volumes I 
.................................... $2.00 each

musicion . . $1 SO each
DAVE BRUBECK'S PIANO WORKS - franscribod 
from his latest recordings so you can play them 
to. Tho first printed «samples of the Brubeck

STAN GETZ: Tenor Sax Iazz. From his fabulous 
recordings come these greatest of all mo.lorn 
improvisations and iazz lines.... Only $1.50 
ZOOT SIMS PRESENTS: THE ART OF JAZZ. Includes
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aw;ii<N — Album of the Year, Best 
Vocal Performance by a Male Artist 
and Best Jazz Performance by a 
Soloist.

Lennie McBrowne broke in his 
new quartet with a fortnight’s stand 
at th Denver. Colo., Melody lounge 
beginning Oct. 12. Besides the drum- 
mei-leader, the personnel is tenorist 
Waller Benton, pianist Terry Trot
tei mil 18-year-old bassist Herbie 
Lewis. The quartet is due next in 
San Francisco . . . Engineering stu
dent promoter Mike Davenport has 
set \n Evening with Ella Fitzgerald 
Nov. 7 at Claremont college’s Bridges 
auditorium. The Lou Levy quartet 
also will be featured under Daven
port - banner, Modern Sounds Pres
entations . . . Alan Waite, former 
Washington. D.C., jazz promoter, 
shifted operations to the west coast, 
where he is handling national pub
licity and promotion for World Pa
cific Records, jazz activity at the 
Sundown in L.A., personal manage
ment and publicity for reedman
arranger Paul Horn and publicity 
for the Modern Music, Inc., publish
ing firm. Whew.

SUNDRY SESSIONS: The Con
temporary Jazz trio (John Pisano, 
guitar, Gene Estes, vibes, and Chuck 
Berghofer. bass) wail Thursdays 
through Sundays at the Pali room in

THE GREATEST NAMES IN JAZZ WILL HEEP YOU BE A MODERNIST!
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN JAZZ PIANO fuse after 
pag« of interesting harmonic innovation:, now 
itrte» ond technique to give froth, modern ideas 
to Ihe pianist........................................... ..$1.50
INNOVATIONS IN FULL CHORD TECHNIQUE— 
This complete book illustrates how Brubeck, 
Shearing, Tristano use Ihe full chord fechn.que 
—parallel, block, whole tone, minor ....$1.50 
GEORGE SHEARING PLAYS LEONARD FEATHI R 
From the latest recordings by this Giant of Jazz 
come these ultra modem Jazz stylings In Pro 
grossive Jazz for Piano..............  $1.50
THELONIOUS MONK PIANO ORIGINALS—The first 
written examples of this genius* improvising and 
chord sequences. From his latest recording. $1.50 
HAL 5CHAEFER IN THE JAZZ WORK SHOP 
—6 brilliant piano transcriptions direct from 
F s new RCA Victor Album.................. $1.25
CHORDS ANO PROGRESSIONS VOLUME 1 & 2. 
- Theory made easy! Learn Popular, Modern, 
Chromatic, Deceptive, Substitute and "Blues'*
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Sciences

HOW TO IMPROVISE—Complete control of tho 
subtle sounds is yours in everything you play from 
Dixieland to Latin for all instruments..........$1.50 
SHELLY MANNE DRUM FOLIO: Original drum parts 
os written and played by Shelly. His special re
cording free, loaded with new ideas & technics 

tet (James Mooney, trumpet; Jay 
Migloire, tenor; Jerry Mandel, 
piano; George Stearns, bass, and 
Nick Martinis, drums) invites all 
comers to the Sunday late-afternoon 
sessions at the eastside Coral room.

Capitol Records, which will record 
a complete Stan Kenton-June Christy 
concert during the current road tour, 
counts Conley Graves (remember 
him on Liberty and Decca?) among 
its new artists ... Nat Cole’s schedule 
is a corker: He’s at the Chez Paree 
till Oct. 20; does the Ferry Como 
Show the 21st; hops to New York’s 
Copacabana from the 22nd to Nov. 
18. Before opening a three-week 
stand at Las Vegas’ Sands hotel Dec. 
30, he fills in with dates at Blin- 
strub’s in Boston and Pittsburgh’s 
New Arena. Early 1960 will see him 
at Miami’s Eden Roc and Puerto 
Rico’s San Juan hotel.

Bandleader Johnnie Cascales, still 
recuperating from a desert auto 
smash, is readying for action soon 
with the following personnel: Steve 
White, Bob Jung, Jay Migloire, Sid 
Miller, Lennie Mitchell, saxes; Billy 
Brooks. Buddy Childers. Al Weight. 
Bill (Red) Mattison. Jack Hoh
mann, trumpets; Nobuo Iseri, Hub 
Houtz, Les Robertson, trombones; 
Shep Myers, piano; Harry Leland

JOHNNY SMITH'S AID TO TECHNIC—This great 
Guitarist shows how to acquire dexterity, speed 
and complete control of the fingerboard.. .$1.50 
JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS 
Tako your pick, but you must know the modem 
guitar sounds. This book shows you how. Volt.

AD-LIB—Basic instruction in the art of creating 
AD UB chorusei TAKE-OFFS urd imprevista i 
Includes ANALYZED AD LIB Choruses on <4
Standards .................................... ... only $t 50
EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT READING — How to 
develop absolute pitch, sight singing and ear 
training for all voices and instruments. Dr Maury

SUPER CHORDS SIMPLIFIED, by Dr. Deutsch. Con
tains counterpoint, improvisation, modulation, 
ond application of every chord and progression 
In modem music, ate..............................price $1.50
TONY SCOH WAILS: REAL JAZZ for Clarinet by 
this new sensation. A new concept In modem 
Iazz for all clarinetists. Vol. I & II..$1.50 each

Books or MoreH|H|B|^H| 

and Cascales, bass; Cal Daniels, 
drums; Roy Garner, bongos; Victor 
Colon, congas . . . Guitarist-arranger 
Jack Marshall, who organized Mavis 
Rivers’ New Capitol album, has 

series, The Deputy, on NBC-TV. 
Marshall utilized no fewer than five 
guitars for the program’s theme . . .

IN PERSON
Beverly Cavern—TEDDY BL'CKNER band, 

indefinitely.
Cloister—FELICIA SANDERS. MILT 

KAMEN. Oct 16-29 KIRBY STONE: 
FOl R ANN HENRY, Oct. 30-Nov. 19.

Club Caprice (El Monte)—FREDDIE GRU- 
BEIR trio, indefinitelj

Crescendo—MORT SAHL, Oet. 29 Dec. 20
Drift Inn (Malibu)—BUD SHANK quartet, 

Wednesday, Saturday, Sunda) SHELLY 
MANNE and His .Men Thursday, Friday, 
indefinitely.

Flamingo (Anaheim)—DUTCH PONS and 
the Pacers, indetiniteiy.

Interlude—NINA SIMONE, opens Nov. 12.
King’s Surf (Santa Monica) HETTY BRY

ANT trio, indefinitely; Sunday afternoon 
jam sessions.

Lighthouse (Hermosa Beach) — HOWARD 
RUMSEY’S Lighthouse All Stars, indefi
nitely.

Limelight (Pacific Ocean Park)—LIME
LIGHT RHYTHM KINGS, indefinitely.

Marineland Restaurant (l'alos Verdes)— 
RED NICHOLS and His Five Pennies,

Pali Room (Gardena)—JOHN PISANO. gul- 
tar GENE ESTES vibes; CHECK BERO- 
HOFER. bass, Thursday through Sunday, 
indetiniteiy.

Renaissance- -.TIMMY WITHERSPOON; 
PAVE HORN quintet, indefinitely.

Slat. Bros—JACKIE PARIS, open« Nov. «.
Statl.r Hilton (Terrace room»—SKINNAY 

ENNIS orchestra indefinitely.
Sanbah (East Hollywood!- RICHIE KAMU

CA group, Sunday mornings. Indefinitely.
Sundown TERRY GIBBS orchestra Sun 

days. Mondavs. Indefinitely; LA PLATA 
sextet. Oct. 20, 21. 20.

ROCK AND ROLL SKETCH-ORKS 12 Swinging 
Originate for small combos—all instrumtnti All 
in on« big book .... ...only $1.50
MILT HINTON and O$CAR PETTIFORD Great Jazz 
Lincs for String Bass. Fresh nsw idozi tar tho 
mod«rn bass m«n. Vol. 1 $ Vol. 2. . $1 50 each 
23 ORIGINALS BY GERRY MULLIGAN. For small 
Combos exactly as ho recorded then* All in 
big book PLAYABLE BY ANY COMBO $2 00 
27 ORIGINALS BY JIMMY GIUFFRE. For small 
Combos as he recorded them Designed for ny 
small group. All in one big book... Only $2 00 
24 ORIGINALS BY PETE RUGOIO Designed for 
and playable by any combo. First time available.

1500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS: For a better technic 
In AD LIB playing—Improvise iazz passages on 
these Progressions. For all musicians $1 50 
CHARLIE PARKER'S YARDBIRD ORIGINALS
Any alto sax man can take off on these original 
solos and ad-lib exactly as Parker $1.50
LEE KONITZ: JAZZ LINES. Exciting A'fo Sax Im 
provisations from his latest recordings. With 
instructions on acquiring the new Jazz. $1 50 
SONNY ROLLINS' FREEDOM SUITE: Great Tenor

LEARN TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS—New 
sounds through harmony, melody, 12 tone technic 
and rhythm, plus 6 modern jazz works........$1.50 
THE SOUNDS OF GERRY MULLIGAN: Ultra modern 
swinging Sax solos from this fabulous stylist’s 
greatest recordings.......... . ............. . * .......... $1 50
CHAS. PARKER'S BEBOP SOLOS FOR ALTO SAX— 
exciting new sounds: o must for alto mon. Jazz 
in the Parker tradition.............................. $1.25



Music News from Coast to Coast

Here's why 
Max Roach 

plays 

Gretsch
Drums

Sound makes the drum. And quality 
construction makes the sound. That’s 
why top drum artists like Max Roach 
use Gretsch Drums. They know 
they’ll always get that great Gretsch 
sound. Hear it today on Max Roach’s 
latest recording,“Max.” (Argo LP623)

What’s the answer to “that great 
Gretsch sound”? Look inside a 
Gretsch drum shell. It’s a smooth 
unmarred cylinder — the only abso
lute guarantee a drummer has of 
clean, distortion-free drum tone.

No extra reinforcing rings (which 
actually distort drum tone) are 
needed inside a Gretsch shell. Shell 
strength and perfect roundness (for 
the life of the drum) are guaran
teed through the use of six lamin
ated plys, joined at six different 
spots. And, only Gretsch assures 
this in writing. Gretsch shells are 
weather-proof lacquered inside to 
insure clean, sharp sound under 
adverse weather conditions.

You get “that great Gretsch 
sound” on rim shots, too. Gretsch’s 
exclusive die-cast hoop gives you 
perfect rim shot sound — protects 
sticks. Fully molded, handsomely 
designed, Gretsch hoops are out
standing for their modern styling 
as well as heavy-duty strength.

Check the facts. Play and examine a 
Gretsch set at your dealer's. He won’t 
mind - he likes good drum sound 
too! Got your Gretsch drum catalog? 
Get one free from Dept. DB-109

IMJJowAja
10 Years Ago

On the cover: Nat (King) Cole 
anil Carlos (.astel (his manager) 
cavorting in grass skirts in Hono
lulu . . . Plane in which Buddy 
Clark was killed crashed only blocks 
away from a L.A. party attended by 
Kilty White, Benny Carter, and 
Down Beat staffer Charlie Emge 
. . . Latest be-bop research places 
origin of term in Jack Teagarden's 
lyrics of 1’se a Muggin’ . . . Gerry 
Mulligan joins Elliot Lawrence to 
head in-band quintet . . . Herbie 
Fields vs. Charlie Ventura at Sil
houette in Chicago is won in a 
walk by Ventura (personnel: Benny 
Green, Conte Candoli, Boots Mus- 
sulli. Ed Shaughnessy, Don Palmer, 
Red Mitchell, and Betty Bennett) 
. . . George Hoefler writes of Big 
Eye Louis Nelson, Sidney Bechet s 
teacher . . . Max Miller leaves Hi- 
Note in Chicago, but Anita O'Day 
stays (stuck) . . . Lennie Hayton 
taking a year's leave of absence from 
M-G-M to tour with Lena Horne 
. . . Bud Powell gets chance to 
shine at Orchid room in New York 
City.

25 Years Ago
Headline: “Petrillo Should No- 

tice,’’ on story that urges Janies ( (
Petrillo, president of Chicago musi- 
clans' union, to raise scales on pun- 
perous clubs up from S20 a week 
. . . Jack Teagarden pulls out of 
Decca recording deal to sign with 
Victor. Paul Whiteman told hun tn 
make the switch and he would let 
Bunny Berigan make the dates . . . 
Glen Gray signs to do Camel ladio 
show with Casa Loma band, includ
ing Sonny Dunham, Pee Wee Hunt, 
Grady Watts, and Tony Briglia ... < 
Ray Noble off to Hollywood to write 
songs for Paramount until he gets « 
clearance from AFM to do ladio 
work . . . Ozzie Nelson ancl orc hestra 
signs with Fleisc hmann Yeast lor the 
Joe Penner radio show. He will plav 
the Hotel New Yorker while doing 
the show . . . Dorsey Bros, want it 
known that they are Irish, not 
French. Fortune magazine doing an 
article on them as leaders in their 
field . . . (>>le Porter’s new show, 
Anything Goes, has some great tunes 
besides the title song—Blow Gabriel, 
Blow; Gypsy in Me; and others.

GRETSCH
The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co.

60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

THINGS
☆☆☆☆☆TO

COME ***
The Nov. 12 issue of Down Beat 

(on sale Oct. 29) will feature a 
complete coverage of the two main 
jazz festivals on the west coast: the 
Monterey festival and the newly- 
established festival in Hollywood 
Bowl. Coupled with these stories 
will be a survey ol the present west 
coast jazz scene.

The steieo section will consider 
the range of do-it-yourself kits avail
able to hi-fi fans, and Leonard 
Feather will conduct the first of a 
special two-part Blindfold Test on 
the Mitchell-Ruff Duo—the group 
that recently stormed Moscow.

All Down Beat’s regular depart
ments, columns and music news will 
ol course also be included.

Jack Teagarden will be featured 
on the cover of the Nov. 26 issue, 
which will also contain a sjietial 
section on the forthcoming Interna
tional Music Fair in Chicago.

Following this, the Dec. 10 issue 
will proviile a Christmas buyers’ 
guide, plus the story of the first 10 
years in the life of Birdland, New 
York’s—and perhaps America’s—top 
jazz spot.

deebee’s scrapbook = 22

“Sixteen years we’ve been 
rehearsing and you cats STILL 

can’t get the intro right!’’
ED SHERMAN

You
GO I
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Max Roach plays Gretsch Drums
You can too. Try an outfit like Max’s or specify your own set at your dealers. Write Gretsch, 
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for thirty-two page Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. Dept. OB-109

Max plays a "Progressive Jazz" outfit finished in "Silver Sparkle”: 20“xH" bass drum, ICzm" snare; 
12”xS“ and U"xU" tomtoms, exclusive "Floating Action" drum pedal and other Gretsch accessories shown here.ED SHERMAN
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tive year that Fred Waring has chosen 
Lowrey organs for his tours.
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